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Dedication

To Dr. J. William Lee, a teacher, who helped me
to understand and to feel the. meaning or these
words. from Kierkegaardts Journals:
"The important thing is to be honest towards
God, not try to escape from somethin§t but to
force oneself through until he himse~' gives
the explanation." 1 .

Soren Kierkegaard, The Journals (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1938), p. 124.
1.
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4
Introuuction: A Concise Statement of the

Prob~em

Many introductions have the strange tendency to become

flowery statements concerning the vital importance of the thesis, the universality of the topic studied, or the unique creativity of the methodology employed in the approach to the thesis
material.

It is hardly surprising, therefore, that the reader

of a thesis with such an embellished introduction is often dismayed to find that the main body of research does not justify
the proud optimism of the introduction.

I t is a sad fact that

a 14aster t s thesis is hardly a "magnum opus," which opens up
new directions for scholarly pursuits.

At its best, a Master's

thesis is a personal "working-through lt of a certain fundamental
problem; and rather than shaking the foundations of Western
civilization, it should only enable the researcher to learn
more adequately the art of scholarship..-and, if the student is
honest with himself and with his subject, by some strange alchemy he may also learn something about the art of living.
But the stage where a researcher becomes se1f-edified in the
pursuit of his research is indeed a limited one, open only to
those who constantly ask themselves in the process of their
scholarship, n1rihat does all this mean for my life?"

In the

long run, therefore, a thesis should be the rare combination of
objective scholarship and personal edification.

Empires will

rise and collapse, new theologies will appear on the horizon,
men will live and die for the most absurd or noble reasons: ond
still the thesis will endure in the dusty corner of some small

5
library inOhiol

All of ,mich says to the student that if

the research is not meaningful to his own life!" it will surely
not be valuable to Western scholarship, or even to the librarian.
Since an introduction must be clear and precise, it would
seem best to state as simply as possible both the methodology
and the hypothesis of this thesis, and then to indicate the
reasons for the selection of the topic.
The major thesis of this research work has been that Unamuno's life and writings can best be seen in terms of a philosophy of tragedy.

Tragedy, in the Unamunian sense, means an

agonizing struggle between opposing forces sowell matched that
no final victory of one over the other is possible.

Unamuno

wrote about and lived 1il!ithin this Ittragic sense of life, n which
consists of this agonizing struggle; and it is the centrality
of this fact which can be demonstrated in his writings.

Unamuno's

own life and the life of the so-called "Generation of 1898"
serves as an introduction to the meaning of the tragic sense of
life in human existence and in the Christian faith.

Moreover,

it has also been the concern of this thesis to show that the
tragic sense of 11fe, far from being the occasion for resignation, is a source of creativity for Christian existence.

In

short, I have attempted to demonstrate how conflicting modes of
.being--heart and head, faith and reason, peace and conflict,
life and logic--struggled with each other in the Unamunian
universe, and how they could lead to creative courage and meaning.

6

The methodology under which the writing of this paper
was formulated is the same methodology that Unamuno himself
used in his studies of' Kierkegaard and Pascal.

For sake of'

clarity, this methodology might be called "emotional comprehension," or better yet, "imaginative participation."

Those

who employ this approach begin by sympathizing "r.1. th the author
studied.

Sympathizing with the author essentially means getting

inside his work, bringing his attitudes to light, and above all
understanding his intentions.

Though I have utilized erudite

and critical tools in my analysis of Unamuno's literature, these
two modes of study do not seem to do justice to the paradoxical
nature of the llterature.

To amass dates, facts, documents;

or to edit texts, translate obscure ,>lOrI,s, track do.m influences,
or sort out epochs does not mean that one has entered Unamuno1s
world.

Nor have I attempted to approach Unamuno from some

previous critical stance, say the existentialist pOSition, and
. then determined the existential categories of his thought.

At

all times I have attempted, however, tQ imaginatively participate
in the Unamunian universe.
Because I have no pretension as to my scholarly prowess,
and receive no joy froll!, the compilation of objective facts,
the development of this thesis has only been possible because
it has meant something for my own existence.

Unallluno's world

has also been my world: This has been the major stimulus for
my work.

Al.though I cannot claim the same depth of thought and

passion as. this Spaniard, I can say that the contradictions he
found inhuman existence between the heart and the head, faith

'1

and reason, imagination and intellect are also the contradictions
I feel within myself.

That

UnamtL~o

utilized these conflicting

forces creatively and turned the despair of his life into
a source of streng·th has been a source of hope to me.
It m.ll also be wise

fer"

~

the future development of this

thesis to call the reader's attention to the fact that those
Spanish \;Torks which have not been translated into English have
been important to the ,vork.

Any quotations from untranslated

sources have been done by the author of this thesis.

~.•

8
~ter
Uila!.ltm1~

"and

ru.s

:E.t
GeneratiOO'l.

1t:E dCl'nat Wish to be pig~e(kbe.eause!,m,guel
de rrnamm1~, like ~6~er man who claims a free
'eGlllse1ence t am uniE(U~'" t·
Whether' er notabiographieal approach can ever get behind'
the mystery

Ed'~m1€)Is: unique.e~s:tenee

btl"ti t is. cl.ear that

no

remains to be seen;

biographiea! methodol.ogy can hope to

remove the assentia! eentradietions: of his life wi thoot saeri-

fieing the deeP and hiddell source 00' his life-giving wisdom..
l'fnamuno, as: the Sia:iaish saci.01.ogis:t and ;lil.ovelist Frand.s:eo

qala, nm,arked, was more than a simple lnatusof Spanisll. tradition or a neat resul.t EIt' !ds

OWll

experiOO'l.cer he was, rather,

a l<I.'period and new :Paragraph," an abrupt end. as well as a radiea.l departure.~
!he essential. contradictory dimension of his life, there-

fore,
t~

mu~rf;

be accepted,. for i11: is· Emt of these very contradictions

lTnaJllUllo is able to affirm that sp.irituaJ. anguish, doubt,

,2;l1d U;IiI.eerta1nty a;resourCes of" creative energy..
~ss:traItge~;shngure
i

.

'4

1)y

_:

.' t....

_

Thelli'e 01"

is as paradoxieal as his wri tillgs.

.,'

ti~ de ij'ha!!11;!n€l,

exities .and. Paradoxes trans.
Stuart Gross (Jew; Yi:lrk::Fb.:UGsaphiea1. J4br~, ,1'., , p.. 3.

,

2.. ;ro:se F'errai;e:t' ~0ra, 1JnamUll0;Al?hUoROphy .eth-aged:r,
trans. by Philip S'i1.ver (Ilerke1.ey~ Ulliii1!' 91' tralifornia Fress,
1962'), p..~..
.
.
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Unamuno calmot be pigeonholed; unless olli!respects: the hidden
sources of' his life there ean be no eOlll.plete understanding of
his outward enstenee t . for the outward events of his life can
only be given meaning when they are related to the inward, creative vi.sion which motivated his action.
From the external biographiea.l data concerning Unamuno
there seems to be -li ttle hope in oVercoming the paradoncal
nature of his life. Re was a thinker, essayist, novelist,
poet, playwright, and journalist.

At the same time he was a

professor of Greek, a deputy to the Spanish ruling body (the
Cortes), and a prophet.
or philosopher?

Cam Un:B.ll!.uno be classified as an artist

a professor

0'1'

a politician?

a prodUct of

Spanish culture or a man for all times and seasons?

Not one

of his literary productions c.an be called a work of art, in
the classical sense in which art has been defined.

He was net

interested in art for art's sake, but always. for the message
he hoped to create through the artistic medium.

A philosopher

o.f ideas? None of ids essays express a consistent traditional
vieW'l!loint of philosophical Wlrki and the interpretations he
gave tQc the main writings of

philoso~hy

were unique.

Instead

oK the philosophy of. Kant, for example, Unamuno wished to o.isenss the man behind the CJ;>itigue of Pure Reason, the man of'
flesh and bone who feared death.

A. professor of Greek?

In

19l1Unamuno wrote: ltJ:t has never occurred to me to publish
any Wfll'k which claimed to be scientific or a work of scholarship." 1

t.o J.B Trend. Unamuno

1,9~l, p .. ').•.

(Cambridget R.I Stevens, L:rD,

Perhaps, then, he was
an outsider.

Ii

:r,wlitieian'i' :BUt in politics he was

illhen conservative politicians were in power Una-

muno was a liberal; when liberals came into power he expressed
a desire te return to a f'orm of' monarchy..

~ce

he was removed

trOll\. hisehair of Greek at the University of Salamanca ror

political reasons:.

In short, the biographer of this Spaniard

is faced with the same contradictions in his life as those
which exist in his writings.

Jos~

Ferrater ~1ora, wh:e;~ 'ilas

acte.¢!. as an inte:rpreter of many of Unanuno's writings, is
willing to let the essential mystery of Unamunots life remain:
"Unamuno I s PU~l.ic life was always deep.ly rooted in
the silence of his inner life, so> much so that most
of the actions of his public existence emerge as
el'Uptions of that deeper inmost silence. rt is
unfortunate, moreover, that the profound inner lire
of a thinker is often bey()nd the critic's grasp ..
It is even possible that like any genuinely private life Unamune1s
forever remain that fameus
·secret of the heartf which theologians tell us is
revealed only in God" s presence .. tt '[

will

The mystery of Unamuno's personality should. remain in
any biography of his life, since a mere enumeration of the
outward events of this Spaniard's existence could never overcome the hidden quality

or his struggle. Unamunofs life was a

paradox, and any attempt. to negate this fact must fall short
of its mark.

(2) The Life of Migue.l. de Unamuno

Nevertheless, some attempt must be made to confront the
outward events of Unamuno's life, if only to serve as a prolegomena to the study of his writings.

illhile it does not seem

1. J:os~ Ferrater Mora, Unamunf1: A Philosophy of 1'ragedr,
trans .. by Philip Silver (Berkeley~ University of California
Press, 1962), p .. '1..

that a.

bi0graphica~

approach is adequate by itself, it can

begin the task of interpreting the literature.
11uring the years: prior tt'1J Unamuno t s birth S.pain was in
the midst of" cultural transforntation, which would eventually
lead to the Second Civil 'I>1ar.

'!'hese were the years of crisis

and change.
Miguel de Unamuno y Jugo was born of Basque ancestry on

September 29, 186lj"

in Bilbao, a seaport town at the mou.th of

the Nervion River.

'!'his Basque ancestry was later to COncern

lJi:lamuno, to haunt him with the memory 61' the tragic ::rense
life, which was so much a part of the Ba.sque character.

or

The

city 0'f B1lbao at this time, although surrounded by rural
soeietYt was cosmopolitan in nature, a rising industrial. city
with a: liberal bourgeoisie and a powerful working class..

The

cargo-laden ships frOJll. foreign ports als<') kept the people in
touch with the outside world.

Nevertheless, there were still

some inhabitants of the city whe steod within the ancient
Basque tradition, who spoke Basque instead of S.panish, and whese
ties were bound up with their own sense of Basque identity.
The Spanish scholar and novelist Arture Bal'ea has said €If Unal'Imnofs heritage:
~e

was born and Dl'ed in a town where civic and spiritual
conflicts were endemic.... 1il.hat in mast other Spanish
pI'f>vinces was merely regionalism--attaehment to the
fpatria chice: t the 'little country t· combined with
indifrerence
the abstract 1deq:
Spain and with
distrustror the Madrid government, had in the Basque
country grown into a. nationalistic creed at once
religious and poU tical .. It '1

to

0t

,i

. I

. t.

J.9~2;1, p.

bxturo Barea,·. tlnamune (Oalli.bridge: &wes and Bowes,

9.

!

It was wi thin the city o<t RUbae that Unatll.uno says that
he began t.o acquire a sCicial coIlscience..
a;

In his ninth year

series o<t battl.es was taking pl.ace in SpaiIl between traditional,

Catholic ferees and the liberals.

These battles were part of

what is nMf eall.ed the earlist Wars..

In his reeollections of

ch11.dhood,. which were cQllected together in a book ealled
:Recuerdos de W11leR I Maeedad, Unalluno said that one of the
lItost significant e\1entS' of his. li1'e took plaee during a siege
of Bilbaot a C'arli.st bolIlb exploded on the roof of an adjacent
1 'l!o at sensi t1 ve boy, who was
given to recurrent Ifreligious seizures ,t and who spent hours
alone reading 1'rllllll. Spanish Romantic poetry, the explesion of
the bomb was a terrible reminder 01' the tragie deaths in li1'e.
In the events· of the war Unamuno came face tof'ace with the

tension in his

MIln

country between conservatives and progressives,

orthodox and liberal.s, isol.a·tionis.ts and European Spaniards.
From. this moo.ent on, Unallllno trould of'ten cry out in agO'ny:

liMe due].a ~anallf (&pain hurts !!let'!. 2

tater in his li.fe ha

was to· use the siege 0:1: BilbaG as the background for" his DOvel.
paz; en La Guerra, in whieh he saw thE!" tragic tension in Spain
between di:f'ferent peoples as the collective essence of Spanish
euJ.ture ..
For the next five years, after the siege sf Bilbao,

.-

Unamuno studied at the lnsti tuto V:hwnno o:f Bilbao, which

t. Miguel

de~:!l.amu.n:o, Recuerdos de Eil'fei I MOcedad
1-908, p .. 1Q6..

(Madr:id: Librer:!as ue Victoriano Suarez",

Margaret :f. Rndd" IiUnamuno t s Hunger for I.ll!lilortali ty, It
'l'E.e Christian CenturY, C17ec. 23, 1.9~J, P ..· 15'8'9.
2."

L3
might be thought of' as his "high-school" years:.
is known
read

o~

Very'little

his experiBnces during this time, except that he

widely~

particularly in the area 01' Spanish Romantic poetry.

In 1880, at the age of' Sixteen, UnamUllo left his Basque
hOi!1l.eland to attend the University of Madrid.

At '!rhe university

he studied phi1.o,sophy and ancient languages, and was confronted
by the dectrinas of' Kant, Regel, and Kra:use..
be dete:r:mined

£1'001.

As f'a1' as it can

his writings" Uilammofs own private excur-

sions into the world of' ideas were more inf'luential than his
university edueation.
of' the
dox

university~

~atholiC's

Nevertheless, the intellectual climate

which

euns~sted

0f'

argtllmlat~

between ortho-

and liberals, profoundly influenced him.

The

cunfrontatiens betw:eela tnese groups" which took place at the
Cl.ub Ateneo, finally caused Unamuno to side with the liberal,
europ:eanizing group, against the Reman Church and tor the new
socialistic and rationalistic doctrines..
was t.o refute liberaliSIll.

Later in his Ufe he

At the same time as these religious

confrontations ,.ere taking piace, Unamuno was reading on his

a.m.

:r:re

'lmS

particularly impressed 'With the Iaw €If con'cradiction

which he found in th.e Regelian system, theugh he also :learned
to read Danish so' that he might study Kierkegaard, whom he
1.3;,te1' called hi.s "spiritual brother. It 1
Mter.four years at the university Unallnmo received his
d€lot€lral. degree and returned to the Basque countryside..

There

he married hiS: childheod SVlleetheart, C:olacepc{on Li~l'raga, gave
t., ~gue:l.ae 1Jn~, ,el'
xitiesand .Pru:adoxes . trans.
bY' ::ttuart Gross (New "rOTE: Phi.l€ls.wphica1.I.1brary, 19 ~,P. '57.

14
private lessons, contributed anonymous articles to a local
newspaper, took part 1npub11c d1scussio:ns, Wl'{:)te poetry,
and 1earned foreigp languages so tha.t he would be able to read
authors in their own tongues.

But

Un&~uno

could not be satis-

fied with himself in this environment, fo:e as Arturo Barea has
pointed ont,
Itffis correspondence, as 1'"ar as it has been published,

indicates a sense of. insecurity, and exasperation
at the absence of any response In the stifling atmosphere 6!' prosperous provineialphilistinism. It t
Uuamun6 felt a s:tranger in his own countryside, and the surroundings of his ei ty seemed hostile to· his direction in life.
Perhaps the e1ty was. too qUiet, and Unamuno felt that the agony
whic:..1J. gave meaning t.o. his exis:tence cou1d not be found.

This

1aek of agony c.Quld have been due to the fact that Unamuno

found h1mseH isolated from the Basque c€li'l!1ltunity, ar.td mere in
contact with the businessmen and 'Vl'6rking class..

In any ease,

Unamuno"s sell-definition of hmsel!', in a letter to Leopolda

lUas, gives some clue to the unrest 1iIDich he experienced:
"Unamuno is a self-torturer.
be what he is no,t, and

He sp:ends his life struggling to

railing.~

2'

In this sense, then, it

was the pres.ence of.' peace in his homeland which led to the
search 1'61' struggle e1sewnerej Unamuno could never rest in peace.
Unamuno then lef't for Madrid, \dlere he took various examinations. for a. teaching positioo..

t.

l'72},p~

After several attempts failed,

AJ:>turo,:&'rea, Unamu..'1.o (Cambr1dget Bowes and Bowes,

12.

4$b1o. .. , p ..

n.

he won a chair of Greek language and literature at Salamanca.
H.E! moved to Salamanca. in 1891, and his residence in this city

helped him to discover the possibilities and limitations of his
life.

Angust{n Es:clasans tells us that it was during in stay

in Salamanca. that he experienced a S'ElVere religious crisis in
1897.

The exact content of this crisis is still unknown, but

in 195'1 Dl'. A'rmando ZUblzarreta, a yOUIlg Peruvian seholar,
discovered four small notebooks in UnamUIlo's handwriting des- - --

----

- - --- ----------

- - ---

--

--

-

--

----

cribing in detail. the record of this religious crisis.

--

---

The

contents of these notebooks are as yet unpublished and the
rec0'rd of the crisis rema1ns knOWl'/to only a few people, including
Unamu..>wt s eldest son and Garcia Blanco of the University of
Salamanca. 1

It is known, however, that the day after the

cril$is UnamtL.'1o went to a monastery in Salamanca and remained
there for three days.
in

these~

Esclasans describes Unamunols experience

words:

ItThe first hours of his retreat he spent on his
knees, in fervent and anguished supplication~ Wnile
in the Dominican clOister, the only books he perused
were the Bible and the Confessions of' St. Augustine ••••
And it might be well. for us to'remember that Unamuno
was a Basqu9t that 1s, a man of the racial timber
of St. Ignahus of Loyola?:. who himself was no strange!'~e::dstential crisesl t! 2

At any rate, despite the ignorance surrounding this experience,
we :m:i.ght agree with the anal.ysis of Jos~ Ferrater
,
M:Sl"a when hestatlllS that this erisis-experience pi3,'ofQundly
1. Margaret T;":audd, lfUnamuno f s Hunger for Immortality, II
The cro:istian C:enturr, (Dec. ~3, I~64), p .. l.590.

2... Agust{n ii:selasans, M1gqel de Unamuno (Buenos Aires:
&'11 tonal Juventud, 194'1), p. 112.

influenced Uiaamunohl: later philosophical. and literary direction:
It~ere

is a defin:t te change in tone of his writings

before and after 1897.. Before 1897... c we find Unamuno in a pitched battle with tpurism l and traditionalism" which he dec1a.red til) be empty and conventional ••••

After 1897, hO'W1Elver t and es.pecla:lIy between 1897
and 1<)05', we find UnanlUno absorbed in a tense and
painful attempt at inner direction..... Unamuno f s
tImlal'dl i replaces his cry of "Forwal'cU.n: 1

M@rals ana:1ysis helps to explain the difference between Una-

munofs early novels with theil1' concentration on outward details
frf!lllt his later novels. with the.ir treatment of inner rea11 ties.

:Eo Unamuno, "seclusion within onesell" (eneerrarse) meant an
"opening inw:ard tt (abril'se ha.c1a s{ mismo).
During hi.s years at Salamanca Unamuno became a kind of
spiritual. agitator in his country..
therefo1l"e, he was

re~ea.sed

For political reasons,

from his university positien.

After

this dismissal his political activity increased; he undertook
~

eampa1:gluu: one against King Alfons€)

nIl,.

and the other

against the central. Powers and in defense of the Allied cause
in W@rld War:t.

~

dur.ing these adventures Unamunocontiooed

to lecture and write" at various times o<ppesing such men as
ortega y Gasset and lihgenio d tOrs..

This routine Was breken
/

in 1924 as a. result of Primo· de Rivera's coup d'etat.
Primo de Rivera's di.ctatorship had been sanctioned by the

previous king, Alfonso· XIII.

But Unamunets protests agains.t

Rivera were so loud that he was foa:ced inte
ventura, ona of the""aanary ·IsIands .. ·

on

exi~e

at F'uerte-

the island, Unamuno

t. .ro£fe J!erl'ater Mora, Unamuno;! A.... ?bilosopf'.!,.v of Trnedx,
trans. by PhiUpSl.lver(Berlte1enUnhersi ty of California
Press, ~962:), Plo 13;..

17
eantinued to v0iee his opp.osition to Rivarats goverIllllent, and
finally managed tCil escape to Paris with the help of the French

newspaper" :be. Qu@tidien.
arrived on June

2"

A. pardon frQlll the Spanish gevermnent

1924, the same day that Unamuno 1e:l:"t for

Paris. '1

In Paris, Unamunots protests; a:gains.t his government
reached worrl.d-widep7,':oportions; Max I)c:heler mentioned Unamuno's war with the dictatorship in Spain as one event that
t'he1ped b1acken the Spiritual. countenance of' Europe in the

twenties.'" 2. All. during his stay in Paris Unamuno mingled

w:tth the peGJ]ile, but he feU strange1y out of place in the
sophisticated city..
'i!th the fall &f tie dictatorship in 1930, however, Unamuno returned tm his native land..

it

~blie

was declared in

Spain sh.ort1y thareai"ter, en April 14, 1931; and Unamuno was
named to be rector at the Univ1ilrsity of Salamanca.

The new

Republican goverml!.ent tried tQ1 claim Unamuno as orle af their
own leaders, bnt he grew dis:lllusiQned with the state leader. sh1p because he felt it had not examined its own conscience.
At the beginning of a new dictatoris ris'S in the person
of' General. Franeo t 1lnamuna seemed to welcome his strong hand.

BUt he could net keep still. in the .face e.f the atroeit:les
whicli the new dictatorship promulgated.

Whi1e presiding ever

a. c e1ebrati on of the Spanish fiesta. G.f the race (D1a de la
Raza) t in spite of repeated warnings to the contrary, Unamuno

t.,

Ibid.,.. pp .. fa 18-19.

2:.

Ibid .. , p-. 19.

spake: out against Franco..

Margaret

~

Rndd t who participated

in the recent centenary tribute to Uhamuno held at Vanderbilt
Univers1.ty, said that this atta.clt upon the new Spanish government ended Unamuno's aetiv.it1est
"'France's guard, stationed before Unamuno I shouse
that night, remained until he died three months
later.. The O'rder te shoot if he sne'!lld try to
e.scape. was. kno"W'll only to a few .. iii 1
The historical crisis of the times covered his death
with frantic forgetfulness, but this: 113ss could. not relllain
forever with a lllan whose intention was to I ive in the life of
his peo'ple.

There is no objective way in which one can say

that this Spaniard's hunger for immortality found its final
home in the presence of God; but, in true Unamunian' fashion,
it 1.5 histo.rlcally cerreet t.o say that in his death he began
to live in the hearts

~r

contemperary Spaniards.

An incident

which took place some years after his death illustrates this
strange power he continues to exert on the young Spanish mind.
In Octaber, 1953" the University of Salamanca was maJ{ing plans
to· celebrate its seven hundredth anniversary•. It was part of
these plans to. include a tribute to Unamunofs memory, given by
S:~sh

schelars.

Btlt both the government and the church de-

nounced him as a heretiC, who was net worthy of' a celebratien.

FOr the. first three days of the celebration ne mention ""'as me"s
.of his name.

Then one of Unamuno's fomer cell.eagues, Gregorio

]farmon, viola.tedthe order or the government and church by
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delivering his famous eulogy tG Unaliluno.

"There are persons,"

he said,' 'twho dare 'dream of transforming the very sanctuaries
of p{laee into arenas offtist);o:wd....\t i
joined in praise of Unaliln.no.

Other scholars then

S.omEl of the Spanish press re-

ported the story of the spe.eches at the university, but i t
wasntt until Jean C'reach gave the story to his paper in Paris
that the EUropean wOl'ld heard of the event.

The Spanish gov-

ernmen;t reacted by thrOVling Cl'each out of the country •

But

the' ess'ential. condemnation of his report beeame known around the
'liIDrld: "T.oday the Spanish clergy, fortified by their eoneordat
with the state, no longer tole:rates free-iitlnded

ll1an. u

2

One

can only 1m.agine Unamuno's reaction to this event; but it is
not tao absurd to suggest that he 'liIDuld have been glad the
peace had been destroyed, if only

fOT

a day.

Paxt I I
T}1e Histol'iea,1 Ba,ckgroundt The Generation of .1,'8:
(t) J;1tel'arr Development of th.e Generationt

DUring the last ten years of the n1lleteenth century,
S'9veral young 'II<-ri tel's began their 11 terary w&rk,in ill'pain.
They diC! not consider themselves part of any organized school,
nor did they consciously formulate any systematic doctrines ..
They cuJ.t1vlij:t'ed different 11 terary forms and wrote about diverse
situations.

Nevertheless, they a::n felt negatively toward

t...

Lawrence Fernsworth, ::rpaints Struggle 1'00 Preedem
1167), p.,. Z'lO.

2..

Ibid .. , ll. 270..

C~s:ton:: J3eacl(;'n Press,

"

the literature of the Sp'anisliltrad1tiOO in the more recent
past; they were concerned with develeping new literary;('orms;
and they were preoccupied with the regeneration of Spanish
cu1.ture" which had fallen into decay after the defeats €If the
Spanish-American War off 1898.
The .mole notion of a "Generatien of 1898'" is ene that
is open to criticism.

seme Spanish scholars deny that the

Genera.tion has any unique histerical existence.
.f01'

p{o Baroja,

exa:m.ple, who has been called one €If the Generationts lead-

ers, denied the existence ef such a group €If writers; while
another Spaniard, Ramire de t4aez.tu, stated that the Generation

was the invention of literary historians. 1

Nevertheless,

the.re are,a:lso respected SPanish historians: .me cla11ll that

.the existence off this group Qf writers is a histerica1 fact.
!liI& JtU't:l.oulal' tam, the "Generation of 1898" was first used
by the histerian, Gabriel :!<Iaura '9' Galll.azaf but it was Azorfn,

the famous spanish writer, .me popularized the term and who

affirmed the reality of this Generatien as a corporate group
rea.cting against the dism.al situation of Spanish culture after
the W~r of 1898..

Salvador de Madariaga, one of the most capable

historians of Spanish life, also argued for the reality of
the Generation, numbering amoog its writers Ganivet, O'O'sta,
Unamuno, and Ortega y Gasset.

What should be noted in this

brief accoUnt is that there remains confusion as to its existence.
1.. Katherine P. Reding, .iThe Generation of 1898 in
~ain as Seen :£hrough its Fictional Hero, II Studies in Modern
1"anguages, Vol. XVII,
2.

Ibid~,

P.. 9 ..

(Apri1~ut\.e,

1936), p. vii.

2:1

hCllll all the hi·storieal accounts of the Generation and

the interpretations which have been given to' its work, there
does seem. to be three central pre-suppos5.tions which scholars
bring to their work:
1..

'nle characteristic.s ef' the Generation were mainly

poli tical..

In 1:.1).i8 viewpoint the existence of the Gene;l?a:tion

was determined by the loss of Spanish forces in the War of 1898 0
2.

The clita.racteristics of the Generation were literary,

and their literary productions represented a new revolution in
Spanish letters.

3..

The Generation's characteristics were more personal

and general" existing within a cOll1!llun1ty of sentiment.
The i"irat of the.se options: i.5 best represented by the
spanish scholar llalvadQl' de Madariaga, 'Wh& understands the work
&f the Generati.en in relation to the pelitieal situation in

Spain.

The times around 1898 were hard times, particularly

nth respect to the war.

The young men living at these times

were to observe at clos's quarters the 1nsinceri t1 of their
own government..

The nation had be.en kept in the dark about

the CUban re....olt and the war 'with the United States.

only

when the defeated soldiers returned did the people begin to
realize the implications of the wart ItThe yellow ghosts
landing from the sbips, theI.sJ..ands gons, the warship·s lost,
the

~en

given over to yellow fever." t

1898, Hadariaga

believes~

The Generation of

reacted against this pelitical

1.~... de l-ladariaga, Spain (L0ndom Ernest Benn I.imitteo.,
1936) ,. p.. 131.

;x

situa.tion..

Such men as Joaquin Costa, Angel Ganivet t Miguel de

Unamuno,.and Ortega y Gasset started to ask their ultimate
questions in relation to the p.olitical decay after the war:
""What are we? What have we done? What aT'e the
SPanish vaInes which circulate in the world?
What is the trace which ~pain has left in history,
in thought, ill European civilisation? What is a1~
this disexder at home? why this sham and pretense?'1 1
The four main writers of this time :posed different answers to

the problem of Spainfs destiny.
ll),ake Spain a

liltlrop~an

Cbsta and Ortega wanted to

people, while Unamuno and Ganivet hesi-

tated to accept all that European <m1.ture stood for.

Unam.u.no,

for example, could not accept what he considered to be the econom.iC t s:Oientifio, and mechanistic forces in European culture,
and yet he knew that some new direction had to·.;be given to
a Spanish culture which had fallen into spiritual misery, uni-

fOrmity, and political waste.

For these reasons, Unamuno could

no·t believe that theeuropeanization of Spain would eliminate
Spanish problems; what was needed, he believed, was a d.eeper
searching into

t~

Qui::wte-lilce soul of the Spanish people,

an intense investigation into the power of those Spanish mystics
\!hI)

were individua1istic, heterodox God-seekers,.

He trusted

in the capacities of the new youth of Spain to find for themselves their own unique Spanish identity, and to incorporate
iul'ope.an qual! ties into this Quixote-like spirit .. , In his
essays in En Tornl) 13.1 Castieismo, written three years before
1.

Ibid., pp.·s 139-ltr-o.

2:3
the War I)·f 1898, Unamtlno had already jl:iven h1sansw€l~f~the
problem. of ~a1n IS regenera tiolH.

It

Spain has yet to. be}dj;~¢overed,

and only e1ll"ope13.nisecl S:panlards 'IA'ill ;discover her. I i i

Despite

these di:fferences in the alliPrN,ch given to the problem of

a new s,;pa1n, Madari13.ga feels that they were all stimulated" by
the war, and that the mem.bers of the. Generation accomplished
anunified purpose:

an increasingly 1ntim13.tecontact with

It

the 0Utside W'€l'l'ld. 11 2
One can

all'll)

develop 11te1'ary characteristics of tria

Generation with only a slight reference to political events.
schalars have given the title Itthe movement or'good writ':

,

inglt (mov1miento de bien escribir) to the whole Generation,
vie..dng 1 ts purpose in terms of its 11 terary achievements. 3
As a literary group, mO'reO'ver, the Generation falls into the

traditions of Spanish literature.

The beginnings of the 11tera-

ture of the Generation reach far back into Spanish history,
but the illlll1ediate precursO'rs to' its ''1ork were three influential
,,-

authors and educators: Angel Ganivet, J0aqu{n crosta, and Franeise:o Giner de los R{os,.

Ganivet (1865-1898) is best

knOW'll

for hi.s work, Idearium Espano1, in which he cri ticized the
Spanish character f(;!l' its we.ak national. will.
comes the doctrine of

r~la

From Ganivet

volunt13.d" (the will) which, together

with the impetus of Nietzsche and Sehopenhauer, was to play
such an important role in the novels of' the Generation.

Joa-

quin COsta (l846-1911L,,~,,~l:\~,philQsopher and stUdent of law,
1: •. . ArturO' Ji§area, Ul!!amuno{.~idget Bowes and Bowes,
1952:) ,p" 1 8 . '
.
0

2..

J.
~

Maa.ariaga, op.eit., p. 147.

G.eorge T'yler Northup, An Introduction to Spanish titera(Chic.:. Univ. of Chicago Press, 1960), p. q,22 o
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is also

said t6 be Qne af the precursors of the Generation,

particularly when he called for the "deafricazation" of Spain
so that it could

assimilat~

EUropean ideas.

And lastly,

Francisco Caner de los R1'os (1846-1915'), the reformer of
Spanish education, is considered to be one of the Generation IS
fathers.

:j

In 1810 he fl)unded the Instituc{on Ubre de ensenanza

(the Fr-ee Institute of X'$tching), froll! which a group 01' writers
and soh01ars wa.s to come. . From these three men the writings
of such philosophers and poets as Unllll!.uno, Ortega y Gasset,
Machado, and others are said to have been given their past. 1
Sinc.e the writings of the members of the Generation are so
diversified, it is dii'ficu1t to say what exactly were·tneit
co:m.mon purposes and progrants.

But it is meaningful to say,

taking into cons:!.deration all the various li tarary styles and
messages, that when Unamuno voiced a concern for new literary
forms, and for a re-interpretation of Spanish literature in
the light of the pl'esent moment, he was speaking of a co:m.mon
preeceupation of the Generation.

It was a conviction of" the

Generation r S mE!ll!bers in their writings to stay as close as
possible to the 'actua.l lives of' real hUlllaD beings, and to
avoid the careless rhetoriC which they felt·had characterized
Spanish literature in the past.

In this sense, then, the

COl!!ll!pn theme which tied them together was simply their convieti0n that what they were doing was unique in the literature

of' Spain, except perhaps what had been done befere in the
literature of the Gold.en A;gEis.

)~

The third opUon with regard to any interpretation of
the Generation, . in which the sense of a community of sentiment
is central, tries to take into account the wide variety of
literary forms present in the. writings, and at the same time
to stress the essential oneness o·f their purpose.

Katherine

P. Reding, of Smith College, has attempted to make this option
a real one by studying the nature af the Ileneration as it is
seen through its fictional heroes..

She seeks to approach the

subject from the source materials (novels) .of the major writers
of this period-...Unamuno, Azorin, Baroja--to see whether this

gives any clue as to their common preoccupation.

Her results

are as 'follows:
I.

II..

Ess.ential Characteristics of the Protagonists:
a. Preoccupation with the ego
b.. Emergence of inner tension between intellect and
emotion
e. Lack of balance in the characters
d.. Characters are directed by their passions
e. Stress on love as a unifier of personality
Relation to S;ociety:
Eccentricity and inadaptation to environment; the
protagonist is so engrossed in the workings of his
soul that he stands aloof from society ..
h.. The character 1 s attitude toward the low spiritual
condition of Spain produces a tragic conflict
in character, in which the hero must either elect
refol'I!! or stagnate in placid acceptance.
a..

III.

Philosophical Attitudes:
The faith of the hero of the &eneration is that of
scepticism, in which he seeks solutions to problellls
which cannot be solved. A lack of faith in God
and illllllortali ty causes. despair"
h. A denial of external reality; the hero thinks of
life as a dream.
c. A.etion becomes the problem of life. 1

a.

i

1. Katherine P. Reding, "The Generation .of 1898 as Seen
Through its FictionalRer.~~~,!<~tudies in Mod.e;rn Languages, Vol.
XVII (April-June, 1930'), " . f s ~02-ll9.
~

I,
I

I
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From this analysis of the source materials of the Generation, Reding is able to conc.lude:
~e

have found in this study that their characters of
fiction, offspring of their mind and imagination,
are kindred spirits, moved by similar preoccupations,
alike in their attitude t.oward s0ciety as in their
conception of life •••• We can but believe, therefore,
that their likeness proceeds from the spiritual
affinity of the writers who created them •••• And
it is precisely this fundamental community of 1>1'0blemsr beliefs, and reactions to society which constitu'tes the spirit of a generation." f

What, then, can be concluded from these three options?
Is the Generation to be considered the invention of literary
historians, or does it have unique historical existence?
If" one believes the Generation to be a political category,
there still remains the problem of non-political activity. Why
were the writers of this time

S(:l

concerned with problems of"

the soul, with the relation between God and man, with immortality,
wi th the spiritual destiny of theiT people?

Was net the War

of 1898 simply the occa.sion fOT deeper questions?

Moreover,

if one thinks tha.t the Gene.l'ation was simply a new literary
group in 5pain f equally contradictory problems remain.

1iiIhat

is to be done With the members of the Generation whose primary
·concern was not in literature but in politics or education?
1iiIhy

1iaS

it that the writers in this group never thought of them-

selves as artists united by

ill.

common purpose?

And lastly, have

we solved the problem if' it is said that these writers were
nni ted in "spir:1 tual kinship'/>lt

was not Unamuno, for example,

closer to Kierkegaard and Pascal than to the members of his
1.

~.,

p ... 120 •..
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own time?
Are vfe to conclude, then, that no such group as the

or

Generation
histo,rians?

1898 e::dsted, that it was the creation or 11 terary

It seems to me that the answer to this problem

depends on the way in which -one::pases the questiO'n,.

If the

Generation is to be thought of as a group O'f writers who took
. up the same themes, who were consciously aware of themselves
as belonging to a distinct literary culture, then it would
have to be said that such a group did not exist.

On the other

hand, if we realize that no literary generation ever has an
unchanging core of ideas and attitudes, and that it is quite
cOIllllIDn for a writer to move in and out of his literary tradition,
then it might be said that the Generation of 1898 has full
historical existence.

And more than this, it is possible to

locate some of the main characteristics of the group as a

,

.

/

whole, as Angel. del Rio has done:
lt~e UFge to

penetrate the hidden depths of the S~
ish soul, to illUlllinate i.ts past and to scrutiniZ'6
itS" future; a preoccupation with the general problems
cd' the individua1, seen through the intimate thoughts
and feelings of the writer; and the desire to ereate
a new style are almost inextricably joined in all
the authors of this period. They were at Oll.M emotional (lyrical), thoughtful {0f philosophic temperament)t and critical (examining life and culture and
refunng to accept established s"tandal'ds}... They
are discip1es of Nietzsche, Schopenhauer, and Carlyle,
who exalt force and the hUlllan wi11, bu.1I who are,
at the same time, endowed with an exasperated and
pessimistic sensibility which makes them incapable
of' an active life ... oe They are propagandists of Eiu'0pean culture, but they alS'O have a asep feeling for
eVerything Sp~!;l;. 'their p,ersonalities express a
series of contradlctions •••• 1t 1

1. Miguel de Unamuno l Abel sanchez., trans.. by Angel del
(New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 194'{), p .. 7",

i
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What, then, is the re.lationship of the Generation of ~898
to

Iv!1gue~

de Unamuno?

At many points there seems. to be a close

kinship between his v!!'itings and the spirit of the Generation.
Like the Generation he reacted negatively to the si tuation of
Spain after the War of 1898; he wished to give new directions
to the problem of spain·s destiny.

Moreover, he a1so shared

the Generation's hope for new literary forlJlI!r, free from the
ponp: and careless language of the past.

And, more importantly,

the characters in his novels share a cOlJllllon identity with
those :ileroos :portrayed in the other novels of his time..

He

was-concerned with the individual in his navels who is torn
by- an inner conflict between the intellec.t and the ell1otions;
he does dea1 with the problem of the will; and he frequently
portrays characters who search for God.

But once these common

:1

bonds are established, it becomes mandatory to see that UnalllunO ;uso differed with the other writers in his GeneTation
at vital. points.

Ris understanding of the purpose of litera-

ture was' dii"ferent; his new dil'eeticm
unique.

roo:'

S"panish culture

W?,S

Moreover, Unamuno l s constant emp-h.asis upan· the hunger .

fer ilJllllortal1ty and the agony of Christianity w&re strangely

wt of place in the Generation f S w{)l"k.

In short, we confront

the essential contradiction of the flesh and bone man and

his relationship to a Generation; and we can only conclude with
.T05' Ferrater Mora.,

"that no characterization of the traits o:r the generation will be ever eompletely satisfactory, and that
UE.amuno eattbl1i<.~a.id to have been, and not to have
been} one elt1.tllI ilSlI;bars•••• tInamuno a;ssUllled attitudes
at t:ulIes widely at variane.e with those of the other

:~
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members of hi.s generation •••• So it seems that Unamung was right? after al.l, when he claimed that he
was tunclassiflab1.e. 1 " 1
(2) A. Brief Historical Synopsis of Spain

1868-1936:: The Years of Unallmno and the
Generation of 1898.

aVer a hundred years ago, Karl Marx observed that European circles knew little or nothing about Spain.

"There is

perhaps, '" he wrote, !tno country except Turkey so little known

to and falsely judged by Europe as Spaino" 2:

And Marx went

on to explain that he felt this historieal ignorance was due
to the fact that scholars "instead of viewing the strength and
resources of these peoples in their provincial and local organization, have drawn at the source of their court histories." 3
Marx *s critique of Eu.rGpean ignorance concerniNg Spain

is meaningful, provided that it is understood that he did not
go far enough in his analysis.

It was not merely the fact

that scholars Judged Spain by its court histories which led
to false interpretatipns, but that Spain herself was a mystery
to JilUr&pean mi,nds.
Spain is the least Western country in JilUrope.
is due, in part, to geographical conditions.

This fact

The country is

cut off from France by mountains, while at the same time has
Gp.en gates to African culture.
historical faotors

~c~,w/er,e,

But, more importantly, the
to lead to the development of

t.. .lOSet Ferrater. Mora, U'nallluno;, A Philosoph.v of Tragedy,
tl'aBS" by Philip Silver (Berkeley: University of California Press,
1962'), PP.. 's 5-6 ..
Gerald Brenan, The Spanish Labvrinth (New York: The
Mael'1illan
1943), p. vii.
.

2...

c:o.,

3.. Ibid., p.. vii

:~

mad ern Spain were different from those experienced by'the rest
of EUrope..

France, for example, developed under the unity of

one culture, language, and religion.
unifyiug fO'·roes.

But Spain had no such

In the early period of her history there

were invasions by various groups: Phoenicians, Greeks, Carthaginians, Romans, and Visigoths.

Because of the Visigoths Spain

became part of the Arian Christian grouPi but at the same time
there was a strong jewish influence in the Cities, since the
Jews had to flee/to Spain wheu Jerusalem fell in 72 A.D.

But

it was in the Arab inVasion of '7llA.D that Spain found herself
open. to both Eastern and Western religious structures.

From

71J. until 1492 Spain ,,'as caught in the conflict between Moors
~t

and Christians.

The epic poem of Spanish literature, The Cid,

portrays this conflict, sholnng the series of battles which
took place between Moors and Christians.

The religions, SOCial,

and political tensions which arose from the struggle between
Christian and t4osl.em gave Spanish culture a distinct atmosphere,
being both a mixture ef African and Western traditj,ons. 1
There are other cultural factors, however, which led to
Spain's unique position in European culture.
The first of these unique cultural factors to note is
the strength of provincial and nmnicipa:t feeling in Spain.
Every village and town has an independent social and political
life.

This situation is not totally unlike that of classical

Greek culture ,where a man I s existence is first determined by
his native home, his !gJ!lj.J,y" or social group, and only secondly
1. Nicholson B. Adams, The Her; tage of Spain (New York:
nenry Holt and Co., 1943), pp.IS 26-130.

!
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by his country or

govarr~'11ent.

Gera.ld Branan, a Spallish literary

historian; says that "Spain is a collection of small, mutually
hostile or indifferent republics held together in a loose
federation." 1

tJnlike American culture which grew out of

rural situations, Spanish culture arose from the provincial
feeling of sub-groups in city enviro!l1l!.ents.

This cultural

factor should be kepct in mind with regard to Unamuno I s inten::>e
love of his Basque tradition, for i t is a love or provincial
culture.
Because of the independent existence of these local regions
the political problem in Spain has always been to find a
balance between central gover!l1l!.ent and local autonomy.

The

early history of Spain was characterized by the struggles between.
local regions for central control.

The epic poem of The Cid,

'for example, written about 114-0 A.D, portrays the conflict
between Seville and Saragossa for some kind of central control. 2
But even when central authority is established, there has been
a tendency for the local regions to maintain their own subcultural values.
Nevertheless, this concentration of social forces in local
groups has not been without its advantages.

Spanish culture

has been able to maintain a kind of life which was common in
the Middle Ages, in which the rule of the small provinces predominated.

But, as Unamuno often pointed out, this single fact

conflicted with the rise· of modern nationalism, and forced
1.

(}aald}};i."e~n,''rhe'SJ:>anish Labvrinth (New York:
Clo., 194-31, p. 'Vii.

2.

Mams, 1m. cit., p. 4-3.

1i!ac~l.:j.an
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B::iJain into isolation from contemporary life.
Due to the diverse nature of' Spanish culture, moreover,
the influence of religion played an important role in the
development of the nation.

For hundreds of years the Chris-

tians in Spain were engaged in a crusade against the l.foslems.
Even when the Christians had accomplished this task, the crusading impulse had become part of the national character.

For

this reason, the Catholic Church was extremely powerful in
the count~y, because it

'.>taS

strengthened the crusades.

Ca t.'YJ.olicism which sanctioned and
With the decay of religious belief

i.n the beginning of this century, however, when Catholicism
began to lose its power over the minds of the people, the
same crusading spirit found itself allied with the political
doctrines of socialism or anarchism, "with the same crusading
ardour and singleness o.f mind with which in previous ages
they (thEl Spanish people) h~d adopted

ea tholicism."

,.

1

From the,pe diVerse origins and struggles, S;pain has come
to occupy a unique place in Eurqpean history.
believes that this

~laee

Gerald Brenan

has produced a strange Spanish identity:

"Xlae long and bitter experienoe whioh Spaniards have
had of' the workings of bureauoracy has led them to
stress the superiority of' society to government, of
custom to law! of the judgement of' neighbors to legal
forms of' justlce and to insist on the need for an
inner faith 01' i!eolo gY since this alone will enable
men to act as they sho11i d, in mutual harmony, without
the need for con-pulsion. I t is a religic}Us ideal,
and Hi it has struck $0 much deeper roots in Spain
than in other European countries, that is no doubt dU/i1
largely to the influence of Moslem ideas upon a Christian commt.mi.""
1.
2:.

Branan, op_ cit .. , p. xi.
Ibid., p. xvi.

3.1
!ne writinga

o~

Unamuno and the Generation of 1898 emerged

out of a particular his.torieal period which was both varied
and chaotic.

It is generally accepted that the central impetus

for the work of this group of writers was the Spanish-American
War of 1898.

FrGlll the date or this war onward, Spain followed

a rilad leading till tragedy: the loss of her colonies, a devastating civil war, and finally a Fascist government under Francis.co Franco.

It is impossible to portray the dynamic sweeping

events which broke into the arena of modern Spainj but it
is necessary to understand the nature of the times in which
Unamuno lived, foor they were years of agony and expectation.
Isabel II came to the Spanish throne at the age of thirteen, after her mother, C:ristina, was forced to resign in 1840.
DUring the

twenty~·five

years o·f her rule Spain was governed

by a succession of generals, so that the army came to occupy
the strongest position in the land.

A:n anecdote is related

of one (lIf the generals, Narv(ez, which points to the state of
political 2ife at the time.

As he Wali! dying, his confessor

asked him if he forgiven a21 his enemies.
have no enemies.

He replied, nI

I r.ave had them all shot." 1

The instability of the times merely gave rise to confusion
and disorder in Isabel's reign.

In i:eptember of 1868, four

years after Unamuno j s birth, Queen Isabel was dethroned.

1u::cord-

iug to the report of one prejudiced court historian, Hthe
Spain which accepted the banisbment of Dona Isabel was indeed
1.

Nicholas Adams,:'fnei'l'eri tage of $pain (Yew York:

Hemy Holt and Co., 194j)., p. 222.

a raving shipload of lunatics. It 1

Isabel's fall. merely gave

fire to the de:?pair which Spaniards felt over their past history.

The immediate history before Isabel had certainly not

been a glorious one:

"The glorious national uprising against Napoleon had

been followed by twenty-six years of savage reaction
and civil war: this had been succeeded by the anarchic rule of the generals which, under a delightful
but scandalously unchaste queen, in a Ruritarian
atmosphere of railway speculation and uniforms,
had lasted for another twenty-eight. Then there
had come a revCl+ution and Isabella was turned out." 2

Isabel had been dethroned by an army group under General

Prim; but the retlponsibility for a new form of govel'IDJ!.ent was
left up to the Spanish ruling body, the aortes.

In the true

spirit of Spanish contradictions, the Cortes voted to return
to a

monar~.

For some time no ruler could be found, but

Don Antonia C~ovas del ca'stillo assUlll.ed contrel of the pro-

visional goverIDJ!.ent..

A new ruler was seon found, however, in

Amadeo of Savoy, Duke ()f Aosta.
of G.eneraJ..

Prim,

the country.

But with the assassination

Amadeo's support weakened; in 1873 he left

Nicholas Adams describes what happened after

Amadeo's departure in a few words:
Republic was
dents was abl.e
public. quickly
was invited to

".It

proclaimed e No one of the four presito govern successfully, and the Refell. The son of Isabel, Alfonso,
come back." 3

Alfonso's reign was comparatively peaceful.

A constitution

was signed in 1:'76, under which Spain operated until 1931.
1.

Robert Sencourt, ·Th~S.p;;!1ish Ciown (New York: Charles
Sons, 1932), p. 232..

2.

Brenan, op .. (:1 t., p •. 2.

3.

Adams, OPt 01 t., p. 222.•

Scr1bner 1 s
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This censtitution previded fer a Cortes ef two houses, much
like the British Parliament.

Catholicism became the state

religien, although other faiths were telerated.

A1i'onse died

in 1885; but his 1il1i'e, Cristina, was pregnant with a son who

was to be the next ruler: llfenso XIII.
Ali'onso XIII was declared of age in 1902, shortly after
the S.panish-Ame.rican War.

He came to power in a time of di5-

coo:-d and historical crisis.

The War of 1898 had taken from

Spain her last territorial possessions in CUba, the Philippines,
and Puerto P.ico.

It had a1.SQ deprived her of many young men;

and it had drained economic production for the war effort.
It

lilaS

no wonder that historians could say, "This in fact was

the lowest

mo~ent

and end of an

~ra."

1

But there were other

factors which helped to bring Spain closer to the brink of
chaos.

The rise of smaller political parties in Spain, such

as the Catalan or Labor Parties, made a majority vote on aJ1Y
question difficult to obtain.

N'oreover, there were no major

land reforms established to meet the problems of the great
estates (latifUndios) owned by absentee landlords.

Later dur-

ing Alfonso IS reign, Spain I s neutrality in the First World
War only helped to bury her economically.
ness and popular discon.'lient grew o

National restless-

As Nicholas B. Adams has

said, "The season was just right for a dictator.H 2
The dictator came in the person of Miguel Primo de Rivera.
1.

2.

Adams, op.c:it., p. 18.
Ibid., p. 252.

!i

l
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On 5ep,tember 13, 1923, he initiated a military uprising in
Barcelona a.nd was successful.

Alfonso accepted the establish-

5':

ment of the dictatorship, which involvad the suspension of the
constitution and of i_ividual rights.

r:

"Primo de Rivera1s

K:

goverIlment," as Adams says, "was first a Military Directory,

,j

then a so-called Civilian Government,w..but in reality there

l~;

1,';-

e

!"

was but one authority: the dictator himself'.'1 1

~"
it'

But Rivera

fai1~d to solved the problems of Spain; and the country began

to show signs €If desiring a constitutional government.

Rivera

was forced out of rule in 1930, but the chaos 1\Thieh followed

!~,:

i,(,

.:-<

i~;
,'f
r%
i0

[&
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,;ii

,l

'.,i'';:

,.;:?'

i>

was tragiC:

i1

I';

,;:,

ttD"isorders of all sorts multiplied: strikes, five
hundred and four of them in 1930 and even more the
next year, student uprisings, military revolts.
~ti-monarchical, anti-clerical, pro-Republican
sentiment was growing rapidly. II 2:

!~!

i~l~

,_le

;>

:·0
}

''i
'1;

Ii. coalition cabinet managed to call for elections in 1931,

at which time large Republican majorities were recorded.

!he

;~
i~

if1;<

l~:

?

monarchy in Spain was at its end, and in April of the same year
Alfonso XIII fled Spain. 3

'ill:

Ii
:11

i

'S

A Second spanish Republic was declared, which was to last
from 193'1-1936.

Ii. constitutional government was set uP, which

consisted mainly of the so-called "intellectuals" in Spain:
sixty-five professors, forty-one lawyers, and twenty-four
working men. 4
1.

Despite the liberal t socialistic character of

,

Adams' op_ ei t., p. 253.

2. Illi·, pc.. 2'53.

254.
4. Ibid., p. 254.
3 ..

Ibid., p.

!H

i~
1£
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the government, however, strikes and rebellions continued.
One month after the government had formed, bloodshed broke
out between the Monarchists and the Republicans.

Later, in

1934, a strike assumed the proportions of a rebellion: thirteen hundred people were killed. 1

New elections were called for in .January, 1936, which
took place at the time of Unamuno·s death •. A leftist coalition
was vietorious t but their victory was followed by violence:
"murders, strikes, burniI\g of churches, attacks on priestItE·.and
nuns." 2

This atmosphere gave strength to the rise of Fas-

cist groUpst who, together with their baclcing by Hitler and
Mussolini, found their cause for rebellion in 1936 under General
Franco.

The Republicans (Loyalists) found bitterly; but their

troops had no official support from the American geverl:lll1ent,
while France had supplies frem Hitler and Mussolini.

As early

as 1937 the Republican troops were without adequate supplies,

while Franco's

ar,my

Germany and Italy.

continued to use the armament supplied by
Who can ever forget Arthur'Koestler's

description of the Republican situation in 1937'/
UTile Republican Militiamen had neither uniforms nor
blankets and their hospitals had no chloroform;
their frozen fingers and feet had to be amputated
without their being put to sleep. At the Anarchist
hospital in Malaga. a boy sang the Harseillaise while
they sa.red away woof his toes; this expedient gained
a certain popularity." 3
----.~--~~~~~~~---------------------------------------1. Ibid., p. 255.

3.. Arthur Koestler, Dialogue wtth Death (New York: MacMillan Co" 1960), p. 1.

x.

,
What follcnred Franco t s victory in 1939 were the fruits
of Fascist power and Republican fury:
"About a millli:en Spaniards lay dead as war casualties, and there were some six. hundred thousand prisoners. The latter number was reduced by F':ranco 1 s
firing squad.s ..." 1
One can only imagine what Miguel de Unamuno's reaction
might have been to the terrors of 1939.

In all probability

he would have &een the blood of Spaniards in the light of
the agony of

S~ain,

the Spain of the bleeding African Christ.

He might also have voiced the same tragic sense of life which
Arthur Koestler voiced when he wrote about the character of the
Republican troops:
"They believed that it \.as good and necessary to live,
and even to fight in order to live, and even to die
so that others might live. They believed in all
thiS, and becanse they believed truly in it, because
their lives depended en this belief, they were not
afraid of death.... But they were terribly afraid of
dying. For they were civilians, soldiers of the people, soldiers of li1"s and not of death.
ttl was there when they died. They died in tears,
erying vainly for help, and in great weakness, as
men must die. For dying is a confoundedly serious
thing~ one shouldn it make a melodrama of it.
Pilate
. did not say 'Ecce heros t; he said t Ecce homo •••• f
"'Those 'Who survived are now pursuing their dialogues
with death in the midst of the European Apocalypse,
t6 which Sp'ain has been the prelude." 2
No man escapes the historical situation, or is able to
isolate his selfhood from the dramas of history.

But where

some men march in unison to the hymns of history, others are
strangely out of tune with the rhythms of their time.

1.

Adams, OPe cit., p. 2'57.

2:..

Koestler,

OPe

cit., PP.ts 214-215.
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,
It is evident that he 'Iras a child

was sueh a .lone marcher.

of Spanish culture in many ways, that he lived fully in his

own

historical enviror..n;.ent.

Indeed, the passionate contradictions

of Spain froN 1868..1936 formed an immense stage upon ..11ioh
Unammo acted out his own private dra1ll.a.

His search for a

ne,. direction in Spanish literature and philosophy was due,
i~'partt

to the historicaL tragedy of the Spanish-American War,

or a ruthless dictator, or the cultural lag of a people who
had lost: contact with Nodern European systellls.

And even his

tragic sense of life was given new meaning in the agony he
witnessed taking p'lace in Spain between orthodox and liberals,
europeanizers and conservative Spaniards, Republicans and
Fascists.

And yet, in addition to his participation in the

historical events of his tine, Unm:mno stood in another dilll.ensieD. of historical existence, open only tn those whe have
struggled with the mystery

0.t: life. Th!'oughoi.l.tthe. historical

events which took place during his life, UnamUllo strove toward
that

fina~

Vision; the spiritual vision which is revealed only

in the relationship of the individual to God.

Along with his

existence in a particular time .in history, Unam1L."l.o stood :I.n
the presence of: eternity.

In this sense, then, perhaps the

judgment of Gerald Brenan is not so far from the truth:
"Una1ll.UllO is one of those granite figures who seem to live in
their own right, very much in space but out of time." 1

,.. ,

h
G€rald Brenan, The Literature of the Spanish People
(Gambridget The University Press, 1953), p .. 421.

Chapter I.I:
The Meaning of Unamuna's Tragic sense of Life

Part I:
The Framework of the Tragic Sense of Life
(1) Introduction:
IlL an article that appeared in the review Caras y Caras
Qi'

Buenos lires on September 23, 1923, Unamune remarked that
.tthe greate.st writers have spent their lives reiterating a few points always the same ones; polishing
and re-polishing them, seeking the most perfect,
the definitive expression of them." 1
Never·.has a writer followed his own dictU!l1 more readily

than

unamuno~

and yet never has the same writer been able to re-

turn to the same basic themes in so many mysterious ways.
i

For this reason, there are few of his writings ,.hich do not contain some reference to one of his central themes, although
these themes are often disguised under new approaches.

It

is precisely when one believes he has produced a systematic
outline of Unamunots philosophy that he is most distant from
the literary productions of this contradictory prophet.

In

speaking of his own writings, Unamuno attempted to voice a
protest against those scholars who wanted to overcome the
contradictory character of his works through rationalistic,
systematic means.:
ttI know there will always be some dissatisfied reader,

educated in some dogmatism or other, who will say:
'This man comes to no conclusion t he vactllates-now he seems to affirm one thing and then its contrary--

1" Jos' Ferl"ater ii'Or;',c'Unamuno: A Philosophy of TragedY,
trans. by Philip Silver (Berkeley: University of California
hess, 1962), pop.'s 121-122.

'/

he 1s full of contradictions--I can't label him ..
What is he?' Just. this--one who affirms contraries,
a man of contradiction and strife, as Jeremiah said
of' hl1'll.Self; one whe says one thing ,'lith his heart
and the contrary with his head, and for whom this
conflict is the very stuff of Life." 1
Since Ynamuno f s theme of the perpetual tension" between
oPPosites was 'also the form in which he expressed himself in
his literature, there will be times when he seems to dance
on the brink of absolute contradiction.

Unamuno has said this

of his own writings:
It

All my books, good or bad, are l i terary or imaginative; poetic, if you like o I dontt like deception.
I fish. without bait; anyone who likes can bite." 2

Eecause the literature of Unamuno is imaginative, therefore, and expressed itself in terms of existential paradoxes
and contradictions, his writings have been open to the problem
of misinterpretations..

As one of his interlll'eters, Carlos

Blanco Aguinaga, has said:
"In the long history of Spanish letters few names
as that of Unamuno's will have brought upon themselves such possibilities and almost complete contradictory and subj ective reactions." 3
Unamuno has been called a Protestant, Catholic, atheist, nihilist, existentialist, pragmatist, and mystic; his writings
have been charaeteriz:ad as philosophical works on existentialism,
vitalism, or naturalism, or as literary productions of a new
kind.

But the essential problem of placing Unamuno in any

1. Miguel de TJnammw, Tragic Sense of Life, trans. by
J.E Crawford Eli teh (New Yorkt Dover Pub., 1954), p. 260.

2.

J .. B Trend, Un~.muno (Cambridge: H.I Stevens, 1951), p. 5.

3" carlos Blanco Aguinaga, E1 Unamuno Contemplativo
El Colegio de Mixico, 1959), p. 9.

(M~xico:

philosophical or literary school is that he will contradict
the themes of any school as many times as he will follow in
its tradition.

Professor J.B Trend of Cambridge University

has called attention to this basic problem:
'tRow can an introducer do justice to the zig-~ags of
Unamuno's thought: to a prose-writer whom such a
master of verse as Ruben Daria could describe as
being before all things a poet, to a proPhet! who
'believed that he believed, but did not real y
believe,t to a philosopher who took up the most contradictory positions o~ after the other?" 1
If it is evident, then, that Unamuno's philosophy is not
a system, in the sense that this term carries a metaphysical
statement about

realit~

as a whole, then it becomes necessary

to seek some common ground, some central motif, in which t@
begin any interpretation of the literature.

Niet~ehe

once

said af his philosophy that it did not spring froll! detached,
isolated thoughts, but ufrom a common root, from a primary
desire for knowledge, legislating from deep down •••• ti 2

The

same statement might be made of Unamunofs philosophy: that is,
it sprang from a common root and a primary desire.

This common

root is the tragic sense of life, expressed in terms of contradiction and struggle...
All the literature of Unamuno revolves around the meaning
of the tragic sense or iife, and the dialectical language he
used dramatized this tragic sense in contradictory terms.
This tragic sense of life is the common root of his philosophy
1. Arturo Barea; Unamuno (Cambridge: Bowes and Bowes,
1952.), p. 8.
2~ Friedrich NietZ'sche, The 13iit'thof l'ra ad and the
!lenealogy or Morals, trans. by Francis Golffing New York:
Doubleday Anchor Books, 1956), p. 1,0.

and literature; this fact explains why any attempt to systematize UnamIL.'1o I s thought and overcome the contradictory elements
of J:1is philosophy is doomed to failure.

A static interpreta-

tion of UnamtL1'J.o 1 s writings overcomes the creative source of
his philosophy: that being is essentially "in-struggle," and
that the tragiC sens.e of life is maintained in this struggle
and expressed in contradictory ways.

Thus ,. his philosophy is

not a system, nor an eschatology, nor a rational explanation
of the world-process, but a dynamic surging of the tragic
contradictions of human existence maintained in a "being-instruggle."

Salvador de Ml4.dariaga, one of S:pain! s most respected,

historians, seems to have understood this essential root of
Unamunofs philosophY:
"Truth, f'or him, is in the struggle ever alive in
ments hearts. Truth, 1n fact, is that struggle." 1
(2) What is the Tragic Sense of Life?

Unamuno's authentic man 1s one who lives tragically and
in agony, torn by

Iii

series of' warring provocations:the.will

to be, and the lingering doubt that one will cease to be; feeling and thought; faith and doubt; hope and desperation; heart
and head; life and logic.

The existential s1 tua tion in which

a man is caught in the midst of' these warring provocations
tha t cannot be resalved ific eJiQT identity of opposites is tkl!J!
primary source of the tragic sense of' life.
Since in the depths of the abyss ot:.l!Ian's existence the

1. S. de Madariaga, SpaiJ:.l (London: Ernest Benn Limited,
1930), p. 135.

iii

;,rarring

eatego~.ie;s'mu.st

there can be no hape
philosophy.

continually wrestle with each other,

:f'orany~

s.tatic interpretation of Unamuno' s

Unamuno never revolte.d against reason in the

name of life nor did he rebel against the creative imagination
in the name of reason.

The human universe which he describes

depends upon the continual struggle between the world

of'

the

heart and the world of the head; the Victory of feeling,
faith, or hope over thought, doubt, or desperation would mean
the abolition of all that makes human life creative.

The man

of flesh and bone is the authentic man who lives in,the tragic
dimension of life; he is not a man who turns from the chaos of
the imagination to the steady light of the reason) nor is he
1<'

the man who escapes from the threat of using his rational qualities into the effortless, comforting realm of faith.

Rather,

the authentic man lives within the continual struggles between
reason and faith, feeling and thought, heart and head because
the universe itself offers no final resting place,no peace or
quietude.

Angel del Rio believes that the tragic contradictions

of human existence were at the root of Unamunols life and writings:
"Unamuno lived, as few men and writers have lived,
in conflict and contradiction, and i"1; is precisely
this living in inner strife which constitutes the
core of his thought, of his literary work, of his
significance." 1
Although the tragic contradiction of life was at the very
foundation of Unamuno'solffl personality, there is also a sense
1. P".dgllel de. Unamuno, Three. Exemplar~ Novels trans.
by Angel Flores (New York: Grove Press, . 19t;J, p.7.
i

in which this

Sallle

tragic sense existed in Spain.

The history of Spanish culture during Unamuno i s lifetime
was one of agony, tension, and contradlction."Spanish existence consists of a polemic," Alll.6rico Castro had once written;
and this internaJ. s.truggJ.e in Spain

'VlaS

the light of his tragic sense of life.

seen by Unamuno in
1

During all of Una-

mm;lOls years at Bilbao or Salamanca, conflicts ,vere taking
place between europeanizers and those who sought to find the
"soul of Spain"; between Catholics and liberals.
a land engaged in a vital dialectic.

Spain was

And Unamuno saw in this

dialectic the same pulsating force which gave meaning to the
tragic sense of life.

If Spain became European, and thus in-

corporated into itself doctrines of' rationalism and SCience,
it would lose the essential feeling qualities of the Spanish
soul.

For this reason, Unamuno called Spaniards till an under-

standing of their history; he utilized the symbol of Don Quixote
to stand for the soul of a Spain which opposed the European
rationality.

Moreover, Unamuno also saw that his Geuntry had

retreated from reason; for this reason he could also call. for
the integration of European ideas into Spanish culture.

In

short, UnamtL."l.o would not remove the struggle of his land between the heart and the head, for he saw in this battle the
pragmatic application of his tragic sense of life.
If Unamuno could see the tragic sense of life in his own
people, moreover, there is a sense in" which he could see it
:Jost Fer:rate~ Morit,ii'namuno: A Philosophyc? Tragedy,
by Philip Silver (Berkeley: University of California
Press, 1962), p. 76.
1.

tr~~s.
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operating in the history of' thought..

John MacQuarrie has

attempted to show that Unamuno stood within a tradition of
Western thought, which included such men as Martin Bubel',
Ortega y Gfrsset, Nicholas Berdyaev, and Sergei Bulgakov.
MacQuarrie believes that the Unamunian tradition, which he
calls a tlphilosophy of personal being," has at its root the
irreducible fact of fragmentariness and tension. 1
Whether or not Unamuno can be systematically paaced in
any tlschool" is highly problematic.

But MacQuarrie, has the

honesty to admit that that the men he lists in this school. of
personal being are more prophets than systematic philosophers.
,

In'many respects, Unamuno and Berdyaev are poets, andproclaimers
of visions rather than systems.

With this fact in mind, it

may be possible to arrive at a certain creative content which
is common to all the writers }facQ:u.arrie groups together.

'l"nis

creative content might include the centrality of the human
peroouin the world, and the dynamic, tragic dimension of
existence in the light of human freedom.

But more irllportant

to any understanding of the tradition in which Unamuno stands
is to'. be aware of the influence such man as Pascal, . Augustine,

Dostoevsky, and Kierkegaard had upon his thought..

In particular,

Kierkegaard's books, which Unamuno read long before such a
term as Itexistentialism" was made popular, profoundly affected
his life and thought.

In Kierkegaardis revolt against negel,

his attack on the self-sufficiency of reaSon, his category of
.
t,. John MaeQ;uarrie,'I'Wentieth-century Religious Thought
(New. York::. Harper & fu;)'w 7 1963), p. 193.

the paradox, and his stress on the radical decision of faith
in the face of the God-man paradox, UnamUllo diseevered a
spiritual brother.

But, in the last analysis, as Kierkegaard

stressed the ca tegoryof the "single one, II Un&.1ll.uno stressed
the nature of the individual; and it is as an individual that
he must be evaluated.

Though there may be some ontological

structures in the tragic sense of life, since the endless war
of opposites is at the ground of being, and thottgjl there may

be an existentialist concern for the pathos of hUll!:afl existence,
UnamUllo I s position .in Til.estern thought cannot be judcged solely
on the basis of the contemporary status. of existentialism or
ontology.

It would be absard to judge a man on the basis of

his identity with any system of thought if he spent his.1ife
struggling with the m;rstery of personal, individual existence.

(3) The Meaning of Tragedy:
It has been shown that the deepest dimension 0f the tragic sense of life is grounded in ·the perpetual battle between
the heart and the head, so that all identity or harmony of
GPposites entails the loss of this dimenSion.

Btttwhy is this

perpetual battle a tragic dimension of existence?
When Unamuno speaks of !ltragedia," he has a certain mode
of tragedy in mind..

Tragedy essentially means

lIa

conflict or

collision between two force·s so well matched that neither can
decisi ve1y win over the other. II 1

No external event, which

by eliminating aitharof these two contending forces, can
1... Juan Lopez,..Morlllas, '*'Unamuno and Pascal: Notes on
the Concept of Agony, II Modern Langyage Association Publieations
Vol. LXV, (December, 1950), PP.'s 1004-1005.
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te:rminate the conflict.

'.:

And these two forces in the Unamunian

philosophy were thought of as a differentiation of individual
consciousness into reason (thought, logic, intellect) and.
feeling (imagination, creativity, faith).

Because

flb;es~

two

forces were engaged in a continual struggle, agony bel\9l$es
the substance of human existence.

!fen must live in the midst

of agony, because the ontological structure of human life
implies that hope and belief can never,triumph over doubt
a11d desperation.
Unamuno n"$ver attempted to gather any systematic formula
'p

around this tragic dimension, tracing its meaningan\'i orig;i.ns
in traditionally sch()larly

ways,~

He did accept the· fact, how-

evert that this tragic sense of life was a part of his own
existence.

The question he asked concerning ·thestruggle of

existence was; where is the tragic sense of life taki'ng place?
It was only on infrequent oc<:asions that he asked the more
speculative question:: why is this st:ruggle a fact of experience?
In both his greatest philosophical work, The Tragic Sense of

Y.t.!!, and in his most respected literary production, Mist,
Unamuno seemed to accept the dimension of tragedy as a real
fact of human existence.
In the Tragic Sense of Life Unamuno began his philosophy
with the insistence that the authentic man, the man of flesh
and bone, contaj.ned within himself the conflict bet\l7een the
heart and the head.

And because this struggle took place in

a conflict where one larce.could never hope to gain victory
over the other power, existential agony became the tragic
situation of man.

Tragedy waS thus conceived as the condition

of hUl!!an beings caught in a struggle which could never be
resolved, in a struggle between values of the heart and reasons of the intellect.

Philosophy, then, \'I'as ground in tragedy,

for "the most tragic problem of philosophy is to reconcile
intellectual necessities with the necessities of the heart
and will. II 1

(41

Tragedy and Creativity:

Tragedy is not merely the occasion for the steic acceptance
of the universe.

Tragedy can also be the arena in.which the

courage to create emerges, in which reason and feeling find
their common battleground.

.U the foundation of Unamuno1s

tragiC sense of life is the belief that out of the abyss of
tragedy there can arise creativity and joy.

In the ':!!ragic

Sense ,of Life, for exampJ.e t Unamuno attempted to show how the
uncertainty which lies at the abyss between reason and Vital,
feeling e:an be the basis of a «vigorous life, of an efficacious
actiVity" of an ethiC, of an esthetic, of a religion and eVen

of a logic." 2.
'fhe '\my in which creativity' arises out elf the abyss. at.
tragedy cannot be dealt with abstr.actlyor'.in a speculative
fashion, as if a philosophical treatise Could
theme in conceptual structures.

dev~lop

the

The '\my in which creativity

is possible from a trag1cframework can be seen only in its
operations in existence, as it moves within the life of the
man of flesh and bone.
1.

Mi@.IH'il deUnamtlno',TragicSense of Life, trans. by

2.

Ibid., p. 124.

Crawford Flitch (New York: D&vsr Pu\lications, 1954), p. 15.

A

'\1

Without

deve~llcping

the theme of trae:edy and e:reativity

in any kind of systematic structure, it is possible to see the
majOir emphasis Q·f Unamuno in the light of NietKscne's analysis of the birth of tragedy.
Nietzscl1e asked the questiom How is i t
Greeks, whos.e noble and s.trong character

to be in need of tragedy?

poss~.ble

~ersist

for the

to this day,

And he answered;lfJ it not

possib~e

f&1' there to be a creative pessimiSlll, a "penchant of the nnn
for what is. hard,
ing from a

ter1'ib~e, evi~,

p~ethora

dubicrus in ex;i.st.ence, aris-

of' health, plenitude of being." tMight

it nQt be that optimiSlll is a sign of decay,. that when one
seeks to deaden the tragic sense of life there is degeneration?

Witness, says. Nietzsche, the effect 01' Socratic ethiCS,

dialectics, the temperance of the Greek herot could net these

be symptOll!S of decline and dissolution'!'

In of}!)ositionto

Schopenha1"l.er"s feelings in his iIlorldas iIlill and Idea that
tragedy guides us itG reSignation, Nietzsche believed that the
tragic sense of life was a sign of creativity, of life-giving
values.

2'

Unamune would hold, with Nietzsche, that thet.ragic sense
of life gives the possibility for creativity.

As he said in

one of his essays, Which shows how he turned traged;\'" intO'
creation and doubt into sanng scepticism:
I shall. spend my life struggling with the mystery,
even without any hope of penetrating it, because

It

1 .PJriedrich !iietZ:seh~t'"The 'Birth of Tragedy and the
Qenealogy of'MQrals, trans. by Francis Golffing (.NevI York:
Doubleday Anchor Books, 195'6), p ... 4.
2...

Ibid .. , p. 12.

this straggle is my h&pe and my consolation. Yes
my consolation. I have become accustomed to findln g
hope in desperation itself. fI 1

Part II:.
The Sphere of Activi tv
The Tragic Sa.'lse of Life in the Man of nesh and Bone-(1) The Point of Departure:

The

14an

of Flesh and Bone

Unamunofs starting-point is the concrete man of living
:rlesn and bone (el hombre concreto, de carne y hueso).

This

man of flesh and bone is
lithe man who is born, suffers, and dies--above all,
who dies; the man who eats and drinks and play's and
sleeps and thinks and wills; the man who is seen
and heard; the brother, the real brother .. " 2
This concrete man is the man who lives on earth, whQ
participates in the dimensions of historical existence, and
whose life is a curious. mixture of reality and dreams.
This point of departure is, first of all, in reaction to
all philosophies of. man which speak of manls "spiritual existence," or which reduce man to a abstract idea in some anthropological system, or which speak of man's soul apart from his
historical existence.

Man is more than the idea of man; his

existence is more primary than his essence; he has a body as
well as

til;

soul.

Man, apart from his unique historical existence,

is a no-man:
"the legendary featherless biped, ••• the social
contractor of Rousseau, the 'homo economicus' of

t. tUguel de Un'£biuti6,trp~rI!lexi~ies .and Paradoxes~. trans.
by Stuart Gross (New York; Phllosophlca1 Library, 1945), p. 4.
2.

J.E

Miguel de Unamuno, Tragic Sense of Life, trans. by
Flitch (New Yorkt Dover Publications, 1954), p. 1.

~rawford
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the Manchester school, the thomo sapiens' of Linnaeus,
Qr, if you like, the vertical mallH!!al." 1
It is this man of the flesh and bone, moreover, ";ho is
the object'of all philosophy, since philosophy is the inner
biography of the philosopher and his inner spiritual yearning.
Philosophy must concern itself with man as he exists in the
world, with human beings who struggle, suffer, love, and die.
Unamuno thoroughly criticized the methods of those philosophers who made the flesh and bone human being into a creature
of their systems.

He felt that philosophe:rs who attempted

to reduce human reaJ.:!. ty into a single system might account for
the existence of men in rational terms, but they turned concrete
lives into sheer abstractions.

He felt that these philosophers

l!J.ight discuss the existence, the life of men, but they could
not succeed in

~eaching

!Z existence, !Z life.

Philosophers,

Una'ttmno felt, should begin with the realization that they are
real men speaking to other living men; and before attempting
to know the Truth they ought to inquire about their own truth.
Nevertheless, i;o. even the most abstract systems of philosophy Unamuno found the man of flesh and bone behind the system,

the man clinging to existence.

Behind the philosopher of the

Qri tigue of Pure Reason, for example, Una:muno found

Ill!ll1anllel~

Kant, the author of the Critique of Practical Reason, who
went from the abstract God to the God of the moral order.
Kant, Unamul10 said, IIreconstructed with the heart that which
wi th the head he had overthrown." 2
1.

IMd., Pl. 1.

2.

~.,

p.

4.

Or in the philosophy of

Benedict Spinoza t Unamuno found the flesh and bone man who
yearned to persist

L~

his own being.

Even Hegelts system,

disguised by its use of technical philosophical language, came
to be understood in the light of Unamuno's man of flesh and
bone.

Thus to Unamuno, Hegel seemed to be concerned with

his own existence, eVen when he "attempted with definitions
to reconstruct the universe." 1
Thus, Unamuno found at the foundation of
the category of the flesh and bone man.

hw~an

existence

To study philosophy

is to look for the flesh and bone human being contained within.

In order to reach this dimension of philosophy, Unamuno

utilized a procedure which might be called "ell!otional comprellension t lt to set it apart from critical analysis..

This

methodology implies creative participation in the life of the
one who is studied; one must get behind the book or the system
to the man of flesh and bone.

And the creative act by which

one accomplished this task was an act of imagination.

Reason

can re-construct the outline of a man 1 s thought and life;
but it cannot emotionally enter into the life-s1 tuatj.on, the
inner history of a man, in order to understand his philosophical work.
::Ehls laborious search for the supreme reality, the man of
flesh and bone, led Unamuno to reject all those external
truths which had no meaning for flesh and bone existence.
What was real was the concrete man in his historical existence;
and this concrete man was at the very' foundation of the tragic
1.

lli.§.., p.

5.

sense of life.

I.t should not be imagined, however, that Una-

munots preoccupation with the existence of man was a preoccupation

~dth

the concept of humanity.

Unamuno

~~s

not a

traditional humanist, if being a humanist entails an affirmation of the generic concept of man..
concept of humanity was foreign

1;0

Unamuno d€clared that the
him, for what was most real

was the particular man of this world.

Or, as Unamuno said:

"The world is made for consciousness, for eaoh consciousness ••••
A human soul is worth all the universe." 1

When Unamuno

affims man, he affirms the worth of the individual man; and
this affirmation, as he says, "is the true humanism--the
humanism of man, not of the things of man." 2
(21 The Si;pheres of Tragic (rontradietions in

the !{an ef Fl.asa and Bone
Human Knowledge:
The tragic sense of life is rooted in an inner contradiction :in knowledge itself.

IA:an t 5 kno,.ledge is dependent

upon the tragic tensions in h1.1.IlIan consciousness; and consciousness is a diseaset
I'Man, by the very fact of' being man of possessing
consciousness? is, in comparisoI). ;I th the ass or
the crab, a diseased animal .. II 3

Neverthele.sl;l, although all knowledge is agony, there are
at least two motivations for knowing: knowing for the sake of

t.

J;bid· t p .. 12.

2""

Ibid .. , p. 13.

3. Ibid., p. 18.
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knovlledge, and knowing in order to live.
KnowlE\4ge for its own sake, says Unamuno, leads to despair and abstraction.

The symbolism of the creation story in

Genesis, for example, points to the disease of knowledge for
its own sake.

The curiosity of E.ve with regard to the know-

ledge of good and evil led to the Fall; and with that Fall,
human history began.

EYe did not seek knowledge for the en-

richment of her own life; rather she

~ought

knowledge on its

own ground because it w.ould make her into a God.

And this

rational disease in the creation story is also our disease:
we have an appetite fo!" knowledge simply because it is there;
we want to taste the fruit of the tree of good and evil.
This knowledge for knowledge's sake, Unamuno believes, was
given impetus by A:ristotlefs philosophy; and it is the source
of our malady. 1
But there is another type of knowledge: "the
of knowing for the sake of living." 2

ne~ssity

Knowledge must be found

in life; and aftervlal'ds, life can be found in kno\171edge.
Those who seek knO',;rledge for its own sake are chained to dead
truths.

Knowing is the art of giving life:
"To seek life in truth, then, is to seek, :i.nthe
cult of truth, to ennoble and elevate our spiritual
life and not to convert truth, which is and always
must be living, into a dog:m.a, which usually-is dead." 3

1.

Ibid., p.2l.

2.

Ibid.

3. Ydguel de Un.mJ,9~.;Per lexi ties and Paradoxes? trans.
by Stuart Gross (New-Yc.:t:ld:; Philosophical Library, 19 J,

P.· 73.
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Since knowledge gives life and must be wedded to life,
it is also cr.eation.

T.o know is to create that which is known:

'·T.o

know, then is in effect to create; and all our
living knowle!ge pre-supposes penetration, a fusion
of the bowels of the spirit that knows with the
thing that is known." 1

Here is both.an existential and a mystical art of knowledge.
T.o knmv is not an objective act of detachment; it is, rather,
a personal penetration into what is kno\ill.

One never lives

outside of his own knowledge; rather, he penetrates, creates
an 9pening, so that what is knOmi gives life.
son, love is also a form of knowledge..

For this rea-

Tb love is to create

an opening in the mystery of the loved one; it is to penetrate into the heart of what is known in order to live.
Man, then, only truly kno,\>ls what is necessary for living
and self-preservation.

He knows in order to live; he does not

live in order to know.

As Unamuno said:

"In effect, that which has existence for us is pre.cisely that which, in one way or another, we need
to know in order to exist ourselves." 2
The starting-point fe.l'all knowledge is the will-to-live.
Even the phi=!-osopher philosophizes in order to live.

Nonethe-

less, the tragic dimension of knowledge takes place precisely
at this point.
~

For there are those for whom knowledge must

always be in the service of life; and there are those f.or

whom knowledge is sought for its own sake.
these two modes of thollght

The tension between

:.t,~-Jnevi table:

h
i>Uguel de Unamuno, . e o . . . of hristianit , trans.
by Pierre LoVing (New York: Payson ahd Clarke, 192 ,p... 65.

2.

Unamu.no, QP.. cit., p. 3i;,.
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UFor living is one thing and knowing is another;
and •••.perhaps there is such an opposition between
the two that we may say that everything vital is
anti-rational? not merely irrational, and that
everything rational is anti-vital. And that is
the basis ot." the tragic sense ot." life." 1
This tragic dimension of knowledge can be
philosophy of Descartes.

s~

in the

In Descartes' Discourse on Method

the real begirlJl.ing is not the decision to dcw.bt everything,
but the decision to empty himself of himself, of the real
flesh and bone man.

Descartes had said that the first princi-

ple of philosophy was that the thinking-self was the proof of
existence:
/tIt WaS absolutely necessary that I, who thus thought,
should be somewhat; and as I observed that thfs
truth, I think, hence I am, was so certain and of
such evidence, that no ground of doubt, however
extravagant, could be alleged by the Sceptics capable of shaking it, I concluded that I might! without scruple, accept it as the first princip e of
the Philosophy of which I was in search .. '" 2
Unamuno held that Descartes' famous dictum, "'Gogito ergo
sum,'" did not simply mean "I think, hence I am. 1f
meant: "'I think, hence .I am a thinker. OJ

Rather, it

Life forces us to

live waether or not reason is able to prove our existence.
Ellr this reason, Descartes' famous statement should have read,
tlI am, therefore I think." 3

Despite Unamunofs division of knowledge into two distinct
categories, it is quite clear that the world will not be anything

t.

~., p.

35.

2.. Rene Descartes, lliseourseon Method trans. by John
Vei tch (Lasalle: Open Court Publishing Co., 1957), p. 35'.

3. Unamuno, op. cit., p. 36.

else but world; men will not suddenly turn away from the abstractions of pure reason toward knowledge for the sake of
life. ·And because of this situation there will remain a

li
:e,-

tragiC dimension in knowledge itself; the struggle between
the "reasons" of the heart and the reasons of the head will
continue.
Will and Passion:
John A. MacKay of Princeton 'rheological Seminary had
called Unamuno "Europe's most outstanding men of letters in
the early decades of the present century. It 1

In the tragic

depths of the will and passion Unamuno returned to literary
forms to develop his theme, foI' literature depicts the passions,
wills, and thoughts of flesh and bone men.

Certainphiloso-

l$.ers, including such men as Kierkegaard, Nietzsche, or Berdyaev, have been able to charge their 1tlOrks \nth passion.

And,

though Unamuno shared in their passionate concerns, he found
that passion had to be portrayed in the life of the flesh and
bone man.

Literature, he believed, provided an arena where

the passion and will of real men eould be most creatively portrayed, where men could be seen as they acted out this passionate
drama of existence.
In the Prologue to the Three Exemplary Nov!'ls Unamuno
provided background material for the development of his tragic dimension in passion and will.

Novels are creations, he

said, and not merely representations of life.

Literary

1.. Miguel de Unamuno, ~,,!ee ExemplarrNovels, trans by
Angel Flores (New York: Grove Press, 1956) p. 16.

-
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realism, ~ieh was in fashion during Unamunois time, had
urged writers to portray life in its most detailed form, to
"paint a picture lt of the world around them.

In opposition to

realism, Unamuno believed that true art was creation, where
"reality is an intimate, creative thing--it is a thing that
is willed I If 1

Therefore, the characters in novels were to

be portrayed as they would like to be, and not as they are;
for the real person is the Itcreator within one, in onels
heart." 2

The personality of any human being is a mystery;

and one must respect the dynamics of the heart, and not attempt
to overcome the essential lIlystery with so-called realistic
pictures.
For these reasons, Unamuno's characters are not products of an intellectual procedure which desires to characterize
a

m~

by the outward events of his life.

Rather, the characters

in his novels are extensions, projections if you wish, of
Unamuno·s own tragic sense of life.

As creations, however,

the characters are dreams; they do not parideipate in the
same

~ension

of

~eality

as does their author&

However,

dreams are also part of reality; they simply have another
reallll of meaning.

For this reason Unamuno can say of his

characters,
ttBut I know they will Ijve. I am as sure of that
as I am that I shall liVe myself. How? When?
Where? Ah, that, God only knowsl" 3
1. Miglte1 de i1~~in.tini5;'l'hree }&.enplary Novels and a Prologu,e, trans. by Angel Flores (New York: Albert and Charles
Boni, 1930), p. 17.

2..

Ibid., p,,20.

3.

Ibid., p. 33.
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Uhamuno turned to the question of passion and will in
the first novel'in his work, Three Exemplary Novels.

Nothing

Less Than a Man is one of Unamunots best known stories in
this country, although it is one of the most baffling.

At

first reading the story seems bare; the language is too simple and obvious.

But the purpose behind the story is clear:

Unamuno vushed to give life to his tragic dimension in passion.
Alejandro, the main character in the work, is a Nietzschean
hero.

He is the man who creates his own values, whose world

is not the social

01"

political stage, but whose existence

issues from some deep passion.... His world is personal because
he creates it, because he believes that he is the author of
his own destiny.

At one point in the novel his

wif~

asks him

about his family, and he replies: "My family begins with me.
I made myself." 1
llnd yet, Unamunofs tragic sense of passion permeates this
wo'rk.

Alejandro is a man ,..ho arrives at the affirmation that

things exist.simply because he wants them to exist; he affirms
things with the passion and energy which makes them so.

He

affirms that his wife loves him) even if he does not love her
in return.

He affirms that his wife has not had an affair

a count, even when he knows she had.

wit~

Reality is simply self-

will; what is real has been created by the person who makes it
real.

Even illusions become real simply because he gives them

reality.

And if it is true, as Unamuno affirms in his Prologue,

1. Mi1f)!1el de Unamuno, Three Exemplary Novels, trans. by
Angel Flores (New York: Grove Press, 1956), p. 165.

I
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that God rewards or punishes one on the basis of what one has
wanted to be, then Alejandro is a lost soul.

For he has wanted

to be his own universe, self-sufficient, and a law unto himEarly in his life he had asserted his right to be his

self.

own man when nhe had

sh~~en

his fist at a figure of Christ

in his little "Ulage church. tl 1

And. later in his life,

When his wife dies, he'begins to realize the tragedy of his
passion.
The tragedy of Alejandrofs passion is that he only asserts
his own will, a11lart from the spiri tual comfort lihien is 11lossible in the acceptance of others.

He has made himself, but

he has no strength to make his world sUbsist.

Death· con-

quers his self-affirmation; hecanllot will himself beyond
death: passion dies with the body.
In the end of the story Alejandro finishes life with
the same affirmation as he began life: he commits suicide.
<!When later on, they had to break down the door
of the death chall'lber, they found him with his
arms around his ,,,ife. Ite ",as pale and deathly
cold and bathed in th"blood that had been drained
completely from him." '2

In another of the stories in Three Exemplary Novels
lJnallluno returns to the sailie tragic dimension of self-will.

Two

Mothers is the story of a demonic will of a '#oman gone astray
in SOllle kind of darl" maternal urge.

The protagonist of the

novel, Raquel, is a ",oman .lho· cannot have children; and thus,

i.

Ibid., p. 226.

2&

Ibid., p. 228.
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\11

to guarantee her immortality and to satisfy her passion for
personal creation she makes her husband, Juan, marry another
,,:oman so that she may have their first child.

Juan is torn

between these tllJO women; but he is always under the power of
Raquel, who symbolizes an evil passion that cannot be satisfied.

Berta, the woman whom Raquel has forced Juan to l1'arry,

is the opposite force in the novel.

Her will is dominated

by the love she has for Juan. Juan's feelings in the abyss
between these two women is a perfect description of the tragic tension involved in the region between good and evil
passions:
"Poor Juan, nOvl without the 'Don,' trembled between
the two women, between his angelic and his demonic
redeemer. Behind hill! was Raquel and befol'e him
~ta, and both were driving hill! on.
Where to?
He saw that it was toward perdition.'~ 1
Ra.-quel, who is the demonic passion, finally triumphs, gains
the newborn child,. and her own personal immortality.

Juan

,

who is the pawn between two powers, makes his only possible
choice: he kills himself.
In both of these stories in Three Exemplary !fovels Unamuno
seems to be pointing to the tragic dimension in passion.
Passion is necessary for life, because it is out'of passion
that creation emerges..

And yet, passion can also turn upon

itSl91f, consume itself, and lead to

deat~1,.

To paraphrMe another

bromide, it might be said that one strong passion dies the
death of a thousand smaller passions.
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But it is in another novel, Abel Sanchez, where the contradictory modes of "being-in-passion'" can best be seen"
I'

Passion not only turns upon itself, but it also struggles with
the reason.

This struggle with reason can be seen at the

heart of Abel Sanchez.
On one level, the obvious level, Unamunois

~bel

Sanchez

is the story of a man possessed by a passion, living out his
life from the depths of this paSSion, and enduring the consequences.

The passion is envy; the life lived is one of tor-

ment; the consequences are spiritual death.
The framework of this novel follows the biblical account
of Gain and Abel.

Joaquin (Cain) is greatly disturbed by the

success of his brother Abel, who manages to acquire fame from
his paintings, marry the woman Joaquin loves, and secure
immortality through his son.

In the end of the novel Joaquin,

like his biblical counterpart, kills his brother.
Most critiCS, including Angel del Rfo of Columbia University, see Abel Sanchez as a novel which revolves around the
themes of envy and hatred, and the tragedy of passions which
possess human beings.

It is, of course, quite clear that one

of the themes of the novel is the death which hate and envy
bring.

As Joaquin put it in the novel, '*1 began to ;,!onder if

I would die with my hate,. if my hate would die with me, or
outlast me." 1

Nevertheless, it se6lilS that a rather different

analysis of the novel is possible in the light of Unamunofs
tragic sense of life.
1" r.iigUel de Unamuno'T~Abel Sanchez. and Other .Stor:tes, trans.
by Angel del Rfo (Chicago: lienry Regnery Co., 1956), P. 63.

I:,
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Uuamuno felt that the struggle between reason and passion
was oue of the primary for,eEls in the tragic sense of life,
and that the depths of personality arose from the tension
bet,veen these two powers.

Is net the tension between Joa-

quin and Abel symbolic of the tension behreen reason and passion?
Abel is the imaginative artist, and Joaquin the rational
scientist.

But the usual contradictory marillar of UnamUllo's

story unfolds, so that Joaquin becomes the creative artist
yearning for "pure research" and Abel t1ll'ns into a mechanical
artist who lacks ar.y deep passion.

Jibel' becomes so engrossed

in the mechanics and logic of his artistry that he grows insensitive to the suffering people around him.

Joaquin, how-

ever, who starts out as a disinterest.ed spectator, ends by
finding the passions of other through his passion.

If this

analysis seems contradictory, Unamull()' S own words in the novel
should be recalled: "Like Job, every man is a child of contradictions. 1t 1
Joaquin and Abel exist in tension throughout the whole
novel.

Abelfs disinterestedness is halanced by Joaquin's

intense passions; Abelfs lack of interest in personal immortality by Joaquin's strong desire to live on; Abel's acceptance
of reality by Joaquin's deep eternal questions; Abel's disregard for religious problems by Joaquin's moving search for
God.

This opposition occurs throughout the whole novel, for

the personalities of Joaquin and Abel are alwaysln conflict.

1"

Il;fll.d., p.. 135.
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If thi s analy;;;i s ha5 any merit, w·r.a t lilight be said of
Unamu.llo t s solution to the contradictions between these t1110
characters, which is to say, between reason and passion?

As

in all of Unamuno's work, there can be no final solution.

All that can be said is this: the depth of human personality
arises from restlessness, from divi.ne discontent; and peace
means the end of growth.

Ju.st as Dostoevsky wanted to pro-

tect the dimension of freedom, even at the cost of hum.an
suffering, so Unamunowanted
struggle.

to guard the dimension of human

Tne tension between Joaquin and Abel is not re-

solved, but maintained to their deaths.

We are left with

the faint hope that had Joaquin turned the passion of hatred
into love there might have been a creative struggle.

But

he did not love; and Unamuno gives the impression that perhaps he will find his peace in God.

But, then, can a God

who lives in agony and self-doubt offer peace?

Joaquin

offers no final resolution, except that nin eternal forgetfulness perhaps there is peace." 1
Despite the tragic

d~ensions

in the will and in the

paSSions, Unamuno saw how vitally important they were for
the creative existence of the flesh and bone man.

To exist

was not merely to live by the reasons of the head, but to
live by the powers of the heart.

The choice betw·een the life

of passionate concern and the life of rational detachment is
a radical one, similar to the either/or decision of anlbsen
1.

Ibid., p. 173.
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or a Kierkegaard.

Unamuno also knew the terror of this awe-

some choice:
"'Allor nothing I There is profound meaning in
that., Whatever Reason may tell us--that great
liar who has invented :for the consolations of
failures, the doctrine of the golden mean ••• -whatever Reason may tell us--and she is not only
a liar but a great whore--in our innermost soul, •••
we know that in order to avoid becoming, sooner
Or later, nothing, the best course to follow is
to attempt to become all." 1
Creation: Word and Concept
Unamuno was not only a poet, novelist, and philosopher;
he was also a student of language.

It must be remembered

that Unamuno occupied the chair of Greek language and literature at the University af Salamanca, and that his afficial
pTafession was as a philologist.

Here was a man who worked

with wards, who taught students about the use and misuse of
words, and who. knew at least twenty languages and dialects.
This waS a man who. read the Bible in its own tonguest who.
read Pascal and Kierkegaard in their own languages, and

who

worked as a poet works with the compleXities of human language.
I'!ore illl.portantly, Unamuno felt that it

\-TaS

his destiny (destino)

to educate and to stir his people with words:
"The instrument of this stirring, this awakening
and renewal of sauls was the word--the spoken and
written ward. In these vlOrds--words af exhortation,
of inju,,'1ction, of indignation--each man could <Uscover what ,he unknowingly and even intentionally

!
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concealed :from himself. The 'word· was, as it
has always been in crucial times the instrument
of revelatiol1--of 'personal reve i ation .. '" 1
Dnamunofs mission was to speak in the midst of his
people so that they might awake from their sleep.

And this

mission of speaking and writing the words of life was, or
ought to be, the primary concern of the man of the spirit
in the contemporary world:
"What, then, is the new mission of Don Quixote,
today, in this world? To cry aloud, to cry
aloud in the 'Wilderness." 2
But Unamuno was far more than an analytical philosopher,
obsessed with the analysis of language.

His task was more

than that of the scholar who chases after words, who looks
for the structure or use of language.

Rather, Unamuno sa,.

words as living entities, into wnich the human being must
enter in order to live or to die .nth them.

Words were more

than facts of experience or phenonmena of cultural configurations; there was a mystery of the word which eluded any critical analysis.

Words were e:x:perienced just as any other human

emotion .ras e:x:perienced.
lyzed us.

Words excited us, stirred us, para-

Words struck at the very core of our existence, and

might bring us into relationship with the universe or deaden
our sensitivity for the mystery of life.

In short, words were not the source of philosophical
---------------~~------~---------------------1. Jos~ Fer1'ater Mora, Unamuno: 11 Philosophy of Tragedy,

trans. by Philip Silver {Berkeley: UniverSity of California
P:ress, 1962}, p. 86.
2. Ydgllel de Unamuno, Tra~c Sense of Life, trans. by
J.E Crawford Flitch (NevI Yor1:~t ~ver PUblications, 19,"'4),
p. 329.
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language games.

Words are the language of 1'9ali ty:

uLanguage is that which gives us reality, and not
as a mere vehicle of reality, but as its true
flesh, of which all the rest, dumb or inarticulate
representation, is merely "I;he skeleton. II 1
Unal11ullo would never have given ground to those contemporary philosophers of language who deal with words as they
would deal with llk'l.thematical fornmlations.
more than an object

op~n

Langilage is

to the critical analysis of philoso-

phers; language is more than 10g:!.c t and its meaning must
not always be verified in sense experience.

Rather than

asking the analytical question of language-·-what do you mean
by such or such a preposition?-- UnamUl10 would have asked:

Is this language part of exist$nce; does it cling to "f:he
depths of who and wllCi-t you are as a flesh and bone being; would
you live or die with your language?

Words were not objects,

but subjects, living Tealities, Wl1ich tended to take on
human characteri"stics.
l":a"be sure, words '1fere also subj ect to the same tragiC
contradictions as the flesh and bone man.
constant state of

,'I"a1'

at war with concepts.

and conflict.
Worct~

They lived in a

In particular, words were

pointed to some

depth~experience,

while concepu> were the intellectual formulations of abstractions.
But both words and concepts bad to engage in a vital struggle,
for without this struggle language would be only the speech
of a skeleton.
•

l

Because words vlere at the root of who and what man is,
and because language was the living reality .rhich helped men
to communicate and to find meaning in the world, Unamuno was
able to say: "All things were made by the word, and the word
was in the beginning. II 1

':f

Even though human history was tied to the words of living
J..a.nguage, there .ras a sense in which UnalllUno felt that the
last word was God I sword.

l'he .lOrd of God, however, always

ensted in tension with the words of men, for Goofs word called
men into repentanceo

Unamuno's poem to the Christ of Velaz-

quez: best conveys this faith:
"Thou, the Word that w
. a.s made flesh? for the substance
of man is the word and it is our ~riumph
to make our flesh the word, making ourselves
angelS of the Lord. The Word became flesh,
our Jesus, Thou didst dwell with us to make
our sinning flesh words tha.t may li va forever
in heaven, and thy death on the cross was
pledge of the resurrection of our bodies." 2
Dreams and Logic
Unamuno I s notion of man can be derived from the .charaeters
in his novels, because these characters are imaginative creations of what goes on in the inner turmoil of the man. of flesh
and bone.

All the characters which Unamuno created in his

novels were engaged in a struggle to exist.
tQr, they were men of contradictionS.

1ike their erea-

In these novels, more-

over, there is a freqqent mention made of dreams and logiC as
being at the foundation of the tragic dimension of humarl life •
... ..
1.. .Ibid,.
312.

,p..

."

~."

-

14:iguel de Unamuno, The Christ of Velazquez, trans. by
Eleanor 1. Turnbull (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Press, 1951),
2.

P. 122.

Dreams, however, are not merely passive entities; they are
related to the creative and imaginative depths of existence,
for as Unamuno said,
"'The maddest dreams of the fancy have some ground
of reason, and who knm-Ts if' everything that the
imagination of man can conceive either has not already happened, or is not now happening or will
not happen some time, in some world or another?" 1
In his novel :l:1is1 (Niebla) U:tlamuno turned to the tragic
/

tension between dreams and logic .•

Augusto Perez; the main

character, falls in love with a woman called Eugenia; but
when they are about to be married, Eugenia leaves Augusto
to l!\lU'ry her fOl'mer sweetheart.

Augusto decides to corumi t

suicide because of the turn of'events.

At this point in the

novel, however, Unamuno, the creator, steps into his creation;
he tells Augusto that he 'will not allo'711im to commit suicide.
This procedure seems to be the precursor of Pirandello's
method in his book Six Characters in SearCh of An .Author.

As

lord of h:i.s orea tion, UnamUllo finally decides to permit Augusto to kill himself.
The contradiction bet\.,r,een dreams and logic is best seen
in this novel in the tension which exists between Augusto,
who is a dreamer, and Paparrig6pulos, the logical scholar, who
believes drsaJl'.s are useless fUllctiol1s of the mind.
Augusto is a flesh and bone man caught in a dream-like
creation of his creator.
dream, a unebula."

He knows reality to be a mist, a

The essential question which constantly

returns to him is simply tIns one:
1: Unamuno, OPe

cit.,

po 126.

"'Wh.at is the real world but the dream that we
all dream, the,common dream?" 1
Life is a dream, a "nebt11a" to Augusto.

And he describes

his feelings in the midst of this dream in these words:
IIFor the street forms a web in which are crossvoven looks of desire, of envy, of' disdain, of
compassion, of love, of hate; words of ancient
import whose meaning has become crystallized;
thoughts and aspirations; all forming a mysterious
fabric enshrouding the souls of those who pass
along." 2
1"nis feeling for the mist-like qualities of Ufe permeates all Augusto I sactions.

The world, to him, is a kalei-

doscope in which the events of daily life seem hidden in the
dream of the uni ve:t'1:!e.

Augusto has a difficult time in deter-

mining which is the deepest dimension of reaU ty: the dream
in which 0..11 men are involved, or the daily life which consumes their energies;;

"All of this that is happening to me, and happening

to the others about me is it reality or is it fiction? May not all of it perhaps be a dream of God,
or of ,.,holllever it lllay be, which viII vanish as
soon as He wakes? •• Is not the vhole liturgy, of
all religions, only a ..ray perhaps of soothing God
in his dreams, so that He shall not wake and cease
to dream us?ll 3

This feeling for life as a dream in Augusto exists in
radical opposition to the conception of life
in the scholar Paparrigtp111os.

lOtS

it exist s

Augusto goes to see Paparri-

g6pulos, seeking advice on his problem.

What he finds is a

typical vord-chaser, devoid of any feeling for the m.ist of
Miguel de U!1al1luno~ .IUst, trans. by Wcirner Fite, (Net.r
York: Alfred A. Knopf, 192(5), p. 116.

:- . 1.

2.

~pid.,

p. 34.

3.

Ibi~.,

p. 166.
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existence.
Paparrig6'pulos is convinced that the universe can be
explained through a rational analysis of individual Forms,
and that all these Forms tit together to produce the essence
of the universe.

In order to prove his thes1s, he studies the

past; and he comes to believe that progress is the result of
"bug-stickers, word-che.sers, da te-guessers, and drop-computers." 1

There is certainly-nothing about Paparrig'6pulos

to justify a characterization in the least "n:!.volistic" or
imaginative.

He is far too concerned with the truth of the

head to be confused by the mist of the heart.

For, a man with

a heart, 1I1ho 1"lloWS life to be a dream, ",rill exist in agony,
Paparrig6pulos is too crafty to be stupid, and too logical
'1:;0

have a heart.

He is an abstract me.n, a no-man.

The tragic contradiction between dreams andlegic must
exist in mutual agony, each OXle calling the other into ques- .
tion.

It Unamuno considered his characters of fictien to be,

in a sense, real flesh and bone men, how 1lluch more are real
Ii ving men to be considered characters in a cosm:l.c dream?
are also products of a dream--God's dream.

Men

This is the origin

of the anguish men feel as they become aware of the vast dream
in which they ill!lllersed, a dream where "nothing is sure; everything is elusive and in the air." Z

Logic attempts to overcome

this dream by making life seem rational, by saying to men:
",... X.,

»

'. __

1.

D?i~., p. 221,.

2.

lUguel d€ Unamuno,

'J.'ra~ic

Sense of Lye, trans. by

J"Il: Crawford FUtch (New York: ~over Publications, 1951+), p.•

117..
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"One can be sure of rea11 ty; there are reasons for everything under the sun.ft

And logic must continue this attack,

for dreams might fall into the abyss of nothingness from
which they came.

But, at the same ttme, logic must be

eonfronted by the dreams of lit'e, for as Unamuno says:
we not imagine that possibly this earthly
life of ours is to the other life ,,,hat sleep is
to waking? May not all our life be a dream and
death an awalcening?" 1

tI,May

1 ..

~.,

P. 232

2. Though it might fJ.rst appear that this section was
discussed earlier in the thesis, I have included a separate
section of analysis on the tragic dimenSion in the indlvldual
!llim of Spain to contrast it with the earlier section on the
Q911ective A.a:!;qre of the traglc sense of life in Spa.nish culture.

3., Gerald Brenan,The

VerSity Press, 1950), p. 1$.

S_i§~.,i&?:.blZ;;r:l,Ilth

.

'.'

(Cambridge: Uni-

The tragic contradiction in the man of Spain, then, was
simply how to live in the daWI'ling vlOrld of" European civilization.

In his early work, En Torne Al Castlcismo, written

during the searchings of the Generation of" 1898, Unamuno
had discovered two directions open to his people: the first
was to return to the deeply rooted traditions of Spanish culture; the second \\Tas to become more Etrropean, to take'into
Spanish culture European ideals and practices"

The first

di1'ectlon, which was that taken by the Hispanizers, meant that
the origin of S,pain I s decline ","as to be fOU1lld in the blind
adaptation of European vices: disbelief, scepticism, rationalism,
the acceptance of !l1aterial rather than spiritual things, scientific values, and reason over against faith.

The men wno

formed this group of Hispanizers argued that the Spanish man
should return to the authentjc tradition 0·3: his past, where
i'aith, intuition, mysticism, and spiritual realities had been
central.

The second direction entailed the reformation of

the religious, political, and econoi!!lic orders along the lines
of I!.,'uropean countries.

S,pain! s tragic condition was thought

to be rooted in its refusal to 'be a modern nation.in a new
age; and the solution to this problelil might be dlscovered in
an "'open door lt policy toward Europe ..
Durin/;: h:t.s university days, Unamuno stood .lith the liberals
who ",anted to reform Spa1n along European lines.

Later in his

lif'e he was to call for the regeneration of' the traditional
Spanish values.

But what "ras central throughout his lii'e \vas
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his concern that these t\vO directiens in Spanish culture
struggle with each other;: and that this struggle between
European and Spanish quali tie s constitute the core of the
unique Spanish agony.

These two directions, then, are not

united by intellectual cOlllprolllise; rather, they are forllled
by a vital dialectic..

The conflict between the values of the

modern world and the values of the Spanish tradition should
not be diminished, but increased.

Spain had need of the

modern wo,rld, fer the values 0,1' the ccntemporary age--reason,
technolegYt disbelief--had to, engage in struggle ",ith the values
0,1' the Spanish heritage.

Never'l;heless, Spain could never

16se her unique history as a feeling, intuitive, spiritual
people.

In Don Quixote, Unamurlo found a. sYlllbol for the Span-

ish struggle against the nwdern age:
"I,ike a UEn" Savonarola, an Italian Quixo'l;e at the
end jot the fifteenth century, he fights aga:i. nst this
Modei:ll Age that began \lli th iiachiavelli and that '''ill
end cemically,. He fights agatns'l; the ratienalism
inherited frcm the eighteenth cen'l;ury. Peace of
mind, reconciliaticn betw"een reason and fatth--this,
thanks '1;0 the prcvidence of God, is no lcnger possible." 1
As' in all the cther c.ftegcries Unamuno u'l;iltzed, the man

of

Spain must be engaged in a struggle bet\veen ccn'l;radictory

modes of being..

A human cCllllllunity dces not live in peace and

certainty, but in vital anguish and conflict.

The anguish of

the Span:i.sh man 1s hts h1storj"cal place 1n an age Which is in
opposition

'1;0,

his own tradition.

Thls angu1sh must not be de-

creased, but 111creased; .feX' this precise agcny is 'l;he scurce
1. Mi"guel de Unamuno, .t!:sgic .s'ense of' Life, trans. -by J.E
Gra\lTi'o!'d FUtcl;1 (N.Y: Dovel' PubHcations, 1954), pp. ts 326-327.

}.
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of creative possibilities; this explains why in the last analysis Una'lluno could only cry to his people: ttHay God deny you
peace, but give you glorylll 1
The Tragic Dimension in Death
The tragic dimension of dE!athis closely al15.6d vrith'the
hunger for immortality and the agony of the Christian faith.
But the reality of death is a theme to which Unamuno returned

pC; throughout his philosophical and Ii terary vrorks.

Death

'".-

\,as not merely a speculative proble.m in the Unamunian 'lliorld;
it was a force which remained behind and vii thin his agony.
To die was a serj.ous thing, perhaps the most serious event in

the existence of the flesh and bone man.

Death permeated all

existence, covering i t with the sorrowful anticipation of the
finality of its action.

In an UnamllTIian senset perhaps, human

beings had more knowledge of death than they did of life.
Death was always before the gaze of everY' man, asking 11i:m the
11lti:mate question of his destiny; After I die, what?

The pre-

sefiCe of death was always before Unamuno:
"!his thought that I must die and the enigma of what
will come after death is the very palpitation of my
consciousness. When I contemplate the green serenity
of the fj.elds or look into the depths of clear eyes
through which shines a fellow-soul, my ..¢.onsciousness
dilates,- I feel ths diastol€lor the.soul and am bathed
in the 1:'100d of the life thB~ flows about me,ilnd I
beHeve in my future; but instantly the voice of
mystery whispers to me, 'Thou shalt ceaSe to bel'
the angel of Death touches me with its wing, and the
systole of the soul floods the depths of my spir:i.t
wj, th blqoa".,~~"Q,~\!~n;lA;Y." 2

"1.
2.

~., p.

330.

IbM.. , p. 40.

.v;
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~fu.nl

s consciousness cannot quite comprehend the full

impact of death; he cannot think of himself as not existing:
"Try reader," says Unamuno "to imagine yourself,
when you are wide avroJre, the condition of your soul
when you are in deep sleep; try to f:1.11 your conSCiOUS.l1ElSS with the represEll1tation0:t no~conscious
ness, and you 'Viill see- the' impossi bility of it.
The effort to comprehend it causes the m.ost tormenting dizziness. VJe cannot conceive ourselves
as not existing •. " 1
And yet, man must die; that much j.s certain.

But to

die is also to live; herein exists the tragic cont:radiction
of death.

Death produces life; it makes men struggle unceas-

:1.ngly a.gainst it.

Th:Ls explains why for Unamun0 to live .is

primarily to agon:1.z.e, to fight against

death~

Death produces

the love of life, the longing to prolong and perpetuate life.
NeVertheless, Unam.uno doeS not treat the theme of death
systematically, employing critical tools for analytic purposes~

J;1ario J. Vald6s, l.,.hose most recent lifork ,,'Us on death

in the :1.i tera ture of Unru!11U'10, believes that Unamuno looked at
death in three ways: as a mystic, as an ex:1.stent:J,allst, and as
an artist. 2
SOllie scholars have tended to classH'y Unamuno as a mystic,
whose contemplative spirit was the result of his poetiC nature. 3
.This mystic strain in Una.'l!.uno, hOlifever, is present only in t;he
early i"r:l.tlngs, b~f6t'e. the religtous criSis of 1897.

In this

..

1.

;I:.;bid., P. 38.

2. Hario J. Vald~s, "Death in the Litera ture . of' Unamuno, "
Jl1inois Studi.§.s in Lanrua,age ancl Literature. Vol. 5'l+ (1964).

:f1p.. IS 162-168.'

.

.. .

,

,

J. C. Blanoo Aguin3,ga, 11:1 Unamuno Contemplatj.'vo (Mexi,co:
E1 Colegio de MeXico, 1959).'
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stage of his life, which might be though'!; of in terms of the
aesthetic stage, the over1trhellll.ing spectacle of life seemed. to
be saying that nothing dies, that overy thing merely changes
into another form.

lJnamuno would have stood very close to

position of the Romantic poets, who attempted to lose themselves in the mysteries of life.

He mieht have given voice

to the same stoic contemplatj.on of death as did Wordsworth
in his poem "The Prelude":
"A thought is "rith me sometimes, and I say
Should the whole frame of earth •••
Be ,,<renched, or fire come down froll! far to scorch
Her pleasant habitations,...
Yet would the living Presence still subsist
Victorious •••• " 1
UnamUl10

also came to look at death as an artist, so that

the threat of death became an impetus for artistic survival.
Death posed the ultimate problem to the writer, for it meant
that hts words had to be so charged that they lived again in
the lives of his readers.

In -the re-creation of his ,'Tords in

others, the writer lives on.

Unamuno certainly expressed this

longing for a,esthetic survival:
tlWhen you think me quite dead
I shall tremble in your hands.
I leave Y01.1. here my soul-book,
1'18.n, t)1e 1'9&1 wo:rlq)
wllen all of you vibrGJ.te.s
.
It is I, read.er, who Vibrates in you." 2
But Unamuno's hunger for immortality could not find deep
enough ground .in either the mystic or the artistic viet" of
1. lIJilliam lIlordsworth, Poetr'" ed. by J'1ark Van Doren
(NevI York: The Hodern Library, 1950~, p. 2[.0.
2. Hargaret T. Budd, "UnB.l'lllnots Hunger for Ill',mortality,"
The Chrj.st:Lan Century: (DeceJTcber 23, 1961+), p. 1591.

"
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death.

In the early stage in his life, ,"'hen he had COflle

under the influence of th€ English and Spanish Romantic
poets, the thought that death 'vas but the transformation of
life into another fom gave him consolation.

Once, When he

had observed a man digging a trench by the 5j,de of a river,
Unall1uno thought he had not seen a man but a human form j.n a
process of. transformation, ,,,hich "lould change, not die, and
merge with the eternal currents of" time.

But this vision

could not remain with Unamuno for a li.fetime; i twas a possibility for the young who had not witnessed the brutal finality
of death, but in the sufferings of his people Unamuno smol
the agents of death.

But neither ,'las the artistic attitude

tOiirard death a continuing possi hili ty for Unamuno, even though
he considered hinlself to be a poet above all else.

It was

one thing to llve on in the thoughts and memories of' others,
and it was another thing to live on for oneself.

To live

on through one's words was not enough, for eventually the
words would lose the personality of' th8 artist and be submerged into the dream of life.
After

~1y

In one of his poems, "For

Death," Unalluno ee,lled attention to the fact that

death conquers eVen the aesthetic survival of the artist:
flI am not ~ but my song II ves after me
and carr~es round the ,,,orld
the shadow of my shadow,
sad non-existencel
Reader, YOll hear me, I do not hear me
and this ±rivlal truth, which because i t is
$0 We allow to fall as falls the ra.in,
is rain of sorrow,
drop from the ocean
of bitterness.

I.
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Where are yon going to die, oh ll!Y songi'

In what secreted corner

will you breathe your last breath?
For,yon also will die, as all will die,
and in infinite silence
all hope will sleep forever!" 1

If there is to be any understanding of why the gospel
was I!good nEn,s" to Unamuno, it .must first be understood that
he knew the sting of death' as part of his present existence. -

Death claimed everything in the universe; neither the artistic nor the mystical stance could hide the fact that death
was the final word in life.

For this reason, it might be

said that Unamuno would agree with the stance of ,some contemporary existentialists who point to death as an existential
characteristic of life and not merely as the biological end
of existence.

In another of his poems, tlTwo Rome Incidents,"

the lurking presence of death lends belief to the notion that
Unamuno literally lived with death during his lifetime:
"It is night, in my study.
Utter solitude; in my breast I hear
the throbbing of my heart
-it feels,alone,
it feels itself the target of my mindr hear my blood
whose gentle murmur
pervades the silence ••••
Here) at night, I alone in this my study
the books are sj.lent;
ll!Y oil lamp sheds
its peaceful light upon these sheets .of paper,
light like that of a sanctuary;
the books are silent;
the spirits of the poets, of the thinkers,
and i t is as if death were very cautiously
hovering around me." 2
----------,------~-------------.----------------...

----

1 •. Miguel de Unamuno, Poems, trans. by Eleanor L. Turnbull (Baltimore: Johns HopJri.ns Press, 1952), p. 11.
2.

Ibicl., p. Ilf3.
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It is this existential reality of death, where the
threat of non-being causes despair and anxiety, over fj.nitude in being, that Unamupo finds the tragic sense of life.
He wants to live; he "rills to live, but he knows that he must
diet this is the tragic dimension of death.
cosmic

"r',"

He ,,,rants the

the IQ., to 11 ve on, despite the certainty ;1I'hich

reason gives as to its end.

Unamuno's cry to live on is

a passionate affirmation of life:
"I do not want to die--no; I neither WEnt to die
nor to v;ant to die; I want to live for ever and
ever and ever. I want this'll to live--this
poor II' that I am and that I feel myself to be
, here and now, and therefore the problem of the
duration of my soul, of my mm soul, tortures me.t! 1
The man of flesh and bone is aware of his personhood
because it pains him to lose it.

The result 1sa struggle

that cannot beal10idedt the will demands to live am, but
the rational faculties reply that this is an absurd desire.
Like Pascal, however, Unamuno could not understand those who
believed that death "fas not important, or those who thought
that the fear of death

~Tas

a result of pride.

}10re than once,

Unamuno attempted to stress the ultimate importance of death
for human existence:
I'lIf we all die utterly, wherefore does everything
exist? \iherefore? It is the wherefore of the
Sphinx; it is the wherefore that corrodes the
marrow of my soul.
"And they keep on wl!iH"ying our ears with this chorus
of pridel Stinking pridel Pride~ to wish to leave
an ineffaceable name? Pride? I t ~s like calling
the thirst for riches a thirst for pleasure. No,
1. MigU'el de Unamuno, 'lIragicSense of LHe, ti\"a1'>s:-~
J.E Crawford Fli teh (Ne.V" York: Dover Publications, 195''+),
p. l+5.

.:

Ij
(-j

it is not so much the longing for pleasure "Ihich
drives us poor folk to seek money as the terror
of poverty~ just as it was not the desire for
glory but the terror of hell that drove men in
the Hiddle Ages to the cloister •••• Neither is this
wish to leave a name pride, but terror of extinction." 1.
.
What does death mean for life?

How does the demand of

the will for eternal life and the negation of this demand by
reason lead to creativity?

The only direction which Unamuno

could give from the abyss of this tragedy was uttered in the
name of Christ.

2

Reason and Faith
<'

Una.muno once wrote tn one of his poems tbese ,fords;
"Life is doubt
and fatth witAout doubt is but death.
Death is the sustenance of life,
and doubt the food of faith.
While I live, oh Lord, gtve me doubt,
and pure f'aith when I die"
give me lire in life, Lord." 3
These words express Unamuno 1 s central conviction that
the doubts of' reason and the hopes of faith ,vere conflicting
agents in the tragic sense of life, feeding off one anotl1er,
warring with one another, and extsting side by stde in perpetual tension.

We must avoid the common error of supposing

that Unamuno was in revolt against reason in the name of life.
We't"G this fact true, neither reason nor f'aith could exist.
1.

;rbid., pp.

IS

43-57.

2. T'ne Christian response to the question of death,
which Unamuno was to embraoe, 11ill be discussed i!.\ the next
chapter.

3.

V,rgi.Jl1Uno, op. 0i

t.,

p. 41.
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Their warring co-existence was the sUbstance of tragedy, and
without their struggle there would be no deep dimensions :l.n
the human personality.
But it is a fact that Unamuno was more often in revolt
against the reason than against faith.

This was due to the

fact that reason, both in the Hegelian system of his time
and in the rise of science, had gained the upper hand.

Men

had begun to judge reality in an empirical sense, thinking
of spiritual realities as hopeless wanderings of human fancy.
UnalllUno wished to give life to the dimension of spiritual
truths,- showing that it .las only in the struggle between faith
and reason that human beings could live an authentic existence.
In his essay "Intelectualidad y Espiritual1dad," Unamuno protested against the worship of philosophical reason, taking
his startlng,..point from the words of Hamlet to HoratiO:
"There are more things in heaven and earth, Horat:l.o, than are
dreamt of in your philosophy." 1

In the same essay, Unamuno

declared that the realities of the spirit "ere as much a part
of man as his reason.

And in his novel Amor Z Pedagog:ia he

helped to attack the dogmatic confidence in scientific reason's
capacity to overcome the problems of existence.

The hero of

.,

this story attempts to rear his son "scientificallv
.. so that
.
he .7ill tlamount to something."
be futile, for what

th~fa;thfJr

This inhuman task proves to

f'orBe,ts in raising his

SOll

is

_.-~----------.--,~----~-----

1. Miguel de Unamuno, Ensftlol,J, Volume IV (Madrid: Publicaciones de la Residencia de Estudiantes, 1917), p. 195.

the demand of the heart.

His own daughter is the person ,who

finally realizes this, for as she says: "FathHr, do not play
thusly with the heart!" 'J

Eventually, the son kHls himself

because he does not have the heart

"1;0

live •

.But it is in Unalluno's commentary on Miguel de Cervantes'

Don

quixot~

that one finds the arena in which reason and

faith struggle.

Unamuno sees

DOll

Quixote as a symbol of the

spiri tual struggle for meaning in a ,,,orld of facts.

Quixote

i.$ a man of the inlagination, for his greatness lies in the.
fact that "on the altar of his. people he made the greatest of
sacrifices, that of his reason." 2

Quixote is at times an

absurd figure, with his withered face and lal1ternjaw, his
rusty armor and his ramshackle horse Ro:1rlnante.

But Quixote's

quest is not an absurd one; it is a quest of the spirit for
immortality.

The way in which QUixote describes the nature

of his quest is the way in which the man of faith should live
in the world.
nAt last, having lost his wits completely, he stWnbled
upon the oddest fancy that ever entered a madil\an1s
brain.. He believed that it was necessary, both
for his honour and for the service of the state,
that he should become knight-errant and roam through
the world with his horse and arlllour in quest of
adventures, and practise all that had been performed
by the knights-errant of whom he had read." 3

1. Miguel de Unamuno,
Calpe, B.A, 1931}), p. 196.

AntOl'

y Pedagog{a (Madrid: Espasa-

2. Miguel de Unamuno, The Life of Don uixote and Sanct 0,
trans. by Homer P. Earle (New York: Alfred Knopf, 1927 , p. 9.

3. I'iIiguel de Cervantes, Don uixote @f La Mancha, trans.
by Walter Starkie (New York: New Amer1can L1orary, 19 7), P. 17.

J"
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BUt is the man of faith necessarily an absurd figure in
the modern vlorld?

Yes, Uuanmuo would say_

The man of faith

is also an absurd figure, riding off to endure the taunts of
a hostile vrorld with nothing but his trust in some power beyond him.
as Don

But the quest of the man of faith is not absurd,

Qui~otets

quest \>[as not absurd.

The man of faith must

I

also ride off into the world with nothing but a promise that
he is dOing God's will; but the adventure in which he is engaged is Dne of the greatest adventures open to human 'beings:
the encounter with God.

In opposition tD QUixote, Sancho stands as a symbol of
the rational, pragmatic life.

When QUixote thinks that wind-

mills are gia.nts, i t is Sancho v,he knovs they are only vindmills.

Whenever the madness of Quixote threatens te drag

him dovn into depths from which he cannot escape, it is Sanchots cammon sense which pulls

hj~

up.

But it is also San-

cho's reason which cannot comprehend the spiritual quest ef
Quixote,

Even in the beginning of their adventures, Sancho

urges QUixote to return home:
"In fact, what I can gather clearly frem all this
is that these adventures .,hieh VB are after rill
bring us in the end so many misadventures that ve
shan't knov our right foot from our left. The best
thing for us to do, in my hUlilble epinion, is to go
back again to €lUI' village, now th'lt its's reaping
tillie, and look after our Cli>[n affairs.w~1
And because Sanche is deaf to the realities of the spiritual
1>[01' Id,

1.

Unamuno e11.id€>ti\ hi'lJl'l

Ibid., P. 73.

i~,
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"Concrete solutions! 0 practical Sanchos positivist
Sanchos, materialist Sanchos 1 When ivid. ye hear
the silent music of the spiritual spheres?" 1
Nevertheless, despite the obvious differences between
Quixote and Sancho, they fOr-ill a unity of opposites.

Were it

not for the reason of Sancho, Quixote1s imagination would have
driven him mad; but if QUixote's passionate faith had not been
present, Sancho would have bee);} doomed to a life of dull
facts.

Uns.muno called this unity of opposites in Don Quixote

and Sancho the greG. test literary experiment in Spanish history:
ttThe greqtest? most consoling feature of their
common life is that we cannot conceive of the
one without the other; and that, far from being
two opposed extremes ••• were •••.a single being
viewed from either side. Sancho kept alive the
sanchopanizism of Don Quixote, who quixo"tized
Sancho." 2
Th:!.s mutual tension is at the heart of the tragic con-

tradictiol1 between faith and reason.

Reason must exist as

it was sY)'ll:boliz.ed In Sancho, because the demands of reason are
fullY,as lmperlous as those of life; but the faith of a Don
QUixate must also eXist, because it is only in faith that
the dimensions of spiritual realities can be experienced.

Nei-

therreason nor faith, then, must gain the upper hand in a
man's life; rather, they must collide in a man's heart:
"In the maintenance of that struggle between the
heart and the head, bet.reen feeling and reason,
in which the former cries: 'Yes! I when the la tter
says: lNol' and 'No!! to the other's 'Yes! '--in
maintaining the strife and not in trying to harmonize
the adversaries . ist,l;!.e essence of a fruitful and savj.ng fa:lth. ff ''3'

._-_._-

2. 'Ibid., p. 151 •.

3.

Ibid., p. 167.
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(3) A Creative Ethic in the 'l'ragic

Sense 'Of Life:

At"1Y man who can teach us how to turn despair and doubt
into sources of' creative eniilrgy has something to say in this
generation.

For an age \.hioh has plunged into the dArkness o f ·

the soul and has become acquainted .Ii th the night is prone to
outbursts of despair and resignation.

Certainly these are

times in which there se8ms to be no ,my home, in vlhich the
traditional openings of meaning have become ,obscured.

Is it

any wonder that a man like WilHam Butler Yeats, standing at
the brink of the mOdeI'll ab,Yss, could cry

,,

'

ou~

in despair'?

"Now days are dragon..;ri\l.den,. the nightmare
Rides upon sleep: a druttken soldiery
Can leave the mother, nmrdered ather door,
To crawl in her own blood, and go scot-free;
The night can sweat with terror as before
We pierced our thoughts lil:lre Philosophy,
And planned to bring the '<!Orld under a rule,
Who are but wee.se]sl fighting in a hole. II 1
Despair and doubt have a ';lay of turning upon themselves
and destroying the possibllity of creativity.

In the face

of an lndlfferent universe the only pathway which seems light
enongh is the one in '<lhioh the sojourner stoically accepts
the chaos itself.

For one who looks :into the ind1.fferent di-

mensions of the unlverse too long, it is possible to become
as deadly indifferent as the uni verse Itself.

And 'ITho is

able to create in a .>'Orlel which is gone flat) in whi.ch crea t:lon
is as absurd as life :ltself?
1. W:i.1liam Buti~i;;;"Y';~a.ts) S.elected Po~ms and Two Play:s-;ed. by ~l.L Rosenthal Ofe,'i' York: NacNillan Co., 1962), p. 109.
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Miguel de Unamuno ,vas a lllall acquainted with the night.
He was a lllall who felt the precarious dilemma of hUlllan beings
who suffered, loved, and then disappeared j.nto the darkest
regions of death.

But instead of turning this darkness into

resignation he affirmed that it was precisely from within the
trag:tc contradictions of human persona Ii ty that c:r'cat1.vt ty
vras

most aJ.ive.

I,ike a strange Don Quixote living at the

dawn of the twentieth century, which is a century as insane
as that of Cervantes, Unamuno embraced agony conduncertainty
and turned them into ways of life.

This life \-ras, first of

all, the path of freedom; for unless man freely elected the
struggle of existence there could be no creativity.

LHee

another apostle of freedom, Nicholas Berdyaev, Unamuno might
have sai.d:

"The mystery of" the world abides in f"reedollll God

desired f"reedom and freedom gave rise to tragedy
in the world." 1

In short, rather than transforming the tragic sense of
i-"

life into the occasion for reSignation, Unarmno Sayl that it
was o.nly from with:i.!1 the tragic struggle of life that creation
was possible.

For this reason, Unamuno's philosophy, as John

.l-iacQuarrie has said of it, was not one of "peace and submissio.n,
but of struggle and actj.on, maintaining itself amid doubt
and uncertai.nty." 2
n

All his philosophical and literary work

~ 1•

Nicho~as BEl.r~",ev,preaiii--and Reali~ (New Yorln 1>1ao-

2.

John :t'iacQuarrj.e, TWElntieth.-CElntury Religlous Thought

l'ullc"n Co., 19/1),. p.lJ.6.
(Ne~l Yorln

Harper and How, 1963), p. 201.

,
'"'

has as its central quality the same force .,hich Berdyaev
,;faw operating in the novels of Dostoevsky: flTh.ey are parts
of a tragedy, the inner tragedy of human destiny, 'the unique
human spirit revealing itself' in its various aspects and at
different stages of its journey." 1

But it was into the

tragic struggles of existence that Unamuno called men:
"Don It preach peace to me because I fear it.
Peace is submission anq falsehood. You know my
watch,;ford: truth before .Pe"ce ••••
"I seek religion and faith in war. If 'we conquer,
what will. be the reward of victory? Forget it;
seek the struggle ••••
"I donlt carel, then, whether you agree i.ith me or
not, noi!.' whe cher the others do ~ since I do not
seek them to help me win the V!~a~o:ry. I seek
them1~;.ordel' to struggle, not to conquer, and I
struggle to bear thecl'oss of solitude, for in
peace it crusheS my heart. tI 2.

But what kind of creative ethic is possible from within
this tragic sen.se of life?

How does an authentic existence

issue frolll a region of irreconcilable forces?
Unamuno saw one possible direction from within the abyss
as being that of love, suffer5.ng, and pity.

There is a oen··

tinning contradiction in love, which is produced by the conflict between the head and the heart.

Love is creation, in

the sense that 'GO love is to enter into relationship with that
which is loved.

But reason tells us that this form of rela-

tionship is impossible, for to enter into relation with another
means that something of ourselves must be given up
formed.

01'

trans-

But it is £>.,",S'i:l-i'sflf1'1 .;itt that point where human love

1. Nichola s Berdya.ev, DostoevskY J trans. by Donald
Attvrater (Ne1r' York; Ueridian Books, 19(0), p. 21.

2. Miguel de Unaliluno, Per, exltles and Paradoxes trans.by
S. Gross OT.Y: Philosophical Library, 19',·5 , Pp.'s 26-27.
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breaks down that spiritual and sorro1tlful love is born.
there

ltlhen

is a realization that human love is finite, the will

is directed to -that region of love "lherein the wounds of men
are healed.

This partieu1ar region, Unamuno believed, was tp

be found in the suffering love of Christ.
Unamuno also sa1r, that faith, hope, and charity were
three possible directions in the ethic from within the tra-gic sense of life.

Faith, to Unamuno, is Uthe ardent longing

tha t there may be a God." 1

Thus, faith is united wi. th

11llcertainty; those who claim that they have some secret
kno'l>rledge about God "fbieh relieves them of doubt are gnostics.
Faith is uncertain beoause it is uncertain in life, because it
must hope •

Faith is a "movement of the soul t01>78.rd$ a practj.-

cal truth, a person, towards something that makes us not
llterely comprehend life, but that makes us live." 2
cause we live in hope and faith we love.
hopes ever and never wearies of hop1ng." 3

And be-

For "love hopes,
Nevertheless,

fa1th is not always eschatologicalj it always has a present
aim, which is charity:
ttThe consciousness that everything passes away, that
we ourselves pass a.way, ••• fills us with anguish,
and this flnguish itself reveals to us the consolation
of that which does not pass away, of the eternal,
of the beautiful.
"And this beauty, thus revealed, ••• only realizes
itself practically? only lives through the work
of charity. Hope ln action is charity.ll 4
, 1. Miguel de UnamltlllO . Tragj.c Sense of Life trans. by
J.E Crawford Flitchtlsr;1":'-"~BI7'er Publioations, 195'4), p. 186.

2.

!l&.J.l. ,

p. 191.

3. ll2!.!!. , p. 200.

4.

~.,

p. 203.
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In all this work. Unamuno is simply testifylng that it is
the inner contradlction bettyeen the world of' the heart and
the .vlOrld of the reason t<Ihiel;! gives him purpose and meaning.
More than once in ills w1'i tlngs he stressed 'chis :i.dea; and
he sought to shOrr the impact of this truth in his own Ufe:
"It ls the conflict itself, it is this self-same
passionate uncertain'cy, that unifies my action and
.makes me live and worl,_
"We thi.nk in ord.er that vTe may Uve, I have said;
and perhaps it were more correct to say we think
because 'We live, ,and the form of our thought
corresponds with that our Ufe exhibits ••••
"But putting all this a~ide for the present, what
I wlsh to establish l5 that uncertainty, doubt,
perpetual wrestling with the mystery of onr final
destiny, mental despair~ and the lack of any solid
and stable dogmatlc foundation, may be the basis
of an ethic •••• " 1
The central· symbol for this ethic of cren t:tvity was to
be found in the figure of Don Quixote, who was the authentic
spirit1:ml man of Spain.

Unamuno saw that the destiny of man

ivithin ratlonalistlc systems was slmply
"to create science, to catalogue the universe, so
that it tltay be handed back to God in order,.."and
at the end of all, the human race will fall eXhausted
at the foot of a pile of libraries ••• in order to
bequetitth them--to whom? For God 1-r:Lll surely no·t
accept them." 2
Don Quixote's existence, however, was a struggle for
consciousness, a battle for the .spirit.

Though he was

thought to be a madman, he existed wi thin the tension betw"een
the heart and the he2\<1 and m;;J.de of this tension a way of
being in the world"

Quixote never gave up his quest for
"

1 ..

Ibid., PP.'s 260-26l.

2.

Ibid., p •. 308.

..

-~
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Dulcinea, for glory, for life, because he realized that the
spirit of man only emerged in the midst of.the struggle in
which man sought to extend his consciousness.

To live, for

Quixote, ,,,as '1;0 struggle, to struggle without any hope of
victory, to wrestle 'I'I'ith the mystery of life.
this struggle might come creativity'and truth.

And out of

A truth

"which is not, far from it, a reflectj,on of the universe in
your mind, but :!.ts home in your heart." 1

Moreover, the

cI'eatlve ethic of a Don Quixote is also a spiritual journey
taking place in the m:Ldst of life; "Spiritual a,gony is the
door toaubstantial truth.

Suffer, in order that you may

believej and believe, in order that you may live." 2

And

lastly, the mission of a Don Q.uixoi:;" in the modern world,
the mission of any man \"ho ,mus'l;

liVE}

in the contradietory

dimension of his self, is simply 'l;his:
"To cry aloud, to cry aloud in the vlilderness. But
, though men hear not, the wilderness hears, and
one day it will be transforllied into a resounding
forest,'. and this solita:!'y voice that goes scattering
OVer t,18 1tJilderness like seed will fructify into
a gigantic cedar, which with'l ts hundred thousand
tongues will sing an eternal hosanna to the I,ord
of life and of death." 3
There is a striking relationship between this erea'tive
ethic of Unamuno and the philosophy of Pascal, whom Vnamuno
,

often spdl'iE} of as a man who knew the meaning of the tragie
Sense of life.

Indeed, there are some interesting relationships

trans. by Homer P. Earle (l1T.Y'TAl,i'\,,0
2.

Ibid., p. 329.

3.

Ibid., p. 329.

Knopf Co., 1927 , p. 329.
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between the life of Unanmno and the life of Pascal.

Both

of these men went through similar periods of crisis, during
w:r~ch

"I.;hei1' life-directlons were profoundly altered.

In

1655, Pascal turned from his stUdies l.n ll!athemattcs and
physlcs to a life of medHation tn the abbey of Port-Royal.
Unall!UllO also expeJ?ienced a slmilar crisis.

Prior to 1898

he h".d fought for the opening of Spanish culture to European
ideals.

But his directions soon changed.

In hts

OWYl

reli-

gious crisis Unamuno also turned his heart tovll'lrd spiritual
matters.

}iloreover, both Pascal and Unamuno felt a desire

to replace abstract philosophy with a philosophy of life.
Both felt that life vIas the supreme reali ty, and tha t to
reduce it to some parttcular conceptuaL system
of rational prostitution.

"laS

a process

Significantly, both of these men

attacked Descartes in ord er to strengthen thEdr

Ohm

pcsi ticl1s.

Unamuno felt that Descartes had emptied himself of himself;
Pascal believed that Descartes' radical search for certainty
had left hill! closed to existence.
Unamuno's insight into the character of PascOtl helps to
clarify the meaning of a creative et111c 111 thin the tragic
sphere of existence.

For Pascal was not only a man who lived

in a state of consciousness where reason and faith "lOre at
war lNi th each other, but he also \Vas
;.rho knew the meaning of human agony.
Pascal voiced the

s~e

il.

man of con-tradietions
In his Heditations,

senseoi' agony which Unamuno saw in

his tragic sense of' life; P,:t,$cal was also a man burdened \'lith

wisdom.

Certainly his 1trords betray the same tragiC vie.,! of

man as did UnamunQ's writings:
"Let man consider what he is in comparison with all
existence; let him regard himself as lost in this
remote corner of nature; and from the little cell
in which he finds himself lodged, I mean the
universe let him estimate at their true value
the eart.11, kingdoms, cities, and himself. 1;;'hat
is lllan in t11e infinite?·:~
HA Nothing in comparison with the Infinite, an
All in comparison with the Nothing, a mean between
nothing and everything. II 1
Unamuno believed that Pascal remained in a state of
contradiction, and that he passionately wanted to believe
with his heart v!hat his head told him was impossible. 2
'What is Pascal's famous Wager Argument but a device to go
beyond reason, to gamble

Oi1

God! s existence?

And yet it is

this Wager ArgUllte.nt which shQws that Pascal still lived \<yithin the tension between reason and faith.

Intimately aware

. that his reason would never be ove.rthro\,m, Unamuno' s Pascal
clutches at his vlill to believe. :tn a frantic attempt to
create a supernatural world whlch, lacking any objective
proof, might be safe from rational doubt.
It ,1Tould not be overly academic to say that v;ha t UnElmuno
found in Pascal was his mVYl tragic sense of life.

For his

description of Pascalls agony is a description of his own
agony; and the depth of Pascal's life is the real meaning of
Unamuno's creative ethic.

------------_.,..

In his study on the concept of
~-------

1. Blaise Pascal, Pensef&, trans. by W;F Trotter (N.Y:
E.PDutton Go., 1958), p. 17.

2. Miguel detJnannl!lo, "I,a Foi pascalienne," Revue de
Metao,h.vsiauH at ]vIora],e (April-June, 1923), p. 31.t8.
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agony in Pascal and Unamuno, Juan Lopezw}!Jorillas has arJ:ived
at the essentlal foundation of Unamuno's creative ethic:
"In the end he (Unamuno) neHher resigned himself
to the strife between reason and hls faith, nor
sought to escape it. He came to understand that
M.s life and that strife .'ere merely tlllO perspectives
on the same thing, namely his x'unction as a man~
and, also, that the agony of Chrtstianity ".ras i"s
most adequate instrumentation. In the struggle
between his head and hj.s heart he saw a source
of inexhaustible.energy and persistence, the
assertion of man I s int~gi'ity in a ;'TOrld conceived
as a crusade against death and oblivion. Sensing
a close kinship vrith Pascal, he looked, not for
a conclusion--which would be impossible to find
in the Frenchmanl s works, but for the man i"hose
entire life was a contradiction and who made of
his thought a system of contradictions.'l 1
What Unamuno found i.n Pascal is also whe.t he asks each
man to find in 11is

O\,lTl

soul: that source of ereative energy

,.hich issues from a agonizing struggle beb~een reason and
faith, heart and head, intellect and intultlon.

In short,

Unamuno asks eaoh man to discover the meaning of forgIng his
own soul:
"Shake off your sadness and yonI' wIll regain,
inert you may not lOok on fortune1s wheel
that turns and as it passes rubs ~your heel,
for who would live, in him life doth no\<I rej.g:n.
You only
of dying,
to 1a bor
.. is work;

nourish thus that mortal pain
slowlY ~ net _"hose. toils you feel;
is to J..:t ve, the only weal
set hand to plow and sow th(j grain!

You, as you pass, your very self must sow,
not looking b&c~1 not 10ok::!.ng on death's str:1.£'e,
lest the past vle~gh upon the path to go.

1. JUB.n LopezioHorillas, "Unamuno and Pascal: r~otes on the
Concept of Agony, II MOd~ Language As f1.i? c;la tl£!L~h1ications
(December, 1950), p. 1010.
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In you no movemen t, in the furr011s life
breathing passes not as clouds but lifa
with works, whose reaping is the self you S01{.'1 1
Wh91J~

I. Higual de Unamuno, POOlllS, trans. by Eleanor L Ttu'llbull
(Baltimore: Johns Roplcin~ss, 1952), p& 153.
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Chapter III
The ReligioUs Dilltension of the tragic Sens!? Qf

~"+fe::

The Runger for Illlmortalm W.£. .:L4.!'l. Agony of Christianity

(1)

Introduction

Unamuno has been called an existentialist, ontologist,
and pragmat:i"st; his wri"i;ings have been described as my-sUcal,
lyrical, metaphysical, and didactic; his life has been seen
"as that of a contemplative philosopher, creative artist,

or political activist.
of his life and
was a Christian.

Despite all these varioulS descriptions
naone has ever denied that Unamuno

l~itings,

And it is as a Christian that the real

flesh and bone man, the poet and the actiVist, the pragmatist and the eXistEmtialist, must be confronted.

For above

all other categories, the reality of the Christian faith is
at the deepest level of all Unamuno1s vlOrk.

To be sure,

Unamuno expressed the centrality of this Christian faith in
many ways.

As a pragmatist he found the solutions to many

practical problems in life in terms of Christian charity.
As an ex"istentialist he discovered the meaning of Christian
agony for human existence.

As an ontologist he found ,the

deepest level of "being-in-s"l;ruggle,t wi thin the agony of a
God who struggled in the ,vorld.

And as a poet he saw the

creative center of the Christ event; and in his poetiC vision
he drew strength from Saiilt John of the Cross, Saint 'I"heresa,
and Saint Ignatius.

Moreave:!;', even vlithin the Christian .faith
. . _",.

_".v<

-""'c

Unamuno found himself in no dogmatic school, nor did he
advocate any particular theological stance.

He called all

men Christians who 11tnvoke the name of Christ \vi til love and
respect." 1

l1oreover, he said, "the orthodox are odious to

me, be they Catholic or Protestant--one is as intransigent
as the other--who deny Christianity to those who do not
interpret the Gospel as they do." 2

Nonetheless, Unamuno

was involved in the Catholicism of his Spanish culture and in
the bleeding, suffering Christ of Velazquez.

He Imew that

the Roman Church was the organ of Christian teaching in Spain;
,~

but

h(~

also sought the meaning of the gospel fro.lJl. Protestant

sources, from Kierkegaard and Harnack, from Luther and from
Hi tschl.

In many respects, Hernan Benitez in h:ts book

~

Drama Religioso de Unamuno seems close to the truth when he
says that Unamuno was a man \1'it11 fla Protestant mind and a
Ca tho lic heart ••'. 3
If, then, the deepest dimension of the tragic sense of
life is to be tUlderstoQd, it must be seen in its relationship
to the agony of the Christian faith.
phy

"laS

Though UnamunQ!s philoso-

ani;hropological, in the sense that he began ,.ith the

existence of the flesh and bone man in the world, it must be
remembered that he looked at man, through the eyes of faith,
as a participant in a mysterious religious drama.
---------~--""--

The reality

,-.------------

.•

t. !'liguel de Unamuno, Per lex], ties and Paradoxes, trans.
by Stuart Gross (N.Y: Philosophical Library, 19 5 , p. 4 •

•

Ibid.
-Niguel
de Unallluno,

3.
Three Exempla~iovels, trans by
Angel Flores (N.Y: Grove Press, 1956), p .. 2+.
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of faith gave men nev neal'ts and eyes to behold the strnggles
of human existence; and faith created the ears 'GO hear the word
of the suffering Christ.
~,

In his book, The Christ of Velaz;.-

Unamuno expressed this conviction in living, rich

II IYet a l i ttle while, and the 1IlOrld seeth me
no more; but ye shall see me; because I live
ye shall live alsot--Thou didst say; and see,
the eyes of faith grasp Thee in the most secret
recesses of the soul and we create,
. through art, thy visible form." 1

!'

}l[oreo17er, Unamuno found the deepest expression of this
tragi.c sphere of faith in the God-man relationship.

Han did

not simply struggle by himself, but he struggled vIi th God also.
Indeed, it

vlaS

only' because God himself lived in agony that

the possibility for man t s struggle

,'laS

meaningful:

"Thy sle.ep is the peace that is given in war,
and tl'iy life is the Itlar that gives us peacel" 2
It "ms ab,ays to the God of the Christ5.an faith that Unamuno
directed his though-t;s, for he believed that it 1Ims in the
suffering Chl'ist that the tragic sense of life was fulfilled:
ttUpon the ebony fJ\antle of night,
vlith the constellations of the stars, God
did trace the mystery or ht1tilan Ufe
and l'hou wi tb dl"'ops of thy blood on the earth
didst reveal its .secret in .faithful testament. If 3
In short, above all other interpretaUons given to
Unamuno, the most faithful to his vJritings and life is the
one ,!111ch begins1'ri th the recognition that Niguel de UnalllUtlO
1. Higuel de Unall1Uho, The.,ChrJst. of Ve1gi.zCjU8.Z, trans. by
Eleanor 1. Turnbull (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Press, 1951), P.

2.

~.,

p.

19.

3.
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was

1l.

man who began withhUll!an existence :i.n the light of

the Christj,an faith.

In his book on Unamuno, Jul{an :Hal'fas

begins with the conviction that Unamuno's "lork is basically
religious in nature:
IIA11 the ~<lOl'k of DnalllUno is steeped in an atmosphere

of religion; whatever h:ts theme

jJ:;

ends by shOlvlng

hi,s religious roots or culminates in a last reference

to God.
HUnamunowas a man of 1.11Imense read.:i.ng, but whose
spirit, never erudite, Sh01rled quite clearly h1.s
pre:t'erences, and they are very revealing • . Above
all the Holy Scriptures, particularly the Ne.! Testament and of that, St. Paul, whose thought he
scarcely detached from his own. And then some
spiri ts moved essen'l;ially by religion in one form
01' another: at
Augustine, Pascal, Sp:!.11osa, Rousseau, Senancour, Leopardi, Kierkegaa:rd, Bu'cler,
St. Theresa, St. John of the Cross, St. Ignatius.'f 1
0

lUld who knmvs if in the last analysis all the secret

of Unanmno, as all the secret of every groat religious writer, does notUe ina region closed to all those who demand
non-paradoxical language, a region of lllysterj,ous existence
opon only to the heart 'I"hich is sensitive to the paradox of
the hidden and revealed God.
struggle

ot

Unalllt4"10 vIanted to protect the

man, for in truth it ivas also the agony of God.
(2) Death and Immortality

Unamrmo j Iil t!\.a.jor themes unfold wi thin the drama of;a
struggling lllan existing in a world lIrhere his faith and 1'oaI

son always collide.

One of the most central themes in this

dl'ama is that of death and immortality.

Faced wHh the ques-

tion, ""[hat i·s man'?" Unaumno might .have ans,\1e1'ed, "the hunger

1.

Ibid., p. XII.
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for immortality."

Though Unallluno often returned to the

problem of the immortality of the soul, which had been one
of the concerns of the EnlightelUllent, he did not use the term
soul in its Platonic sense, as l.f it were something separate
from the body.

The real problem that concerned Unamuno

lI!aS

thlitt

of the indivj.dual human being, both body and soul, who had

vras

to face the threat of non-being.
to a death of both body and soul?
survive death?
muno

man doomed to death,

Or could a man hope to

These were the essE)ntial questions which Dna-

asl~ed"

To be sure, there are some pragmatic souls who ,,·ould
no longer travel down the same pa·thway with Dnamuno once they
had discovered his fear of'extinction and his hope for
i1J1Jllortali ty.

Death, they would say, is so much a matter

of factual experience that i t is useless to think about it;
and, to struggle against it would be a matter for lunatics.
And immortality?

I7lll1iortality is merely the hopeless fancy

of merI who cannot endure life.

Perhaps these same men, who

lack an exlstel1tial una:ers-banding of death, \vou1d not voice
so different an opinion :o.s. that given by Epicurus:
A

but death is deprivation of sensation. And
therefore a rightunclerstanrling that death -is
nothing to .us makes -the mort.q).it:y c:f life enjoy,;!-ble,
not because :l.t adds. to it all inf~nlte span of tme,
but because it takes away the craving for i1lllJlorta1it~7.
For there :1s nothing terrible in li1'e for the man
who has truly comprehended that there ls nothing
terrible in not livi:ng." 1

It • • •

1. Ethel H. Albert, Great Traditions in Ethic.? tN.Y:
ktnerican Book GOlllpany,:.,=J.,)le53 J, p. 71.
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Unallluno knevr the terror of death.

lifo pious platitudes

nor stp;l.cal slo.ganl'l could remove that utter fear of final
extinction.

He di.d, not hold a speculative vie"! of death and

ilrunortality, for he knew how vitally important they were for
the present existence of h1.lll1.an beings.

1"0 live was to

struggle against death, not to avoid it; to live

vTaS

to

make one's life so valuable that the end of i t would be an
injustice.

And. to exist vras to exist fully, to strive after

life and more life,

·~o

extend the consciousness into the

realm of eternity.

Only a sage or wise man could be indifferent

in the face of the grave; but for the flesh and bone man ",1'10
desired, and willed, and loved}the threat of death vras a
Vision of' terror.
One of' Unamuno·f s spiritual brothers, Dostoevsky, I'ras
also a man who believed that the question of death and immortaJJty was absolutely central to the problem of man IS destiny.

In his DiarI of' a Writer he said:
tINe:! ther a man nor a nation can Ii ve

,,,1

thont a
'higher idQa, t and there is only one such idea
on this earth, that of the immortal human soul;
all the other~higher ideas t by which men live
flow from that ••• _ The idea of immortality is
life itself)' the defini.ti ve formulation and the
first source of the truth and int;egri ty of' COXlsclence. t1 1

What this means to Nicholas Berdyaev t one of Dostoevsky's
interpreters, is simply that "the denial of· man's immortality
is equivalent to a denial of man. fI 2

E1 ther man partaker3 of

1 • Nichola s Berdyaev, 129.stoevsky (Nelv York: 1i ving Age
Books, 1960), p. 105.

2.

Ibi.Q..

\?
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-the eternal, or

h~)

is a social, passive product of the so-

called "real world. tt

Dostoevslty defended the freedom of the

hUlllan soul, both to will good ac'1d to ,,,ill evil, because only
in rreedom could the soul be open to eternity.

Both Dostoev-

sky and Unamu!lo held that hqman destiny can only be meaningful '''hen it is seen in the light or the destiny of the soul.
To beHeve that il1l1i1ortality and death are not important, is
to be chained °GO a wheel of unfulfilled time, wherein the
destiny of hWllan beings can only be thought of as a dream
before the final victory of death.

Dnamuno had no certain

knowledge as to what might happen after death, but he did
possess a hunger to live forever.

Perhaps it might be said

that \vhen men are passionately involved in life and concerned
•

0

;nth the growth of consciousness they needs must turn to
an eschatological notion or a time beyond this one, of a
region where human history can be fulfilled and life can
,

be deepened and not destroyed.

On

the other hand, might it

not be that men who place no hope in anything beyond death are
s:Ick unto death of life, and would rather have nothingness in
death than life in eternity?
Unamnno's most complete analysis of the hunger of illlmortality ,,ras developed tn his T:t;agic Sens$! 9..f I4fe, even though
many of the characters in his novels possessed this same hunger*

Unamuno beli!:lt\s his analys:Is "dth th1s deceptively simple

statement:

"~ve

cannot conceIve of ourselves as not existing." 1

1. Niguel de Unalllunoo, ~agic Sel1~ of Life, trans. by
;r.E CrawfordFl1tch (New York: Dovel' Publicatjoons, 1954), p.

38.
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By the most im!l1ense effort of the mind to think of itself as
unconscious, it cannot.

But neither can consciousness realize full

unconsciousness.
depth of being.

Gonsctousness cannot realize absolute

To be complet;ely conscious, -then, One must

have a desire for a span of -ttm6 5.n which consciousness can
be fulfilled.

Eternity is born ill the Unamunia:n ,,'0rld:

liJl;-ternity, e-ternityl--that is the sup:remEl desirel
The thirst of eternity is what is called love among
mell, and whosoever loves another wishes to eternalize
himself in him." 1
Wha t is here at vlOrk in Una.'1lU110 f s mind concerning the
QuestiQn of immortality has its roots deep in the spiritual
traditions Qf the Western world •. There has ofte·n ,been an
intuitive vj.sion in the history of thought ,"hich looks beyond
the temporal worla to' some everlasting oraer of eternity.
From Plato to Alfred North Whitehead, ceI"tain philosophers and
poets have caught glimpses of that order beyond the wreck and
decay of' liforldly events.

Perhaps t.he impet;us for this vision

comeS from a deep sense of the ehang:j,ng currents of time,
where hUlllan life seems to pass and return nevermore.
same feeling troubled UnamuXlOt "Everyth:ing passes!

T'his
Such is

the refrain of those whO' have drunl;:, lips to the spring, of
the founGain of life." 2
Because Unamuno ,,,as both a poet and a philosopher, he
gathered together both the poetlcal and the philosophtcal
themes of the flux of time.

In the poettcal yearntng for a

vistOl1 of the eternal and in the early Greek philosophers,
1.

Ibid., p.

:39.

Unamuno sensed a strange kinship.
the presence of the infinite in the

As a poet longs to find
finite~

so the early

Greek mind longed to find the changeless in the midst of

In his work on the history of philosophy, Wilhelm

change.

Windelband has characterized the early Greek mind in ter-ills
tha t bear directly upon Unamu.Do I s thesis: ItThe fact that
things of experience change into one another was the stimulus to the first philosophical reflections." 1
carried this poetical and philosophical notton

Unamuno

ot

change into

the realm of eternity, where things do not change, but where
consciousness and agony live in everlastingless.

For this

reason, Una'l1l.uno's eternity was not one of peace and tranquility,
but of the agony and struggle fulfilled and extended.

And

this eschatological notion of a realm of finality issued from
a deep sense of the finite nature of hUman life in the I'J.l
too fragmented .Torld of time.

His "ms a passiona tEl cry for

eternity:
"To bet to be for ever t to be without end1.ng I
thirst of being, thirst of being morel hunger of

God I thirst of love eternalizing and eternal!
to be for ever! to be God!" 2

I1evertheless, as in all Unamuno I s philosophy, the meaning of death and the
being'-ln~,struggle.

htu~ger

of immortality participated in a

We may believe in imr!lOrtality because we

see how unfulfilled life on this earth is; we may deslre to
be immortal because we wish to be forever t to sur\{ jv/?, beyond our
1. Wilhelm t4in(f~harl~tA iiistory of Philosoph:L O~ew York:
Harpel' & Brothers, 1958),. p .. 31.
2.

Unamuno,

OPt

Cit., p .• 40.
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deaths.

But :reason teaches us that illl1llortality is highly

problfill1'.atia,that we can neVer be certain of anything beyond
the grave.

The more reason contemplates the fact of the

finality of death, the more belief in immortality penetrates
our minas.
be.
de

For reason tells us that our lives will cease to

Moreover, as Unanmno illustrated in his book El ESDejo
laNp,erte, even imagination gives us the certain fact of

death.

Imagination anticipates death as a fact of our being,

and brings the future state of non-being into the living present. 1
Before any attempt is made to understand how any type
of creative existence is possible from ,.,i·chin the tr<,gic dimension of death and iTJlmortality, it is absolutely mandatory
to arrive at some ttdefinition" of illllltortality in the Unamunian
sense.

To begin with, Unamuno is extremely vague with re-

gard to what he means by illllltortality.

In most .of his litera-

ture he regards immortality as being limitless in til11.e and
being.

IJ1llll.ortality is related to the notion of impetus 9r

conatus, which, according to Spinoza "impels" all things to
subsist in their own being.

The essence of' illllltortality,

therefore, "WOuld seem to be the struggle to perpetuate one's
self, or as Una1llu.no said, "the .nsh nevel:' to die." 2

Unallluno IS

notion of illlmortali ty must be understood in its ",idest sense
and not limited to the desire felt by one individual as to
his ·future state.

There is an unexpressed desire in Ul1amuno

1. Miguel de u;:;;;;g*;'· ii'·Espej 0 de la Jvl1:!ert?
Ibero-Americano de Publicactones, 1930).
2.

unamuno,

OPt

cj.t., p. 7.

n1adrifu
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that all things, even the universe, persist in

tlm~;b'

betng,

so that the primary force behind the hunger fl'k'l"immo!'talHy
is a form of tlontological greediness."

Thus, th<1) desire for

ill!.'llortali ty cannot be lim:!. ted in any way.

Neither the

Buddhist sense of being absorbed :!.nto the All nor the artist:!.c view of living on through one t

13

works would characteriz.e

what Unamuno means by:!.mmortality. "The desire to live on is
the desire to live on fully, bo,!;h body and soul, mind and
spirit;. there must be a resurrection of the body as well as
a survival of the sDul.

As Unamuno said,

"Hal my

long~ng is not. to' be submerged in the vast
AL, in an :mftni te and eternal Matter or Energy,
or in God' not to be possessed by God but to
possess Him, to become myself God, ye~ without
ceasj.ng to be I myself, I "ho am nO"l speaking to

you •• '••

"Hore, more and always morel I want to be myself,
and yet "rHho\lt ceasing to be myself to be others
as well, to merge myself jnto the totality of things
visible and :lnvisj.ble, to extend myself into the
il1imi table of space and to prolong myself inca the
infinite of time. Not to be all and for ever is as
i.f not to be--a t least, let me be my whole self,
and be so for ever and ever. Either all or nothing I" 1
Unamuno would agree, then, I'd th all those ",ho hunger for
immortality, who desire to live on forever; but ho would not
agree "lith tho speciflc dogmatic content of various "religious
theories" about surv:!.val after death.

Unamuno, it will be

remembered, was a professor of Greek, and he possessed a greai;
love for the poetry and philosophy of Greek cultUI' e.

.&nd yet

this love of Greek though,!; did not forfeit Unamuno I s attack
upon 'ehe Platonic conception of t heimmortali ty of

-the. soul.
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Unamuno could not agree with the "'Drds of Socrates in the
d q, lor
n
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the

soul:
ttThat soul, I say, herself invisible, departs to the
invislble world--to the divinE) and :Lmmortal and
rational:. thither arriving, 8h(1 is secure of bliss
and is released from the error and folly of men,
thelr fears and ,'lild passions and all other human
ills, and for ever dwells, as they Ilay of the initiated, in company ~v:lth the gods. tl 1
Unamuno believed that this Greek coneept:l.on of immortality
was a limiting ideal, for j.nstead of claiming that the man
of flesh and bone is inL'wrtal it claimem t11at the soul was
immortal.

Unall1uno was also concerned "li.th the resurrection

of the body,
Though there 1s no, concept of :i.ll1.lllortali ty whi eh completely satisfi.ed Unamuno, there is at least one concept to
",hieh he alwaysreturn.ed: the Cln'istian one.

As a matter

of fact, he often discussed the question of immori:o.l:Hy and
the agony of Chr:!.stianity simultaneously, for the htmger of
immortali ty and the agony of C.hristiani ty were part of the
same :paradox.

Unamuno felt that the "purposeoi' Christianity,••

0

is to save men's souls for immortaltty, not to bring better
health or better goverITlllent, nor to spread culture." 2

As

J.E Crawford Flictcb has said:

"Yet, though loose in the modern Vlorld, he refuses
to be dra1.m a"fi'li:! from the main business of the
Chr1stlan, the savlng of hi.s soul, which, in his
interpretation means the conquest of his tmmortality." 3
1. J5lato,l)hn':ogti~'$'o'f Plato, trans, by J.D Kaplan York; PocketBooks, 19;3), p. 105.

l"iargaret '£. Rudd, "Unamuno I s Hunger for Iml1lortali ty , II
The Christian Gentp.J.'Y (Dec. 23, 1964), p. 1591.
;:l..
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Nevertheless, even as TJnanmno traced the abstraction of
the doctrine of immortality to the Greeks, he saw that the
Greek conception of the immortal soul had to engage in a
vi tal d:'Lalecticl'l:L th Christian categorie.s.

The relationship

between Greek philosophy and Chr:Lstianity was one of struggle;
and th:1.s struggle essentially meant that Christian doctrine
could not dispense wi 1:h the rational, categories of Greek
thought any more than it could dispense with the categories of
its HebreliT background.

On the other hand, the very rational

categories 'which Christian thought i.:nherited from its Greek
tradition sometimes turned upon the faith itself, and produced a tragic situation in which faith had to affirnl wr,at
reason denied.

The doctrine of personal illl!l\ortality is such

a case in question.

Christian thinkers are cOlll!l\itted to tbe

doctrine of personal illl!l\ortali ty, to the resurrection of the
body as well as the soul, to the eschatological vi.sion of a
kingdom beyond and ,'lithin the ldngdoms of the 1<lOrId.

A.11d

yet, reason, indeed the very reason which is part of the Cr,xistian faith, turns upon these affirmations of faHh liTi.th zeal.
What Christian thinkers must do in such a situation, Unamuno
"TOulct say, is to struggle against reason "rhile they emhtetce U.
They must affirm, at all costs, the doctrine of personal i.mrwrtality, while at the same time strengthening their faith and
hope in j.lll!llortali ty through a process of rational doub t and
.
.... d enJ.8..
. 1
pass1.ona"e

It is quite clear, moreover, that UnalllUllo

spoke from within the

strlH~gle

i t self, and the. t he SQ.J1 the

nec.essity to embrace this struggle as part of Chr:tstian agony:

llO
fI:Because of this struggle, the Christian concept
of tXl1mortali ty of the soul must have appeared to
UnamUllo? on closer consideration, constderably
less t l1mj:i:;ed I than the Hellenic concept. It is
st:l,ll concernecl, to a large degree 1>7i th the inmlorta11ty of the Isoul,' but thi5sou i is no longer
comparable to an idea; it is the soul of a person-of a 'man of flesh and bone, I who ;vant s to perpetuate
himself not only \vi th his mind, but with all his
being." 1
This is w"tlY U11a1l\uno sharply op-£)osed both the rat:1.onal
proofs for imIllOrtality and the rationalistic dissolution of
the doctrine of ill1mortali ty.

He felt that reason had gained

the upper hand in such cases, so that nothing but an abstraction
l1as left.

David Hume, :Lt ,viII be remembered, had argued that

reason could not prove the ill!lllortaU ty of the soul, particularly
since the self was seen as a bundle of sense impressions in
constant flux.

This line of argument, Unamuno felt, proceeded

from a central fallacy: theattenlpt to view all reality in
the light of one systemati.c concern.

In the case of David

Hilllle, the one systematic concert) was rational comprehension.
In truth, amy philosophical system which attempts to reduce
the complexity of reality into one systematic concern lapses
into llla terialism.

IIEvery monist system, It Unallluno said, flvTill

ahmys seelll to us materialis t. It 2

In the rationalist dissolu-·

tion of immortality, l'eason contradicts the hunger tit>"" life
beyond this life.

But reason can only go so far before it

casts doubt upon its own validity.

Once reason has reached
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its limits, it remains to be seen whether· there :Ls a realm
beyond reason: the irrational, contra-rational, or superrational.

If reason seeks to overcome its limits, and judge

the value of those realities 14hich are outside its method,
it plunges into the depths of despair and doubt.

And where

rational doubt and desp?-ir enter the dimension of non-rational
realities is ",,,here the scepticism of the reason encounters
the despair of the heart." r
In opposition to this rational approach to :!Jlllilortality,
Unfu1lUnO .iished to discuss the meaning of a soul which suffered
and loved, stumbled and Sinned, regaj.ned its footing and repented.

What he 1rlished to speak about was the'tmlllortality

of the personal being of real men.

Unamuno believed in

somet-hinr:; which the early Greeks or the rationalists would
have refused to

a/!mi'~

for fear of betraying the rational

spirH: namely, the resurrection of the dead, l.hieh Saint
~

Paul knevl to be an offense to the sceptical minds of the
Greeks.
The problem of immortality, as it has b"1en illustrated
in the preceding paragraphs, partakes of the same tragic
sens'e of life as do all other Unamunian categories.

There

is in the notion of immortality, therefore, a perpetual

0011-

tradiction between the hunger to live on and the sense of
mortal! ty.

l'he Sense of mortality shows us that our lives

are blft a brief shad ovr , existing

1.

I£1a.,

p. 105.

I,ri thin

the vast drama of an
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empty space left by death, i"here personal moments hide in the
tvrilight of an impersonal night.

When this sense ot mortality

jolns vrith reason and common sense, the conclusion is inescapable: death ts ce:t'taini lmmortality is an illusion.

But

it is precisely against this cerci tude of reason tha t fai th
affirms the

eternal~

Han is thus a tragic victim, caught

between the reason '1vM_cli affirms his death and the faith
whieh looks beyond the grave.

'ovithin this tragic situation,

mall can nei therdcSspair over the certainty of liis death nor
rest in the certainty of his llilmortality.

Rather, Elan must

agonize; he must fight against death as Don Qulxote fought
against reason.

And

j_n

this struggle, as in all the struggles

"'Thieh are part of the tragic sense of life, there remain s the
possibility for a savlng faith.

Row is this

fait~possible?

"Scepticism, uncertainty--the position to ,,!hich
reason, by practislng its analysis upon itself,
upon its QWtl validity, at last arrlves--is the
i'ormdatio;n upon which the heart I s despair must
build up its hope. 1t 1
When a man realizes that reason can never resolve his
longing for eternal life, hope is born.

The continual war

bet'.veen reason and falth must be a constant struggle of the
spiritual life.
clSll1 ls produced.

ilnd from vri thin th:ts struggle a saving sceptJThis savlng scepticlSlll is not the sallie as

the methodologlcal doubt of' a Desoartes, ,\"hioh ends in a
denial of' life itself.

Rather thls doubt is found in ·the

ei:hlc of battle, bet'deen reason and feeling, sc:1.ence and life,
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head a:o.a heart.

And this battle ,vEl continue while, man re-

mains a human person in the world; for
lithe tragic history of hWllan thought is simply the
hlsto:ry of ~['$truggJe behreen reason and Ilfe-reason bent on rati(!)naliztng life and forcing i t
to submit to the inevitable, to moral:tty; 111'e bent
on vitalizJ)')!) reason and forcing i.t to serve as a
snpport fo)' its O1m vital desires." 1
Under these conditions, reason caru10t lead us to a saving
scepticism, for a man would die before he ever proved to himself that. he existed.

Thus, we are caught between tlvo extremes:

vTEl can never doubt completely nor can i'Te believe completely.
But 1tTe must believe because \,re must act; complete doubt stifles

act:Lon..

Sa.ving scepticism is p:l'oducedby the eternal and

agonizing ta.ttle between thehea.d and the heart, a.nd leads to
"that sweet, that saving :Lncert:L tude, 1IThich is our supreme
consolation.'t 2

Uncerta:Lnty lies at the hea.rt of faith.

This basic incertitude, ""hioh lies at he base of tragedy

In immortality, reaches its deepest level wIthin the
tian faith,

~ris

It is the Christian faith w',aich teaches of the

resurrection of the body, 'and not merely the Greek notion of
the illll110rtality of the soul.

As Jesus of Nazareth was 1'e-

sur1'ected from the dead, so shall all those men who live within hi.s community of suffering love.

And the Chrlstian, in

incertainty and agony, '\ViII believe the word of his master,
and have fa.ith in the resurrection of the body.

But the

contradiction between reason and faith occurs preCisely here:
----'--~-------....;....------.--........--

l.Q~w

1•

Ibid., p.

2.

Ibid., p. 118.

does not reason re1l1ain in doubt as to participa tioD in the
eternal, while the desire to live on is never satlsfied?
BUt it is out of this very contradiction thD.t Unamuno sees
the root of a personal God, who suffers, dies, and is resurrected.
For God beco1l1es 1l1an :In ti1l1e so that 1l1an can live on in ti1l1o
created beyond the finality of doath.

Una1l1uno's poom, "Death,"

sings praise to the God who1l1 he believed had donied death:
liTho }1an is the son of God and is God
of the Son of }llnn; Thou, 6hrist, 1rlith thy death
11a st g:Lven the Uu:l verse htull.an at1l1
and 'Thou 1rlast the dell,tIt of Death at lastl" 1

0)

God and Man:

Unamuno's philosophy is essentially anthropolDgical
in 1l1ethod. .He begins w:i. th what he considers to be the 1l1ost
?

concrete dimension of humanexisi;ence, the flesh and bOlle 1l1an,
and attempts to direct his thoughts around the inescapable
fac'!; of this 1l1an in the 1')'o1'ld.

But this starting-polnt does

not preclude the reality of God.

On the contrary, It is

precisely because of God that the flesh and bone :man llves
an authentic existence.

POI' it is the dialectlc between 1l1an

and God ,·rhich helps fllan to become truly hrllllan, and also aids
God in the realization .of his creative actlvity.

God and man,

not man alone, is '1;;he cen'l;ral convlction of Unamuno I 13 vlr:l tings.
Unamuuo brings God into time; God is that beingtmo
suffers, doUbts, and creates.

In this sense, God is an

lL1111anent source of human creativtty.

But

011

the other hand,

H5
ITnamuno also spok.e of a God bey-ond God, whose. personality
was not simply the projection of hUlllan needs and values.
If oi ther the co:mplete immanonce or ·I;he total transcendence
of God is stressed, ho,rever, the ITl1,;l.munian d.:i.alectic forrei ts
its central affirmation.

I{ot unlill:e Hartin Buber, tina.'llllllO saw

the vit",.l importance of the sphere of relationship bet'lreen
God and man.

A vital dialogue must take place bet,vesn the crea-

ture and the creator;: a personal speaking and hearing must
occur on both s:'Ldes of the equation God-man.

Out of anguish

man must listen to the "Tords of God, ,qho is also lrl agony.
And this tragic relationship must not be overcome, elther in
terms of God speaking alone (theological posHivism) or of man
by himself (humanism).

If it is the relatj.onshj.p betvi'een God and man "Thieh j.s
central to Unamul10 l s thought, the essentlal question to be
asked is: 'What kind of relationshlp does Unamuno feel taklng
place?

There are at least t,{O forms of relationship which

UnaIllUllo d·iscusses in hls vll'itings: the relationship of human
dreams to God t s dream; and the relatj.onsh:l.p of man I s fai tIl and
reason to God IS exS. stence •.
There seems to be in Un&'1l.uno a notion of the dream as
the unifylng force in the man of flesh and bone.
relllelllbered that Unamuno
dreams and loglc..

Sai{

It yr:Lll be

a tragic cont;radlctlon between

But he also sa"r a tragic contradictlon in

dreams as a form of relationsh:i.p bet1;reen God and mEn.

God j.s

the Great Dreamer who dreams human Ilfe; but man j.s also a
dreamer who clre.ams,(lQll£u'l tlw finality of the universe.

A.'1c1.
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,.,110 is to say ;,Thich party is the creator of dreams: God or
11lan?

In the last fei'!' chapters of hj.s

novel)~,

Unamuno dis-

ctlsses the dream-like rE!latiollship beTIveen God and mall. The
literary form of this novel is really a philosophical oxperimellt, for when Unamuno enters too novel as one of his characters
he is seel{ing to

asl~

profound questions.

Don Niguel sees a

rel,l1;ionship bet'\veen the author and his literary area t:Lon, and
God and his creation.

In his fiction, therefore, Unanmno

reallzes that he is really a god over his creation, for as
he says of t,·JO characters ill Hist, "And I am the God of these
two poor 'nivolistic' devils.rt 1

But, at the same time, he

realizes that that there is a God

],1110

personality.

is the allthor of his o,m

It is this relationship betvreen man as creator

and God as creator \.,hich needs more careful analysis.
It "iill be remembered from previous discussions of the
novel tlj,st that the main character, Augusto, after being re;jected by his s,veetheart, decides to COll!1l1it suicddo.

But be-

fore he kills hill'.self he decides to speal, w:l. th 1Jnanmno, ,,,ho
is "the author of this whole story .. " 2
UnEl.L111I10 I

Augusto arrives in

s study and begins to tell his story.

But since Una-

muno is already the author of hl3 story, he knO\o[s evc"rything;
and he tells Augusto the secret of his life: "You do not e:dst
excep'!; as a fictitious entity, a character of fictioll" ••• you
,... 0.:l' my lm8.gll1a
.
•
t'lon. !! 3. .But Augusto shocks
are on I y a prOCIUC"

1. :Miguel de Uiiallt'uno';'ltlst:, trans.
Alfred Jl. Knopf CO' t 1.928), p" 2:12.

2"

bY

:farner 'Fite

Or .Y:

I,b.i.d., p •. 291.

3, IbI{'J f',J.q~

x
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Unamuno vJ:L th these ,1'ords ~ u:May it not be, my dear Don Higuel, •••
that i t is you and not I who are the fictitious entity, •••
who is neither living nor dead? . }'lay

:U;

not be that you are

nothing more than a pretext for bringing my h:tstory into the
..rorld?" 1

Unamuno tries to explain to Augusto U:cat he has

no independent existence, but is dependent upon hi.s creator.
And Augusto answers, IIthat you (Unamuno) do not exist outside
of lll.e and of the other characters that . yon thi:v..k you have 1nvented. II 2

i'Iloreover, Augusto appeals to his

OlflD.

freedom,

for even "characters of fiction have their own im,Tou/",ht
lagle." 3

And it is out of this sa.me freedom that Augusto

threatens to kill the author of his life, Unamuno.

It "Ionld

not be "the first case in which a fictitious entity ••• had
killed him whom he believed to have giwen him his belng."

4

UnaJJl.tl.'10 finally asserts his antllority, hOviever, by pronouncing the sentence of death upon Augusto:. 11I hereby render
judgment and pass the sentence that you are to die •••• You
shall dj.e, I tell you, you Shall die," '5

Asa creature of

Don Miguel, Augustots only reply is one of anguish: "I want
to 11ve--live--1 want to be myself, myself." 6

1.

Ibid., p. 29'5.

2..

Ibid. , P. 296.

3.

Ibid. , P. 297.

4. Ibld., p" 301.

5.

~

6.

lold. , p. 303.

Ibid., p. 302.

liB
Unamuno 1vill not relent in his harsh judgment, however; 8.nd
Augusto is le.ft "ith only his last \-TOrds of.1Ilarning to Unamunc: tryou are to dte; yes, you are to die •••• For as for
you, llIY creator Don Hignel, you too are only a 'nivolistic'

It is, perhaps, too easy to draw parallels in these closing chapters of

~

betw·een Unamuno/,Augusto and God/man.

The theological implicat:i.ons of this analogy, hOvlever, are
expliei t in the novel.

One feels that Unall:\\lno dis cussed the

God/man relationship in artistic forms for a purpose: to give
expressi.on to an intuitive vision which his heart could not
speak of in any other way.
Some theologians, particularly within the Russian or
Thomist tradition, have al,,,ays stressed the positive relation
between God and the natural world.

God has not left creation

'\vi thout his effect on it, they would say; man l"as created in
the image of' God.

One cannot go from the natural '\,orld to

the li"ving God of the biblical tradition, but one can know
something of God in creation.
in going from the

na'~ural

IJforeover, says the Tholllist,

,vorld to God one must respect the

limitations of' human langnage and understand the nature of
human analogy.

If these liw.i tatj.ons are respected, perhaps

Unamtmo's u;na.logy between God and man as creators c;tUl prove to
be valuable.
God is the author of his creation; but Eke a poet who
1•

Ibid. , p. 3011-; .'

~,

.
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.creates his own world and then must stand back to let his
world retain its own autonomy, God stands both within and
beyond his creation.
mist.

But Gocll s ereation is a dream; it.is

In this sense, we are all the dreams of' God; he is the

dreamer of' dreallls.

But j.f we are dreallls, 1'le are such wIth

freedom, for we have our inwrought logic.

As a novelist

creates his characters, he gives them life and meaning.
his power is limited.

But

His characters have-! their own logic.

If a iliTi tel' creates a characteroi' despair and futill ty, fpr
example, he cannot suddenly alter his personality so that the
character appears optimistic and joyful.
limitations.

So, too, God has his

He creates human beings for his purpose; but

they also have freedom, a logic of' their own.

They can turn

a-tvay from God 1 s purpose, but cannot escape the fact that he
is creator.
Uh~lunofs

God, at least in this novel, is a heretic God.

He enters :b.is creatlon, to be sure; he is involved in his iwrld
just as Unallluno was involved in the 1'lOrld of M.s novel.

But

he is a God who doubts hlmself, who dreams himself, and "lho
suffers.

He agonizes over himself and the world, and in this

agony pours forth love on his creation.
£ifore terr:i.fying than anything else in this novel is the
feeling "Thleh Unamuno conveyed that God

l;!aS

dependent upon his

creatlon for existence, and that his creation could deny him.
One might say th8.t Unamuno is developing an Ml.,flier, less
sophisticated and organi.lte£l vers:i.on of the contemporary theme

concer~tfu-, "dea.t.,."'lY6~'''e;ellpsilOli of God"

Man's freedom. is
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a primal source of his crea ti vi ty; and this freedollt is so
powerful that 'chey very ground of freedom, which is, God, can
be denied.

In Unamunian terms, it is not that God died, but

simply that he stopped dreaming because men no longer yearned
i'or his dreams.

He did not die on the cross or during the

Reformation or ,·ri th the rise of science in the Victorian Age;
. he just slipped out of our, dreams.
What, then, does ·t;hisform of dream relationship betvleen
God and man really mean?
destroy him?

If God be God, can human beings

Unall111no seems to say that ';le cannot destroy the

dl'eamer, but ·that vTe can destroy the dream..
selves off from God.

~~d

We can cut

our~

what this meaus for human life is

truly a vision of terror; for in destroying the dream of God,
\iTe destroy the ultimate meaning of

01.11'

lives ..

The funeral oration in the last chapter of Nist., which is
given by Augusto's dog, Orfeo, is a-result of the terror of
./t'lgusto I s death.

Perhflps these same words could also describe

the emptiness felt by those 1>!ho must live in a llnlVerse wi thout God:
"He had experienced other deaths. He had smelt dead
dogs and· cats, ••• but h:1.s master he supposed to be
immortal. Because hi.s master wps for him a god.
And .Then he saw now thE! t he was dead he felt that
itJi.thil1 his own soul all the foundations of life
and the \'lOrld were crumbling; and his heart ':>fas
filled with immense desolation."· 1
This funeral orat.ion can be seen as Unamuno f s reaction to
wha t might happen to human existence if God were dead.

11fuen

men close themselves to God, ·to ,Ufe and the world, eJd_stel1C<U
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becomes a study in the eclipse of the hU11an person.

Men are

no longer human when they are not open to the existence of
fai tho

All that remalns .in the 1-rClsteland of a .10rld vr:L thout

God is a dream w::l.tl1out purpose.

As one of' the characters in

the novel exclaimed after Augusto's death: "But tell me if I
have ever done anythj.ng else but sleep?

Anything but dream?

Has the "lhole thing been anything but mist?" 1
One suspects that Don

~Uguel

\v8.s slowly f8.dlng into the

mist, and that the dream he thought. had been dreamed by God
nf

was simply the vlsion what was e:lready gone.
I\.

The other form of relationship betlveen God and man 1>lhic1:1
Unamuno discusses in his novels and philosophical '"fOrks is that
between man's faith and reason with God.

The essential

C011.-

tradiction betvreen reason and f'i:d t.11 as modes of being before
God is at the heart of' Unamuno's analysls.
The sense of divinity hI primitive life, says Unamuno, was
"the subjectivity of consciousness projected exteriorly." 2
Like Freud or Feuerbach, UnrumIDo saw some meaning in the tdea
that man projected the image of God upon the universe.

The

imaginative f'eel:Lng for (j:i,vinj,ty, that was present in primitive
life, projected personality to the cosmos.

L1ke Schleier1l1acher,

Unamuno dlrected his attention to the feeling of dependence upon
some pOl"er; and UnS1Jluno believed that "the Un:Lverse ••• wiis present
as a Oefini te feeling. tI 3

The gods 1"ho act l:1.ke men

in

the

2. Higuel de Unamuno, Tr,,!Kic Sense of Life, trans. by J .. E
Crawford Flitch (N.Y: Dover Publications, 19545, p. 157.

3.

Ibid., p. 1+9 •.
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my"~hs

of Homer, the savior-gods of the mystery religions, the

gods of the fertility and spring rites: all these are imaginative projections which give personal characteristics to
the

~11iverse.

Nevertheless, this primitive notion of di vini ty VIas taken
over by the intellect and converted into an idea.
of feeling ••• was converted into the idea of God." 1

"The God
This

rationalistic conversion, Unamuno believes, was the source
/

of the prostitution of the God of lite.

The logical god, the

god of theolog1cal systems, is a dead thing.

It ls only by way of faith, which is to say by way of
love, that human beings come to God at all.

We callJ.'lot kn01!l

God before we love him; "we must begin by loving Him, longing
for H;i.m, hungering for Him, before knN1ing Him." 2

And thus,

it maybe that the man who p:r:ofesses no belief in God, but
who has a hunger for eternity, is mIlCh closer to God than the
lllan who possesses a special theology but has no v:L tal desire
to stand before God.

The Unamunian conception of faith, there-

fore, finds its deepest dimension in the ,anguished desire to
know God:
UTo believe in God is ••• to be unable to Ii va "lvi thout Him .... It is not, therefore, rational necessity
but vital anguish that impels us to believe in God ••••
And it is the lIlish to save tpe h1lll\an flnal:ity of
the un:i.verse." 3
".
FbI' this reason, the object, or better said, the subject,
~.,

p. 159.

z". Ibid. ,

p. 160.

3. Ibid.,

p.

1.

168-184.
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or

the Unamunian category of faith is no static, established,

conservative God.

In God himself there is also strife,

struggle., and "Jar.

The tragic ,<Jar in which all things are

engaged has Hs roots in the divine reality.

God is both

immanent :i.n human struggles and transcendent.

He is man pro-

jected to infinity and eternalized there in perpel;ual agony;
and he is also the transcendent person who affirns hims.elf
over and against manls projection.

Whether

01'

not Unamuno

intended to set up a bi-polar dimensi.on in God, it is quite
clear that the God l-rhom he addresses is a heretic God, "\-rho
doubts himself.

This fact explains ,my Unamuno could say

in one of his sonnets,.
tlGod is the unattainable

desire 'life have to be Him; Who
knows? Perhaps God himself
is an atheist." 1
I

In his analysis of Unannmo's God, Jose Yerratel' Hora
characterizes the dynamic quality of the ph:tlosophical stance:
"This is the God who denies a.nd affirms Himself!: who
desires and fears, who pulsates in the heart 0
mankind and hovers .above it. fA God who defies
rational proof but i<Jelcomes those i-rho approach
Hill! armed .nth the tools of belief and love. Thts
last point is all-important, since a 'belief in
God begins wi th the desire that there be a God, with
the inability to live without Him. t Such a longing
for God is no mere desire-at least, not one that
thought can assuage; it is more in the nature of an
anguish! a yearning for Him •••• i<lithout man and the
world, God vrould not exisi;. But "lithout God, man
and the world ,'!oel1d founder in i;he nightmare of the
yoid fromM.·ie:h the ol1ly sa.lvation :1.s an unelicL.un~ dream." 2
~w-".",.,,~

1 • Jose Ferrater Nora, Unamuno: ll.-PhiJos0.phy of Tragedi:~
trans. by Ph:1.1ip Silver (Berkeley: Uni.v. of Cal:!.fornia Press,
1962), p. 41r~
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Friedrich Nietzsche had. proclaimed that God is dead:
lithe old God ilb longer liveth, in whom all the ,,!Orld once
believed •••• He is indeed dead." 1

Unilmuno ,vould maintain

that even the death of the old God is the Ufe of man; for
as God hides himself in the night of M.story, Man searches
for the divine in deadly earnest.

(4) 'fne Agony of Christianity:

Unamunol13 Christianity ,,,as one of conflict, tragedy, and
agony.

He sa.r a perpetual contradiilttj.on at the heart of the

the Christian faith wh1ch both ripped it apart and r0vitalized
its sources .01' strength.

And this same agony, far from being

the result of manls perverted being, was at the very heart
of ,,,hat Christian1 ty means.

Draw'ing h1.s i-nspiration froll!

PascalI s insi.ght tl18.t ChI':tst was to be in agony until the end
of the world, Unamuno found it necessary to repeat this
phrase throughout his vTOrlt.:
II leg ony ,

then, is struggle. And Christ C&.l1\9 amongst
us to bring us agony: struggle, not peace •••• It is
of course possible to quote oi;her and even more
numerous passage.!} in the Gospels \vhieh speak to
us about peace. Yet the fact is that this kind of
peace can grocv only out of ',Iar. just as a certain
R t.nd of' i>Tar can be won only in' peace. And this
precisely i-s agony .... l.ike Chrlsi;ianity, Christ
Himself is forever in agony." 2

According to.Unamuno, risk, uncertainty, and doubt have
become necessities in the life of the model'nChristian.

FaIth

Higuol de Unamuno, Th.!L.!).gony- of j!hristianity, trans. by
Kurt F. Reir.hardt (N.Y: Frederick Ungar Co., 1960), pp.'s 17·-19.
2.
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must be tested day by day, reconquered and rene1ired in a continualstruggle.

The vital anguish of Uving in a world of

sUffering would not allow many man, and particularly the Christian man, to shrinl'C from the burdens of doubt and despai.r.
Unamul10 "lould not have described faith in any other 'Germs than
that of struggle Il.nd restlessness; far from bej.ng a once-andfor-all claim on absolute truth, faith vras essentially a clai.m
placed on hum.aTl lives, vrhich are a great deal more fragile and
contradictory than absolute truths.

Unam:u:no believed that

every Christian must repea t vlithin himself the soj ourn from
doubt to hope, and that both these two factors TRust be at 1var
with one al"lother constantly.

In the realm of' spir5.tual reali-

ties he believed that every man had to start frOlll the beginning.
With Kierkegaard, Unallluno would agree that !las an individual,
qUite literally as an individual, to relate oneself to God
personally is the formula for being a Christian." 1

No one

can accept or inherH fa:l.th except as they elect to do so as
free ind:i.v:ldua,ls; and this choice is ahrays made in the midst
of agony and despair.

Ul1amuno wished to throvi the individual

. into existence:
lIlt is necessary to plunge men into the depth of the
ocean and·leave them to themselves, so that they
may learn to slm, to become ht1ll1an beings •••• Those
anXieties, tribulations, and doubts of l'ihich you
are so much afraid, are the living and eternal ,,raters." 2

----------------..-.........._-------,-_._-1. 80ren Kierkegaard, Attack U .on Christendom, trans. by
11alter Lowrie (Boston: Beacon Press, 195"2 , p. 274.
2.

Unalllul1o, ''!>p.

0Ai.,

po

XX.

.y,
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Since faith and agony are the central characteristics of
the. Christian faith, it is engaged j.n a series ,of conflicts.
Unanmno sm; the same continua:!. contradictions in the realm of
religion as he did in all other factors in human life.
One of the

cOlltradict~LOns

to define ChrisUani ty"

emerges as soon as men attempt

Unamuno proposed a defj.ni tion of

Christianity that ,,,as both contradictory and reminiscent of
the definitions outlined by SOme of the neo-Kantian phj.losophers.

Christiani t:l, he ,.;rote, "is a value belongtng to the

unlversal sptrt twhieh has its roots in the :most intima to recesses of man as an individual. 11 1

Hov; different is thts

statement from that made by Harald HOftdlng in his work on
the history of philosophy?

Heltgion's "permanent value is

assured bytts struggle on behalf of the inner as agatnst the
,onter, and its assertton of the significance of the inner
happenings of persona]: life .• 11 2

The essential difi'erence bet-

1Ileen UnalllT1l10 I s definition and that of the neo-Kantians is not
one of terIlls but of

purpose~

Unamuno's purpose ,vas to describe

what he constdered to be a contradiction in Christtanity; and
his definition, far frOlll being a dogmatic statement about
religi.on as

such~

was really an attempt to clar:l:fy the meantng

of this contradiction: that the personal and the universal dtmensions of the Christtan faith coex.isi; in a state of war.
In reality, then, Unamunots definition of Christianity is not
nearly so 15.mi ting as that expressed by the neo-Kantians.
1"

~., p. 15~

2. Harald Hoffding, A H:Lstol" of Modern Philos~, Yolo I,
trans. by B.E Neyer ClJ.Y: Dover Publicattons, 1955 , p. 103.
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There is no "essence of Christianity," ,.hether that essence
be found in values or experience.

Perhelps, Unamuno·s def:!,ni-

tion j,s simply an invitation to penetrate into the mystery of
Christian5.ty, for the Christian i'ai th has no essence--i t simply exists as a fact of hw.an experience, and as all existences
it must hTestle with itself.
Because of this "defj.l1ition ll of Christianity, one of the
most agonizing struggles Unamuno s,nl in the Christi,an fai i;h
WaS between the social and individual componeni;s of Christian

doctrine..

He felt that social Chrilltianity, which he considered

to be the definition of faith .'l1ithin group consc:Lousness, was
in part an· illusion.

Wi i;h Kierkegaard, Unannmo "Tould have

said that !lit is impossible to edify, or be edif'ied en masse." 1
On the other hand, Una1ll11nO felt that individual (personal)
Christianity had to solve no other problem that of the individual1s
place before GOd.

Kierkegaard 'IV'Ould have spoken of the "reli-

gious singling out of the i.ndividua1 before God" as being
at the the heart ,of Christianity. 2

UnallH.L'10 began at a

:point even more si.ngular: tlChristian5. ty is radical indi viduallsm." 3
Nevertheless, far from holdi.ng a Romantic conception of ind:ivi-·
duality at the expense of

society~ Unam.uno saw that Christia.nity

1. .S¢ren Kierke-gaard, T1:le Point of View li'J.Yi" Ox,ford
University Press, 1939), p. 129.

2. S¢ren Kierkegaard, The Present Af',e (Nevi Yor1~: Ha.rper
Torchbool{s, 1962), p •. 53.

3.

UnaJlluno, lJ1!';i,Cl.t

,P. 1.13.

4 •. By a Romantic concoption of indi vidualj,ty I mean
essentially that form of rela.tionship described by such l!\en
as Shell~y ·OJrc ayron, ln ",hieh the indiv1d~,",1 is justified 1n
and of himself, In th no reference to any :&tanscendent source.
In the traditi~nal~omantic sense, i t frequently occurs{.that
l::he""cl,v,clu",{ 3swns Ns. AiYld\V ,c\.uaLj.,.,/ aT the .(j!feNls:e of SOc..l£

r

;I,
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could not exi.st except as a soc jety of believers.

We are thus

confronted by a hopeless situation: the indivldual is at the
heart of faith, and yet he must live in a society of Christians.
How doesUnamuno resolve this contradiction?

:t'he anS,iJer 1.s

rather simple: he does not attempt to overcome the contradiction, for he saw -that the indivBua.l Chri.stian and Chri3'i;endom must engage In a vi tal struggle.

If indl vidual Chris-

tianity trlumphed it w'Ould be followed by subjective anarchy;
if social Christianity dominated it "JOuid lapse into insti.tutiona1ism~

Another contradiction which he se.w pulsating

~r:l.t:hin

the

dynamics of faith consisted of a struggle between faith and
doctrine.

Although he frequently discussed the reality of

faith, he only touched upon the nature of doctrim).

But this

fact does not mean that he dismissed doctrine as scholastic
dogmatism; on the contrary, despite his attacks upon doctrine,
he kne'ltr that the existenoe of th:l.s reasonable form of belj.ef
vias as necessary as faith itself.

Indeed, faith Vias only

po.ssihle as it struggled vith reason and concepts.
Before understanding the nature of the agony bet\f'een faith
and doctrine, it is necessary' to grasp some of Unamuno I s ·v1.e'Jpoints concerning faith :l.tself...

Many philosophers, including

such men as Willi.am ,Jame8 or Schopenhauer, have drawn parallels
betvJeen faith and will.

In h:l.8 fml,ous ,book, The Vlill to

Believe~

for example, William James found that the vrill to believe 'lias
the 80urce of belj.ei' 1'1:;8e1i'; or, as he said, flfai.th in a fact
can help to create the fact ... 1
1~

ltli nia111J ame s ,

Publication8, 1956), p.

Unamuno, hmrever, 'Ivi8hes to
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make a most important distinction bet,<reen belief and faith.
Belief is essentially rational assent to certain 'Vievypoints
about the 113_ture or purpose the

universe~

fai th ,vas to be found in desire (la gana).

UnanlUno felt that
The thirst for

the divine, the inability to live without God, divtne discontent--all these are other ways of' describing '<That he meant
by faith.

The opposite of this passionate desire to kno1t! God

is a placid acceptance of God's existence or a sto:ical indifference to the question of God.

T'no opposite of agonizing

faith is Victorian confidence in God as the presldent of a
unlversal corporation; and this attj_tude leads to a form of'
cosmic indifference.

And thls indifference is in sharp con-

trast w:it;h the reality of growth: that all things advance through
struggle.

Rather than the 1I1i11' to believe, then, TJnamuno "fishes

to discuss faith as agony endured in the struggle with the
living God.

This fact explains why his favor·He phrUe from

the Bible ,veI'e words which comMned i'aith and dQubt: HI beHeve,
help Thou my unbelief. 1I 1
Ii' C11ristiani ty is seen agonistjcally and polemi.cal1y as
struggle, the resulting contradiction between faHh and doctrine becomes more understandable.

Doctrine j.s abstract:; l t

avoiCIs struggle by sneaking aro'Culu the contradiction vii tIl
rati.onal formulations;

Doctrine .rishes to reduce Christian:U;;y

to another H-ism, U co:mpara ble to socialism or a.cti v:isl'll<»
'Hishcs to Sh.01:1 that Christianj,t~r is not another ism.

1Jnamuno

Rather

-------~.---.----------------"
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than being another doe"Gl'ine among a world of doctrines, Ohristial1it;y. is a .state of personal, individual being.

Thel'e is a

diffe:eence,for example, between Platonism and the state of
being Plato.

One can 8.dhere to Platonic doctrine 1;rh:1.1e never

really knowing th.0 mystery of vlllo Plato vras.

The unique quali··

ty of the Christian faj.th is that i.e claims that one can be

in Christ.

Or, as Unamuno says, "the state of balng 0111'is-

t:l.an is the state of being Christ;,," '1

.

Original
C11rlstlan:L ty
.

did not Gome in the guise of correct belief or doctrine, hqt
j.n

the reality of the presence of this Jesus of Nazareth; and

it \las the abiding presence of this man in the lives of his
disciples "rhic11 appeared as struggle and agony.
One last reference might be made to the agony which Unanmno

3m!

betvreen faith and doctrine, and this concerns the

contradiction in scriptUre between the letter (doctrine) and
the 1'1'Ord etai th).

The 1IlOrd, ,.hicb is the gospel rather than

the Bib1.e, is the creo.tive sonrce of God's actions in the
,.0r1.d.

The \ilord is an event "hich occurs at the most mysterious

times and places, although Unamuno frequently ret1.ll'ned to the
idea. that the word
tion."

2

W1S

a

spol~en

event, part of an "oral tradi-

The letter, ho,veveI', "Thicb began ,,,5. th the

intel'pretation of'

SOl::18

lllis~

of the Pauline epistles, is devoid of

creativity; it is simply a book, a letter, a nO-i·yord; a letter
bj~ds

us read, but not Ij.ve and die \lith it as does the vlord.

Both the vrord and the letter engage in a vital struggle;, at

------r:2.

1bi0...-;- p. 3Ii~:-Ibid., p. 1,,8.
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certain times the la,v of the letter rules, and at other times
the 1ITOrd manages to brea), through history ",ith
UnaLiUl10

1 ts

gospel.

sayj thIs vital process at 1vork all throughumt Chris-

ttan htstory, but he especially j.nterested in the Reformation·
because such men as1uther "ranted to Ilunbind the vlord, to drag
the Word from the Bool'.:." 1

Unamuno believed that the Reforma-

tion once again proclaimed the gospel, and that the agony of
this proclamation became the life of the ChUl'ch.

Needle.ss to

say, this freej.ng of the ,'lord could not remain; it again vlaS
forced to struggle with the letter.

The Protestants who

follm'ied Luther "chained the 1tiOT'd to the letter.

And they

set out to teach the peoples to read rather than to listen." 2

It must be clear by nOvr that vlhenever Unamuno spoke of
Christian agony his unifying p,urpOse was not to di.l'ect h:l.s reader to some dogmatic formula or to the lIessenofi'J" of the Christian fa.ith nor to some eternal principle of love in Chrj.stiani ty'.
Christ.

Rather, the sub;j eot of Christian agony

a person:

In this Jllan of Nazareth Unamuno found the deepest

dimension of this tragic sense of life.
be asked:

vlaS

111'110

But it rerr,ains to

is this man, and ,That does his life mean?

tIna,muno believed that there 11ere tufO reprosen ta tlons of
t .;

the Christ figure in religious history, and that these t-vro

Jy

images were engaged in vi tal agony.

mh
.i.~ e- one

v~hr'l "'t
,,) }'

,Tesus, he called "the Recumbent Christ of Palencia."

1•

Ibid,., p. )+8.

2.

Ibid,., p. 4lt.

the dead
TM.s was

asa great teacher or a continuation of th," Hebrevl tradition.
This. was the Christ "rho demanded no agony on the part of his
believers; this ,vas the hw'1lan Ghrist taken down from the cross
to be buried.

This Ghrist gave birth to vlhat Garl Michalson

had called the "cealman I s faith," "/hieh is the faith of a
man ,\1ho thinks Christ set down a list of moral rules to be
fol101iled or who believes j_n gi vlng blind obedience to the
regulations of the church. 1·
The other representation of Christ '1hj.ch Unamuno seeks ls
the "Crucified Christ of Velazquez. tl

~rhis

is the Christ w-ho

lives In agony, who perpetuates struggle because only in war·
is there peace.

Unamuno found the deepest symbol for this

inslght in the Christ of Velazquez, 11ho was the bloody, flesh
and bone man who suffered at the hands of men:
"Here, in the aren!.). of the world, in this life which
ls but 11 tragic bullfight, ••• here th'3 livid, scarred,
bloody, drooping Chr:tst." 2
This Christ of Velazquez, as John MacKay of Princeton Seminary
had said, is the Chrlst of Pascal, the bleeding God ,,:ho w'ill be
in agony until the end of' the ·world:
"The Christ of Velazquez is for him not ·I;ho utterly
dead Chr1st, but the Chr:tst who continues to sufferthe Pascalian Christ I,ho ,.;ill live in a love passion
of' sufferIng unti 1 the end of the "lOrld." 3

1. Carl Michalson,
(Nov! York: Charles Scribn~?J-s-Qons,
2.

Niguol de Unanmno, PerplexitIes and Paradoxes, trans.

by Stuart Gross (N. Y: Philosophical Llbrary, lf1~5), p. 80.

3. r1iguel de Uns11Llno, Poem.?, trans. by Eleanor L. Turnbun (Baltiniol'o:.Johns Hopkins Press, 1952), p. IX.
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The entire drama of these hlO Christs takes place in the
arens, of hUlllan history.

Han still adhere to a dead man VIho

gave certain etbtcal formulations and then 11as cructfted.
Others have expertenced the living presence of a Chrtst VIho
'ims in agony on the cross, and who l'lill continue in agop-y unttl the end of the world.

Unamuno I s Chrtst, though he

\13,$

a

histori.cal figure, was not bound to the so-called biography
of a man "rho lived t'\vo thousand, years ago.
" 1·rho

His vas the Christ

glJ.ve his soul to humanity, an1l it is he who lives on

in hUl1lanity." 1

In short, Unamuno w'as able to cry out: God

lives!
From his writings, and particularly from his Ll.gon,y of

Christiani:\iY, it is certain that Unamuno lived ,vHhin his
agonizing faith, that he

';JaS

possessed by the paradox of Chris-

tiarli ty, and that he struggled from 'l-li thin the very faith he
expounded",

In UnamUllols soul, the agony of Christianity 'Ivas

that reason tvas powerless to penetra,te into the mysteries of
this man of NaZareth, and that men had to be possessed by doubt
.Jhile affirllling love.

Despite Unanmno ' s despair and doubt,

however, one feels that there stood a love for th~ very God he
was denying:
IIGrant me, Lord, that; ,lI'hen lost
at the last I e111l going to depart
from this. nj.ght of darlmess in l,hioh the heart
dreaming is shriveled, that I may enter into
the hl-tght day that I,f)Ver ends, mine ""yes fS.stened
on thy ,,,M.te body, Son of :1-'",.n, co,"~pletc
Hi.:l'l\ani ty ) •••
and my ga1;,e :m'bmerged in Thee, I,ord!" 2
1.

Unal11uno;op. cit., p.

38;--

ot

2. Miguel de Unamuno, ~:he Cllrist
Velazauez trans. by
Eleanor Turnbull (Ba,ltimore: J'ollns Hopkins Press, 1~51), p. 132.

(5:) C:reative Possibilities Within the Realm

of Religion
It is a certain fact that Uuanl14'1o·s religion was "not
a religion of peace and submission, but of struggle and action,
maintaining itself amid doubt and uncertainty." 1

It is possi-

ble, of course, that lj.ke Nietzsche, Unannlho incorporated into
his religionof struggle elements of the scientific mentality,
wtth its stress on the struggle for survival.

But Unamuno's

religion differed from the scientific viewpoint in that it·
"as not the struggle to subsist \-,bioh Ttlattered most, but the
struggle to exist as authentically as possible.

And the auth€Jll-

t:i.c eXistence, Unamuno believed, ,vas only possible in the real.!!!
ot religious agony.
Needless to say, there will be those who strongly object
to Unamuno's continual references to tragedy and agony on the
grounds that these components of reality cannot be ut:Uized
as modes' ofexistenoe.Tragedy, these same people \4'ould claim,
leads to bitter reSignation, to morbid self-analysis, and to
inaction•. But on the contrary, the amazing paradox of tl'le
Unamun:i.an stance is that the tragic sense of life, engagQ.d in
continual agony, leads to an affirmation of life, a passionate
concet'fl for others, and action.

It "las the optillis ts, the Vic-

i;or:i1Ln activists or psychologists, 1<)"ho most destroyed life; by
refus.ing to take into consideration the complexity

(j:f

human Ufe

--"'-

1. JOhnHacQuarrie.~ :r,,,entieth-C:entury B.eligiou"l. Thotlf',11t
(N.Y: Harper & Rair, 1963), p. 201.

I
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,
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and by beUeving that people were reall:;r good at heart and
only needed a change of situation and not

8.

change of heart,

they managed to elude the necessity for personal struggle and
grOi'rth..

l~or

human beings to be truly human, Unamuno would

say, they had to be p"rtlclpants in the dramas of agony-death, despair, finitude, alienation--and it was from out of
the agony that creat:tvlty arose.

To exist was

'1;0

struggle,

and to struggle "as to 11 ve; and the true Ii vi.ng. struggle was
to be found i'lithin Christi.an agony.
Una1ll1.lnO returned to the problem of creative possibilities
i.n the realm of religion in many ways.

The essential unity

of these various ,fays to express his conviction is very often
disguised in the paradoxical language ",hleh he used; but it is
a tmity maintained in h:1.s principle of contradiction.

It

seem.s val:i.d, therefore, to say that Unamuno expressed the
idea that; there is a creative dimension in religious agony
in three forms of his Vlri.tings: philosophy, poetry, and novels .•
As these three distinct forms are

discui~sed

separately, it

,,1.11 be necessary to remember that they formed part of a
unified vision.
It will be recalled from the thrust of this thesis that
Unamunofs philosophy is essentially a philosophy of tragedy,
in 'I;he sense that tragedy means a confllet or collision between
forces so ,-lell matched that no final victory is possible.
In most of Unanmno j s writings these forces were genera1ly
considered to be :faith and reason,

The tragedy of human

existence took place b13aa:1i'se maither of these forces could
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ult:iJllately triU{l1phj they had to engage in a vi tal strugf,le.
Nevertheless, Unamuno felt, it vTas in the maintenance of the
struggle bet1veeu these forces that creative existence ",'as
possible.

Or, as he said tn the Tragic Sense of Lt1"e: "It

is the conflict itself ••• that unifies my actions and makes
me live." 1

The foundatlon for this creativHy activity of

philosophical agony iv-as essentially a religious one.

Religion

did not give ans',;ors 'co questions 1I:11ich philosophy ratsed;
rather it gave birth to the courage and hope Vihtch made the
asking of philosophical questions possible.

To be a philoso-

pller ,,,as first of all to be a man, to exist in the vrorld
as authentically as possible; and to be a mom was to struggle,
to agonize.

Since the agony- of Christianity Vias at the deepest

level of who and "rhat man is, the roots of philosophy lay in
the religious dimension of existence.

Unallluno believed that

even behind the most abstract systems of philosophy there
lurked the figure of the flesh and bone 11lan.

Whether in the

Critiques, of Kant or in the system of Hegel, Unanmno found the
heart of a real man.

Often he deliberately called phlloso-

phers by thell' first names in order to reach the flesh and
bone man.

Willlam James becarJle knolffi as Guillermo, Carlyle

as 'fonfas, or Pascal as Blalse.This proceclure "las not done
out of a lack of respect for pl:lilosophersibut Unamuno

COtl-

sidel'ed these men to be his friends--and whoever calls a .fri:efld
by his last name?

Even more importantly, Unamuno found that
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beneath the external facts of philosophers' systems there
was a ground of religious agony.

The religious agony of
or Augustine vras obvious;

but even behj.nd th" most abstract systems Dnamuno sm, the
religious premise.

In the \'JOrk of Descartes

01'

a

HUllW

he

found the same sense of religious agony; in Nietzsche's denial
of God he sa:v.J a passionate concern with God; in Kant J s reconstruction of religion along the lines of morality he saw'
the foundations of Christian agony.

In short, Unallluno found

the creative source of philosophical v10rk in the asking of
tl1e010gioal questions.

In defining his position as a philoso-

pheI', Unai1luno also illtUllinated what he considered to be the
task of philosophy: to struggle ,>lith tho 'mystery of lifo.
ItI sh~ll spend my life struggling "d th the mystery,
even without any hope of penetl'ating it, because
this struggle is my hope and my consolation. Yes)
illY consolation. I have aCGustomed to find:i.ng hope
in desperation itself ••••
"1 have hope only for those who do not knmv, but who
are not reSigned to being ignorclDt, for those who
restlessly struggle to learn the· truth and ,,!ho are
more concerned vlith the struggle than "it11 the victory. If 1

\

In his poetry Unamu.ilo also r(3t-urnea to the theme thD:t
true cree-l.tion is only posstble

beCEtUSe

there is a creator;

of

beca:use God, man crE~ates.. Though Unamuno I s poetry lacks
"
somethinG of the lyrical quality- vlh:tch is so vi tal to the

Spanish poetic tradition, from the P0e111 of the Ci<1 to Garcia
LorCH, it must be remembered that UnaTI1UnO f s poetic vis:ton

grea tel' than his poetic craft@

He 1,.las

8.

!;'1Jas

man who had something
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to say, and ,,'ho ,wuld say it in as many forms as possible.
Anc1 yet, Une:muno ,<1il1 also be remembered as a

~oet;

perhaps

he c'annot be c(ill{.jd a poet of song, for ht? never thought highly
of music.

But he 1Ili11 be recalled as a poet of life, as one

11ho tried to ,"!restle \1Hh the fuystery of the nrJ5.verse ,r.Ltld,n

an imaginativEl frame1llOrk.

Ruben Dario, one of the giants of

Spanish poetry, said tha.t Una.muno ivas essentially a poet,

Hif be1ng a poet is to lean out of the gates of m.y.stery and
come back \1{:Lth a gl:lnt of the unkno1ill in your eyes,•• .His
gp

vision o'f'1:;he universe is full of poetry.

He is the pelota-

plaYEl!' of thEl Apocal:\Tpse. II 1
Unamuno's poetical universe is a religions one •.
greatest voltune of poetry, The Ghrist of VelazQuez, he considered to be a ,'lOrk of the religj,ous imagination, for his
explicit purpose was to make tta thing Christian, biblical,
and Spanish." 2

All his poetical achievement, it might be

sa.id, arose from. a creative, religious agony,

Because God

vms the creater, man eould also be the creature l.ho creates.
Because God entered human history in pain and died in agony
on the cross, all those men vlho follov;ed in his footst(1PS
had to participate in the same agol1j.zing drama.

But out of

this draJll.a, in which God 1Ims the great art:i.st, man vms free
to be his mm artlst, to be a creator.

In his Christmas Oan-·

tic1e, Unamuno expressed this concern:
1.
(Oxford:

2. GS.rcia Blanco, pon Miguel de..JJnamullo y Sns .t:Q!"sj.ad
(Salo.manea: University of Salamanca, 1951,), p. 209.

;'
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"Oh, fruitful mystel'yl
Lo God is born!
All whoaI'G born suffer and diel •••
VJho mCLv:es hint'self a chil{l suf:eers ,{no dies.
Thanks be to Theel my God I
Thou w'l th thy dea "h
dost give us life that never ends,
the life orUfe." 1
lie saw a close J:I;::l,'Ili5\-dp beti,reen arUstic creation and fJtruggle,
for :tt

'iilaS

out of struggle that creation emerged.

To create

i-las to struggle vlith that vhich was to be created, to find
better expressions for creattvity.

And this kinshIp between

crea tion and struggle, in Vihlch the artist i1restled ,vi th the
materIals of his creation as God did vr:l.th the "rorld, found
its deepest dimension in the notlon of a God who entered human
history :in agony to, create new' men.,

What Unanmno really gives

us, then, is a theology of the imagination, or, better yet,
a faith expressed in imaginative terms.

!tArt, art? wherefore :is art?
Sing t my soul, sing
in your own way ••••

r know not Vihat r vrant

~nor kno,;! myselfnor do r care to knovl!
Am I anything more than the frail reed
T'.o.rough ,{hien. wh:lstles th'3 "lind?
The wind ot the J~ord, the ,>lind of iurini ty ,
:vli th neither beg:i,nn:ing nor end ••••
Heed, my .lild reed,
speaK and tell me, il'hat have you to do wj.th
'That they call art?
Reed my wild reed
yield yourself to the Lord, for at his pleasure
He sings in you;
in you, wild reed,
his power :i.s tested ,vi. thout any plan;
lie plays with you;
be you his toy, my reed, my poor "li1d reed." 2

1. H:i.guel dp Unanmno, Poems, trans. by Eleanor L. Turn-bull (Baltimore: Johns Hopki11S Press, 195'2), PP.'s 175-177.

2.

IMd., pp. 's 167-173.
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In most of his novels, llIoreover"Unaw.uno also allied
the meaning of the tragic sense of life \'iith the possibn.ity

for creativHy.

But H

was especially in his novel Saint

Uanuel Bt\~no, Hartyr, thai; he stressed the meaning of reHgious
agony for creativity.
In this novel Unamuno attempted to snOVi hmv religious
doubt and agony could be tlu'ned into creative values for l:Lfe.
ThB story is essentially centered around a priest ,.ho :i.s to1'mented by the illusionary character of his faith, but who
knows th8,t these same realities of faith are necessary for
lJlen to live creative lives.

He knovrs that the belief in the

resurrection of the body is rationally absurd, for

oXfu~ple.

But at tho same time, he soes that the life of his people
feeds off

or

this beliei', that their lives are given finalitjt

and purpose in the light of this belief.

WhHe living through

the doubts and te:rrors of his unbelief, hOl-,ever, the priest
continues .to minister unto M.s people because he see.s that
the very faith which he denies is their staff of life.

Lazaro,

1Ilho comes upon the scene later in the novel and is at f:trst
critical of the stance the priest talres, later finds himSelf
converted to the -priest's

ideas~,

<is he Elxul<iins to his sister!
~.

"For he is a saint, sister, a true saint. In trying
to vrin me to hif' sa:i.ntly cause, the most sai.r;tly-he was not t,r~r~<3 to chalk up a triumph for himself;
he was doing it; for the peace, the happiness, the·
111usion, if you 11ke, of those entrus~ed to his
care •••• I surrenderee to his arglttnents Qnd tIltH'e
YOll havethj conversion. "1

1. Harriet de Onls, Sn8,n:l..£h.Jltorles and Tale.? (Ne,>! York:
Pocket Books, 1956), p. 67.

What.the priest has done is to turn his spiritual despaIr into lUe foJ;' his people, even if the faHh he brings to
them seems to be an i Uusion.

His vlords to L;;tzaro express this

concern for life:
HThe trnth? The truth, :Lazaro, is something so terrible, so nnbearable 7 so dea<ll;r, that perhaps simple
peoplec0uld not 11ve i1i t11 it ••••
"And that is what the Church does, makes them live ••••
All religionS are tr14e in so far as they make the
pe0ple 11ho profess them live spiritually, in so far
as they console them for havillg he.d to be born. tt 1
Unamuno expressed the thought that life is "the

unr~iti-

ga ted blackn.ess of the chasm of weari'ness of living. tI:2

Man IS

sin is this life is simply having been born human, prey to
the sj.ckness of despair and the agony of uncertainty.

Reli-

gionts task is to create the illusion of purpose, to assure
people that this eartr':.1y

existe~ee

is not the end.

For ",ith-

Qut this illusion--that life is worth living--everytl:,ing 1s
emptied of:Lt s meaning.
ho~esty,

If thisal:la:,j.ysis Seems

·~o

be beyond

if it .,eems to fall into the pit of sUPerstition and

ignorance, then Unamuno would say that it at least creates
purpose 1J.Xld 11leaning.

For if meaning itself is something beyond

intellectual honesty, and must be measnred by the creattvEl
effect it has on life, then perhaps the priest in the story was
actually living the truth.
A.l1gelita, the girl who aids the priest in his work, offers
this final testimony to his life.

Perhaps her testimony ilii also

a fitting tribute to the creative meaning of religious agony:

1.

Ibid"

p. 67.

2.

~.,

p. 71.
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"One must live! And he taught me to live, he 'G1l.ught
us to live, to feel life, to feel the meaning of
life •••• Ee taught me by his life ,1:0 l;(?se myself in
the life of the people of my village, and I felt
the passing of hours, of the days, the years, no
more than the passing of the waters of the lake;
it seemed as if my life would always be the same.
r did not feel myself gro1Pr old. I no longer lived
in myself, but in my people, and ]l1Y people lived
in' me." 1
Creativity,

thu~,

was possible vr5.thin the tragic dimension

of existence; moreover, it found its deepest roots in the agony
of ChristianHy .Sp1t'itUltl reali t:tes, hOl,ever, like all other
rea1i ties in the Unrulluntan world, participated j.n a ,'Tar ",htch
could never be resolved.

To be a Christtan in the modern

lImrld was to agonize, because Christ; himself ",ould be in agony
until the end of the .rorld ~

Unamuno j s spirt tual mom is thus

a tragic man in the world, vrho knows the depths of the innermost self to be structures of essent.ial contradictions.

To

be a man is to be a man of the spirit, who feels, surfers,
pities, and loves.

But far from utilizing the, tragi.c sense of

life as an occasion for reSignation, the spiritual man uses
it as a source of creativ5.ty, of purpose, faith, and unyielding
love.
In the end, then, Unanmno neither resigned htmself to the
tragedy of life nor sought to overcome it.

Rather he sought

to utilize this fact of hUlllan existence for creatlve meaning
in.a suffering world.
,var.

He knew that life only gave peace in

But it remains for more subtle veriftcati.on princi.ples

1•

Ibid., p. 81.

than are nmy open to the human mind to determine ,,[hether he
found that final home he so often sought in God.

IUs place

of burial in his beloved Spaln gives some reason to believe
that he never relinquished Ills desire for that home, for on
his tombstone these "lOrds are carved:
ItLay me, Eternal Father, in thy bosom,
that mysterious home:
I will sleep here, for from life's fierce struggle
I come all undone. H 1

1 • Car 1 Hi chal s on, ;;;C~h,r~i,",s~t",i,",a!'.;on.;o<i,,-t~~~.....!'!~....,,~~~:..:::..=~~
(New York: Cha.rles Scribner s
•

(1) SUmlllary.:

The Unamunian universe .ras essentially a pla(:e of
struggle and agony.

And this struggle

1ITaS

traeie, because

it entailad hostilities betw'eell forces so ,"ell matched that
no uitilllq;te v:tctory could ever occur.

All realities partici-

pated in i<That might be called a "being-in-struggle,!! whose
deepest roots ,,,rere spheres of contradiction and paradox.
Within this universe, therefore, there seOlllS to be only one
essential reality; the tragic sense of life'
•
•#
Because of this tragiC senSe of life in men and peoples,
lihich revolves around the notion that existence COT1Sists of
a struggle between forces in continual agony, there rematns in
the TInaiT,urdan -World an unyielding dimension of contradiction
or

paradox~

aff:LrTils

Indeed, TInamuno descr:Lbed himself as "one .lho

contrar1es,~

man of contradiction and strife, as

Jeremiah said of himself; one ,,'ho says one thing
heart and the contrary

1I1i th

"vn th his

his head, andror whom this oon-

flict is the very stuff of life. n 1

In almost every dimen..

sion of TInamuno t slife, writings, and times this structure of
contradictton call be seen.

In the history of his Spain this

contradiction arose in -the at"i;empt made by traditional Spain,
the Spain of the lrings and the mystics, to confront the modern
world of SCience, technology, and politiCE'el ·movetr,ents.

The

struggles between conservatives and liberals, Cathollcs and
-

1.

Miguel de

J .. E. Crawford Flitch

UX1;';;:;;;oxi18
nr.Yt hover

Tragic Sense of Mfe; trans. by
Publications, 1951+r; p. 260.

.freethink~u's,

traditionalists and cO!l!1llunists all .T6re given

birth by the agony of the tillles.

Unamuno stood wIthin this

period of historical crisis, but J1is personality and 1'l'1'i tings
often deviated .from the norms of his time.

The contradictions

\vhieh he faced Ivere not only poli t1ca1 or cultural ones, bu·t
spiritual paradoxes which found th"ir roots in another dimension: God, man, and Chri.stian agony.

Y.ds God ,,;as a heretic;

he denied and a.f."firmed hilllself; he remained closed to rational
proof, but he welcomed those who eaL'le to him j.n love.

And

as lljan searched for the same God, as man lived in agony ,vi thout this God, he came to 1111derstand the meaning Oof Christian
agony--that the heart has its reasons as well as the mind ..
Rather than turning the contradiction between the heart and
the head into stoic resignation, however, man utilized the
tragic sense of life for cr.ea tivi ty and meaning"
(2) An Evaluation of Unamuno's Theological Position:
Ever since the writings of Kierkegaard, the concept of
the paradox has been vital to l>lestern thought.

All our thoughts

about God, it seems, must run into a paradox or contradiction,
and these contradictions must exist in a state of tension.
At least one contemporary theologian, Gustar Aulen, has made
the point that this state of tension caIh"'1o'h be eliminated
nor elllbraced .for its own sake, for there is a tenslon-:rilled
uni ty in revela"/:;i.on it self.

God is not sirllply the prlme move:!:'

of the tU'li verse, but is involved In hi storn and yet he.is
above change.

God is SOVereign, and yet there is evil.

These

are but t1.iTO exanlples of eontradJ.ction in our talk about

God~

For these reasons, Gustaf Aulen has said,."The Christian
affirm..':! tions of fatth are characterized by a certain tension
which cannot be eliminated.

l'he reason for this tension is

that a.ll these affirmations ••• are aj"firmations about God." 1
The essential question to ask those men such as Unamullo,
who begin 1>7i th the central! ty of paradox in fai th, is 1rlhether
there is a higher truth in an I-Thou relationship ;'lhicn transcends paradox.

And why should tM.s higher truth be ];)roken up

into contradictions when we think about it?
Could i t be that the nature of paradox has something to
do with thinking itself, since it belongs to the nature of
thought ·to set up oppos;i. tions?

The human mind cannot under-

stand light unless there is darkness; i t cannot think of good
without eVil.

Whenever the mind contemplates reality the

threat of the paradox appears&

UnamuIlO would project this

contradictory character of thought to God himself, who doubts
and agonizes.

Despite this dynamic understanding ef Godts

nature, it remains to be seen w'het11e1' the paradox of human
thought, which is in part a linguistic problem, can be best
understood by projecting its origin into God.

There is one

central question 'which should be asked of Unamuno at ttls
point:: are the contradictions of thought part of the nature of
God himself, or are they merely structures of the mind?

More-

over, is it possible that within the dimension of faith the
1"

by Eric

p.

84.
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contradictions lead to a deeper lIDi ty which holds the paradoxes together?

Are spiritual mysteries sj.mply paradoxes

taken back into the region of fe(lling, and transcended there?
In s11ort,is revelation necessarily a paradox?

Or might it

not be that in the ultimate mystery of God's being all things
are gathered into one?
Ifhtmlan history is taken seriously, however, it Se6l1lS
diff;!.cult to believe 'chat any mode of being, even the I-Thou
relationship,. can transcend the paradox.

1i!Ihenever God relates

to JlIan the paradox is heightened, for the category of man-assinner carC-not be overcome.

Htmlan history i.tself is cO'tltra-

dictory, and if' revelation takes place in htmlan history, the
result is a paradox.
~lhether

It is, of course, dlfficult to determine

the paradox is the result Qf' the God who enters human

history as something different froll! man, or whether the paradox 1.5 part of the nature of God.

Traditionally speaking, it

would have to be said that the paradox rests in human history
and not 1.11 God himself.

When C.ed elects to ellter the drama

of history, he freely opens himself to the contradictory medj.UIl!

of his revelation.

God I s wa:t-> are not our ways; but when he

elects to enter our tifays, his ways become a paradox.

In thls

sense, then, Una:muno left us a valuable imd.ght into the paradoxical ways of God in human life; but the religious availability

of his God is limited on the modern scene because he insisted
upon projecting the contradictions of htmlan existence unto
God.

"

for our knowledge of who and what God is, is the major
concerning Unamuno I s theological

posture~

Bu:~

there are

less ra.dical, questions "hich must be put to the theology of'
Miguel de Unanmno.
The first of such questions deals
the Bible.

,,,i th

Unannmo I s use of

It might be' possible to "".rite an entirE) book on

this question, 'but there are potnts at which Unanlvno f s intl3l'..
pretation of the b:tblica.l literature is unique--and perhapt?

less than adequate.

For example, is Unamuno f s God of agony

the sallie God who covenanted w:lth Israel and delivered them

from the hands of the Egyptians?

Is Unamullo I s God the OtheF

,'ho confronts man; or is he the 1'9110\, sO,journer who SU,f;l"9'l:'S
and doubts

i i i thi.n

himself'?

And does the God of the Old .&nd

Ne,f Testaments need man in order to exist, as Unamuno waul",!

say? . Along with this question, it must also be asked wllet.heI'
Unamuno' s Christ, the sut:i"ering Christ of Velazquez, is aU
adequate portrayal of the biblical Ghrist.

Must c''brist be

in agony u'l1til the end of the world, or has he already oonqUered the ,forld?

not of history'?

Is Umwmno's Christ the Christ of faith and
And is Unamuno's Christ the Christ of the

Spanish mystics and not Jesus of Nazareth?

In many respects,

it must be remembered that Unamuno's interpretations of the

bibUcal record were not formed in the light of modern biblical
cri.t,icism.

But at least ! think it might be said, with some

justification, that if Una'lluno's Christ cannot be completely
portrayed as the biblical Christ, it is a portray-iiI wh:Lch :l.s

concerned fi'l'st of lIcl1w;Ltl;L 'lbe. .living Ghrist o,ho suffers today.

1'1''1,

A. second serles of questions ,,'hich must be asked of

Dnamunols theology concerns his use or misuse of certain centrai 1,ords: eternity, death, sin, hlstory, eschatology, creation, iml1l0rtality, human destiny, the vlord.

All of these

'\'iO.rds are situ;;,ted. wlthin existential frame"lOrks; that is,
they are given meaning in the light of two p:t'ior conditions:
the existence of the flesh and bone man, and the reality of
the tragic sense of life.
of lllan in the "orld

lITaS

Dnamuno beUeved that the existence

tragic, and that in the face of his

history (both inner history of the individual and' the outer
h:l.story of the race) man was faced with the existential reality
of'death,sin, and depravity.

nonetheless, within these

same tragi.c depths of. man there pulsated a thirst (la gana)
for eternity and the possibility of crea torship.

But hUlllan

history could not fulfill these craving desires, and thus
an eschatological hope was born in the Dnamunian universe
for a ftnality which human destiny apart from God eould not
provide.

Htllllan destiny had to be seen in the light of' divine

purpose; there had to be a new creation of man in eternity.
UnamJ:lllo found such a ne" creation in the Christian doctri.ne of
,!;he resurrection of' the body.·
AlthoLtgh DnamJ:lllo frequently discussed the creatorsllip of
man at the sante time as he discussed the tragic cond:ltj,on of
human life, his doctrine or man-as-sj_nner vias no'!; as pronounced
as man as crecttor.

Dl1allnmO believed that

ll!al1

.ras not totally

separated froll! the God, a.11d th/tct sin did not entirely obliterate

v

ISO

the divine image of God in IJlan.
life

8.S

If Unamuno conce.;i:Ved 0;1"

a crusade against death and oblivion, it i)i;

to see why he did not also stress man I 13 crusade <}ga;Lnst 55.n.
It is also difficult to understand why Unamuno did not spef\k

often enough of re-creation in this life, and alWaYS found
it necessary to speak of re-creation in the light of immortal~~
and eternHy.

In most 0:1" his o·ther categories he dwelt on

the existence-sphere of ths·flssh and bone man

in this world;

but in his analysis of immortal:i.ty hs seemed to go beyond
the existential fact of the worldly life tnto t.he possible
reality of a post-worldly life.

And it must also beaslted

,;rhether Unamul1o! s God, the hereti c God .rho doubts him.selfan;q
struggles with his creation, can be of adequate power to insllli'e
immortality.

Can one really trust in a God Who is an

a'lthei~t"

who doubts himself, and ;qhO is dependent upon his ",·orld for
existence?

Is thls God of agony the same God who created ti:l:e

itlOrld out of nothing, w'uose mighty acts moved the Hebrevr ne.,...

tlon, and whose power

WilS

C~Q$$?

such that he freely elected the

(3) HUllIan Existence In the Unamunian World:

Despite various objections to the Unamunian God, it:!. ..!!'
more difficult to object to
tenee.

UrlilmUnO I s

portrayal of

hUlllill1

'1'0 the question "Wh.a't: is life?" Uhamul10 might

plied: struggle, agor-y, and orea t1.on.

ex:Ls-

hav~

re-

II}'C!e,ecl, the qnestion

of life holds rn:my more trae,lc possiMlit::Les than the question
of God or Truth or values, for it is Ufe ",'hioh binds men to
the yoke of' history.

Rather than discussing human existence in

indi:vidual existence, the history of the flesh and bone man.

In a positive sense, it might be said that the life of
the flesh and bone man, Unemuno 1 s authentic man, gi lles many
insights into the nature of h1.ll11an personality.

The life of

this authentic man is linked to an existential concern for
life; all human effort .must be brought into the fulfillment
of consciousness.

At this point there would be 1:1. ttle disagree-

ment as to Unarnuno's p1:ll'pose, for even the socialist or
linguistic analyist desires to add somethi.ng better to the
human condition.

The

~ssential

question to be asked, hOlllever,

In answer to this ques-

goes deeper: what makes life h1.lll!an?

tion Unallmno would have stood vrithin the tradition of thinkers
which included su.ch men as

Augustine~

Dostoevsky, Berdyaev, and others.

Pascal, Kierkegaard,

Certainly h1.lll!an life is

more than rational co:mprehensiol1 or empirical existence, and
What this "something more than" is demanded a feeling for the
utter and often terrible lllystery of human bei-11gs in the world.
Suffice i t to say that Unamuno saw that being a man entailed
various conditions; human personhood meant s"l;ruggle; to struggle
,vas to exist fully and to crea.te cOl.npletely; to be a man meant
that there would be a logic of the heart as well as a logic of
the head.

~ioreover,

Unallluno saw that the deepest dimension of

personhood 1;las to be found in an agonizing fa:i. i:h in God, in
the ins.bllHy to live ,;7i thliut him, in the desj.re that he ll'.ight
exist.

In short, Unamuno sa", that the way to be hllman led

through the agony of death, anxiety, finitude, and despair to
a God who·entered h1.lll!an hIstory as a suffering man.

Nevertheless, there are some points at which Unamunots
authentic man seems to fall short of personhood, and all these
points revolve around the theme of tragic contradictions in
man.

Unamuno begins with what he considers to be a given

rea1ity~
~rith

It is difficult to disagree

the tragedy of hUJl1.an lifs e

his analysis a.t this poin-t, but it is not difficult to

see that tragedy can also be the occasion for destruction and
resignation.

There ts no necessary connection between the

tragiC sense of life and creativtty.

It is a characteristic

of the tragic characters in Unamuno's novels that they are
so preoccupied with their own egos that they are controlled
by their passions and indifferent to. society.

Endless struggle

and cont.inual agony can also lead to agonizing j.naction and
a lack of balance tn personality.

And since UnallllIDo I s tragj.c

sense of life cannot be overcollle, a lllan is left to struggle
wi thout any hope of final vi ctory.

Can a rnan strrcggle "ii th

the mystery of life without any hope of believing that he will
find something of that mystery revealed once and for all?
(4) Conclusion:

Why :1_s this _thesis illlportant?

Is there any justification

for the long and weary hours of reading and organization, \.;ri ting
and re-iVI'i ting?

t1estern anthologies have often

-dlsnliss~ed

Unamuno as a

product of Spanish culture, or they have not botJ:.tElred to admit
him to the select eire1e of modern writers.

Outside of his

un ti 'Ie Spain Unamuno I S 1. l11Dset on European 1i t13rature has not

been overwhelming.

Jo;-'J:<"'erra tel' Hora I s work on Unamuno IS

philosophy is, perhaps, tho most complete 1.ntel'pretat5.on of
his ,,,orkdon6 in English.
books

\¥ri tten

And outside of short chapters in

by Carl Hichalson, John Iv!8cQuarI'ie, and John

MacKay, Unamuno's name is missing in the anthologies of the
West..

Perhaps this fact is caused by the many untranslated

works of Unamuno; only his Tra?,ic Sense of ,Mfe and :!pe fAgop;:1.
of Christianity have become well-lenown in Etir0pean circles.
This may explain why Ortega y Gasset I s "orks, 14'hich have been
translated, are more a part of Western scholarship than Una:muno'si
but Una111UnO I s philosophy is just as vi tal to the i-Test as is
Ortega's, and, moreover, it is dH':ficult to understand ho"
Ortega's works can be interpreted without some reference to
Unamuno and the plight of modern Spain.
But it also seems that Unannmots life and vlritings are
:!In.portant to the task of contemporary theology; and if' there
has been a lack of literary interpretations of Unamunols wor}:,
there has been even 1110re a lack of theological interpretation
of Unamuno I s literature.

This lack of interest in the theology

of Miguel de Unallluno is disheartening for several reasons.
There have been interpretations glven to the Russian religious
mind, to Berdyaev and BUlgakov, to DostoevskY and Tolstoy; but
how often has theology concerned itself with the Spanish religious
mind?

The Spanlsh 1'e11gi.011S m:i.nd, open as it was to Moslem

and mystical influ(011ces, is different from the min.d. of Western
Christianj.ty, as it vms situated in Rome.

There is an essential

root of tragedy and mysticism in the Spau:tsh religlons mind ,,,hioh
set it apa:\:'t froll). Roman Christ1an:i. ty.

V,/hy has this root not been

more frequently invesUgated?
It is even more discouraging to find hOI" little model'n
theology has concerned itself with Unamuno, for there are Oterta,in
vital insights which he brings into the modern interpretatil1ln
of tho Christian faith.

There seems to be at least five

areas of concern which Unamuno dealt .vi th l1Jh1ch could be
utilized in the contemporary task of theology.
1.

Una.mu.no r s repeated use o.f existential themes, set
"Hhin the dynamics of the Christian faith, can be
a unique source of new interpretation.

Indeed,

Unamuno's novels and poetry are sources of existell'"
tial illtages, and could be used for further analY$is",
It could also be shown how these existential Chl'i$ti<an
themes took root in Spanish culture.
2.

Unamuno I s analysiS of the word, both the created'ltP,rd
of rJlal1 and the Word of God, act& as a ori tique of i;h$
modern concern ror linguistic analysis.

His co,n..

caption of the word as a Ii ving reall ty lays tbe fOt'u'l.da,..
tion for a critique of philosophles of language,

3.

Unamuno I s ontology also offers a unique illsigl'l.tir.r!;o
the struotures of' being.

Rather than speaking Qf

Being-itself, Unamuno spoke of being-in-str1:lgg1e.

4.

UnaJl1u..r w I s metaphysics also offer a new direction for
the metaphysical task in our time, in which the ·W'11.01e
of reality is seen as engaged. in stru.ggle.

5.

Unamuno I s analys:i.s of God and lllan can act as a
a theol~'h':~'l: ~t!i!t't't1:"e: tltl' tl'1eoJ6~teal pos1 tivis.ll1,

f 5S"

which speaks of the honor of God apart from the dignity of
man.
The value of this thesis, however limited it; may be,
could be simply to point out those areas of theological ccncern
in Unamutlo and the Spanish religious mlnd which have not yet
been fully comprehended.
Needless to say, the final justj.fication of this 1elork
wi.ll have to rest with the au·t;har himself.

For if it has not

been edifying to him it will not be valuable to anyone else.
Unanmno once remarked of his vr.ritings:
liMy intent has been, is, and"Jill cont:Lnue to be, that
those ·,lho read my lfOrks shallthinll: and meditate
upon fundamental problems, and has never heen to hand
themcompletee thoughts. I have ahrays sought to
agitate and, even better, to sti!!11l1.late, rather than
to instruct ••••
til do not know·1tlhether anything I have done l1il1 endure for years, for centuries, after my death, but
I do know that if one drops a stone in thE! shoreless
Sea the surrounding waves 1 although dimini.shing 2 will
go on ceaselessly. To ag~tate is something, and if,
due to this agitation, somebody else follows '1<,11.0
does something which endlll'eS, my wo:rk mIl be perpetuated in that. It '1
Suddenly the thought rushed into my m:1.nd that more than
the literature or the philosophy, during the last fe1-; !l1onths

r had been l:1.ving with Higuel de Unamuno, sharing tn the elrama.
of his life.

More than books or systems, hUlllan beings have a

way of remaining in onets memory, becoming part of one's life.
Only noW", in retrospect, can I begin to see the j.mpact this
man has left on my existence.
to the fact that

I',oi!md~:!;!:g'tia:n(j

.Perhaps this feeling is due
:something of the tragic sense

1. Miguel de Unamuno, Perleities and Paradoxes, trans.
hy Stuart Gross (N.nPh1':1.osophical Iiibrary, 19t ,p. 8~

in men and peoples.
I knO"l what Unamuno meant by

f',

tragic contradiction between

t.,ro modes of existence: thEd; of faith and that of reason.
Imaginative faith has a double destiny: it pries open men's
hearts, and it lays a curse there..

Like B.T Coleridge's

Ancient J:.fariner I can understand that there is a terror in
faith itself, that faith can create a whole structure of
meaning out of contact with reality, and that it can project
a world full of powers and presences not vis:i.ble to the physi-

oal eyes.

1

And yat, as

Stuart :Mill, reason

111as

the case wIth the young John

can stifle the feelings and drive the

heart into hiding; it can deny validity to those dimensions of'
existence which are necessary for creative existence, but
olosed to reason itself. 2

And how is man to live fully in

these tragic depthsZ
• d even more t'nan t h
. ' ..I
.
"n
a ':1.nd'l vloaua
, are t
no our t l.mes
as

tragic as Unamullo I s?

Still the funeral bells ring out the

solemn message of death in this land j still the quiet desptd.r
of men suffering hl oroi.ded cit:tes.

No eternal panacea seems

capable of overcoming our situations or changing them, and
the wisdom of EcclesIastes runs rampant: tHan "ras born to live,
to suffer, and to die, and ,vhat befalls him is a tragio lot.
There is no sense in denyIng this fa.ct of tragedy, and
'--1'.-.-R=-o;-:b-:-e""r'1:t:-rP;:-:e:'::nn:::""'i~'""!a"'r"-:rEm hu 13 sho,m h01I.T'!'the 11 Ancient Mariner,"
a poem by Coleridge, . . . the imagination both blesses and curses
:man by creatine: new dIrections and new horrors. See RobeJ't Penn
Warren, Selec.t..QQ. Essays (!f.Yt Random House, 1958), p. 257.
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",(,}.ng, A; History of' Noder!). Philoso'phy,
-Crans. by B.E Meyer (If.Yt Dover Publica tions, 1955), pp. IS 398399.
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yet men must live wi thin this dimension of tragedy..

F10\1

are

they to do it?
Unamuno gave one possible answer to.this problem in his
life and wTitings.

He stressed the importance of living with-

5.n the land betVllOlen fa5. th and reason, nei ther embracing faith
at the expense of reason nor clinging to reason 5.n the face
of faith.

It l1as his content5.on, witnessed to in his life,

that a man could exist creat5.vely in the borderland betvleen
faith and reason, and make of this style of life an authentically
h1llllan experience.
I do not know '.I11ethe1' Unamllno IS naJ1le will be uttered in
generations to follow; at til!les I suspect that like his l11Ysterious
Spain he vIil1 forever remaln a riddle to minds which demand
more analytical methods.

In a t:Lme such as ours, how'ever, when

philosophy has been more concern(9d with chasing vlOrds than
with finding truth in life, j.t brings hope to kno"r that some
men in this century have been concerned with the agony of' human existence and the meaning of the Chr:Lstian fal tho

Una··

muno's words still live on, as he once hoped they vlould:

"I banish myself to memory,
I go tD live in remembrance.
Look for me now, tf you lose me
in the wilderness of history,
for tM.s our li.1'e is an illness
and if living ill I die.
There.fore I go to the w:i.lderness,
I go where death 1l1ay forget lll.e.
I tall:e you wi tIl me j my bro ther s ,
that I may people my desert.
.
Then ,,,hen you think me most dead
vrithin your hands I shall quiver.
Fbr he:r!'i."L""l.~~YJ'l. ,yQ'.J"ll1ysoul
--a book, a man--8. true i10rld,
and \<lhen you tremble profoundly,
reader, I tremble \.;:1. thin you." 1

de, limam",,,o) Poems) +~;~ns. b Elfdt;')D' T~rl1 bitli CB.JtrIYINe:;
J'oh(\s ij"p lwn S P<'€ S 51 I qs {) \ p,:;' OS. O
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